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EIvECTED TOWN OFFICERS
SELECTMEN
A. LESTER SCOTT, Chairman Term expires 1951
JAMES A. LIDDELL Term expires 1952
RALPH H. COLEMAN Term expires 1953
ASSESSORS
RALPH H. COLEMAN, Chairman Term expires 1953
JAMES A. LIDDELL Term expires 1952
A. LESTER SCOTT Term expires 1951
BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE
JAMES A. LIDDELL, Chairman Term expires 1952
RALPH H. COLEMAN Term expires 1953
A. LESTER SCOTT Term expires 1951
HELEN E. NORRIS, Social Worker
TOWN CLERK TOWN TREASURER
NELLIE L. SPARRELL MARGARET CROWELL
TAX COLLECTOR HIGHWAY SURVEYOR
DONALD C. WILDER PERRY H. OSBORN
TREE WARDEN MODERATOR
WESLEY H. OSBORNE, JR. HERBERT A. LINCOLN
FREDERICK A. SMALL
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
THOMAS S. CANN, Chairman Term expires 1952
JOHN D. R. WOODWORTH Term expires 1951
NELLIE L. SPARRELL, Secretary Term expires 1950
*JAMES P. HALL Term expires 1951
BOARD OF HEALTH
MINOT F. WILLIAMSON, Chairman Term expires 1951
JOHN D. R. WOODWORTH Term expires 1953
RICHARD E. CUGNASCA Term expires 1952
DANIEL R. CURRIE Term expires 1953
*Appointed to fill unexpired term
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WATER COMMISSIONERS
RICHARD H. BROOKS, Chairman Term expires 1953
GEORGE F. CAVANAGH Term expires 1951
EARLE F. ALLEN Term expires 1952
TRUSTEES OF WILLIAM J. LEONARD MEMORIAL LIBRARY
ALFRED H. PROUTY Term expires 1952
WILLIAM O. PROUTY Term expires 1953
VIRGINIA M. MITCHELL Term expires 1951
APPOINTED TOWN OFFICERS
TOWN ACCOUNTANT VETERANS' BENEFITS
KENNETH A. TORREY A. LESTER SCOTT, Agent
BOARD OF REGISTRARS
HARRY G. PINSON, Chairman Term expires 1952
CHARLES G. PROUTY Term expires 1953
JOSEPH B. SOUSA Term expires 1951
NELLIE L. SPARRELL, Clerk
CHIEF OF POLICE
A. LESTER SCOTT
DEPUTY CHIEF
RALPH H. COLEMAN
SPECIAL
W. CLARKE ATWATER
CHESTER A. BELL
RICHARD H. BROOKS
GEORGE F. CAVANAGH
GEORGE R. FARRAR
WM. BLANCHARD FORD
HORACE D. GAUDETTE
LLOYD B. HENDERSON
LEN HORNSBY
HERMAN H. KENNEY
: OFFICERS
JOHN G. MARLAND
JAMES K. MESHEAU
ROBERT L. MOLLA
JOHN D. MURPHY
EVERETT F. OSBORNE
STEVEN THOMAS
HUMPHREY W. TURNER
ALAN C. VIRTUE
LESTER D. WEST
LLOYD S. WEST
TOWN OP NORWELL
CEMETERY COMMITTEE
WILLIAM D. JACOBS Term expires 1951
STEWART BOWKER Term expires 1952
W. WALLACE FARRAR Term expires 1953
RICHARD H. BROOKS Term expires 1953
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
EDMUND F. LAPHAM
ADVISORY BOARD
EMERY N. LEONARD, Chairman Term expires Mar. 31, 1951
E. HAROLD OSBORNE Term expires Mar. 31, 1951
FRANK W. ROUNDS Term expires Mar. 31, 1951
HUMPHREY W. TURNER Term expires Mar. 31, 1952
ERNEST H. KNIGHT Term expires Mar. 31, 1952
HORACE ROSS Term expires Mar. 31, 1952
RALPH L. RIPLEY Term expires Mar. 31, 1953
LYONAL D. FORKEY Term expires Mar. 31, 1953
CARLETON B. HAMBLEN Term expires Mar. 31, 1953
BOARD OF FIRE ENGINEERS
T. CURTIS POWER, Chief Engineer JOSEPH L. HALLETT
*RICHARD A. GAUDETTE ROBERT O. APTS
HAROLD T. RAMSEY, Chief Engineer HAROLD S. WILDER
TOWN FOREST COMMITTEE
WESLEY H. OSBORNE, JR. LESTER D. WEST
ROBERT D. MEDEROS
DOG OFFICERS
LLOYD B. HENDERSON ROBERT L. MOLLA
FENCE VIEWERS
HARRY G. PINSON JAMES BERNARD SCOTT
INSPECTOR OF ANIMALS MEASURER OF WOOD AND BARK
RICHARD E. CUGNASCA BERT I. RICHARDSON
MOTH SUPERINTENDENT BURIAL AGENT
WESLEY H. OSBORNE, JR. A. LESTER SCOTT
'=Appointed to fill unexpired term.
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FOREST FIRE WARDEN AGENT, COUNTY AID TO AGRI-
CULTURE
LLOYD R. FARRAR WILLIAM D. JACOBS
CUSTODIAN OF TOWN HALL
LESTER D. WEST
NOTICE—NORAVELL VETERANS' SERVICE CENTER
The purpose of this Center is to advise and assist the veteran. Any
veteran or member of veteran's family wishing advice should contact any
of the following committee members:
ALAN C. VIRTUE, Director
RAYMOND F. MERRITT
THOMAS J. TOLMAN
JOHN D. MURPHY
LORING L. WADSWORTH
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REPORT OP THE SELECTMEN
To the Citizens of Xorwell:
Another year has come to a close and the general financial picture for
the year 19 51 shows no improvement. The increased cost of living and
the proposed further increase in withholdings and overall taxes should be
a determining factor in the voted appropriations for the coming year.
Since the State Auditor's Report of the town accounts had not been
received up to the final date of submitting copy to the printer, no report
is contained in this issue but will be included in the report of 1951. When
the report is received from the Commonwealth it will be available in the
Selectmen's office for anyone who may care to read it.
The 1950 contract for Chapter 90 work on Grove Street has been satis-
factorily completed with increased improvement to one of the main high-
ways of the town.
In the passing of 'The Colonel' John D. R. W^oodworth, M. D., a void
has been left in the hearts of many of the townspeople to whom he gave
unsparingly of his time and professional services both in a private capacity
and as school physician, without remuneration, and Civil Defense work
during the World War II emergency. His kindly manner will long be re-
membered.
Once again it has been necessary to organize an active Civil Defense
Unit and the Selectmen, on a directive from the Governor, appointed W.
Clarke Atwater as Director, upon the resignation of- Donald Porter who
was unable to continue due to lack of time to devote to the task.
Following instructions to the Selectmen at the last Annual Town
Meeting, Committees were appointed under Articles No. 13-22-32, covering
the advisability of combined departmental equipment, designs for a War
Memorial Plaque and Zoning. Reports or requests for continuance are
contained herein.
The town lost another public spirited citizen in the death of W. Wall-
ace Farrar who served for many years on the Advisory Board and as a
member of the Washington Street Cemetery Committee.
Lester D. West, Custodian of the Gushing Memorial Town Hall since
its dedication in 1936 retired on December 31, leaving the duties to the
care of Harold Young, who replaced him. Well wishes to the new custo-
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dian and to Lester West "regrets'' on the severance of a relationship of
many years.
The Selectmen extend their sincere thanks and appreciation to the
department heads and committees who served the town so well throughout
the year. We welcome the opportunity to be of service on all problems
concerning the town and meet as a Board on Friday evenings between the
hours of 7 and 9 o'clock at the Town Offices.
A. LESTER SCOTT, Chairman
RALPH H. COLEMAN
JAMES A. LIDDELL
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TOWN ACCOUNTANT'S REPORT
To the Board of Selectmen
:
Gentlemen:
I hereby submit my report of the financial transactions of the Town
of Norwell for the year ended December 31, 1950.
RECEIPTS
Cash on Hand, January 1, 1950 $221,790.16
GENERAL REVENUE
1950 Tax Levy:
Poll $1,420.00
Personal 7,729.06
Real Estate 125,000.96
$134,150.02
Previous Years' Tax Levies:
Poll 26.00
Personal 326.86
Real Estate 14,857.44
15,210.30
Income Tax 26,432.80
Corporation Tax 10,590.67
Meals Tax 877.18
Tax Title Redemptions 262.87
Liquor Licenses 625.00
All Other licenses 261.50
Court Fines 16.65
Federal Grants:
Old Age Assistance $19,772.94
Old Age Assistance, Adm 1,034.81
Aid to Dependent Children .... 1,733.26
Aid to Dependent Children, Adm. 317.61
22,858.62
State Grants:
Tuition and Transportation ... 8,482.86
Union Superintendency 1,242.53
Highways—Chapter 81 10,447.98
20,173.37
231,458.98
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COMMERCIAL REVENUE
Moth Assessment 508.50
Motor Vehicle and Trailer Excise Taxes 23,756.53
Collector's Fees 191.41
Town Hall Rentals 281.00
Fire Engineers—Permits 27.00
Sealer of Weights and ^Measures Fees 54.55
Mass. Public Health Subsidy 280.71
Board of Health—Licenses and Permits 15.50
Board of Selectmen - Sale of Highway Machinery 150.00
Comm. of Mass.—Aid to Dependent Children . . 1,727.40
Old Age Assistance:
Commonwealth of Mass $15,479.26
City of Boston 106.31
City of Brockton 36.68
City of Quincy 31.54
Town of Hanson 23.66
Town of Hingham 70.73
Town of Reading 86.21
15,834.39
Comm. of Mass.—Veterans' Services 934.56
Schools:
Comm. of. Mass.—Tuition .... 656.64
City of Boston—Tuition 698.32
School Lunch Receipts & Refunds 5,08 7.58
High School Rentals 33.00
Comm. of Mass.
—
Vocational Training 3 4 4.74
6,820.28
W. J. Leonard Memorial Library—Fines 6.30
Sale of Fish Rights 9.00
Water Department:
Sale of Water 770.25
Sale of Pipes 108.31
878.56
INTEREST
Interest on Taxes 654.99
Interest on Tax Titles Redeemed 26.18
51,475.69
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AGENXY, TRUST AND INVESTMENT
County of Plymouth^—-Dog Licenses 9 5 2.00
County of Plymouth—Retirement Fund 1.262.92
Federal Withholding Tax S. 510. 39
Mass. Hospital Service. Inc 462.40
Trust:
Cemetery Perpetual Care Funds 590.92
Sale of Lots and Graves 95.00
Sawyer Fund Income 6.2 4
Water Bonds Amortization Fund
Income 3 5.14
27.30
Trust Fund Withdrawals:
Cemetery Perpetual Care Funds
Charitv Funds
20S.34
145.00
12.26S.35
REFUNDS AND TRANSFERS
Comm. of Mass.—Mosquito Control Transfer . . 150.00
Collector's etty Cash Fund 100.00
School Lunch Petty Cash Fund 25.00
Lumbermen's Mutual Ins. Co.—Dividend .... 33.73
Old Age Assistance—Estate Recovery 2. 2 S 4. 20
Schools—Insurance Refund for Check Incorrect 1.334.26
Schools—Insurance Dividend S.OO
Schools—Books Ref'Und 1.56
New Elementary School—Equipment Refund . . 468.75
New Elementary School—Equipment Refund . . 219.50
School Lunch Account—Mass. Refund 662.97
W. J. Leonard Memorial Library—
-
Subscription Refund .50
5.2SS.47
Total Receipts and Cash Balance S522.962.S2
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PAYMENTS
MODERATOR—SALARY
Herbert A. Lincoln, Moderator $20.00
Frederick A. Small. Moderator 10.00
Appropriation 20.00
Transfer— Reserve Fund 10.00
$30.00
30.00
SELECTMEN'S DEPARTMENT—SALARIES
A. Lester Scott. Chairman 300.00
Ralph H. Coleman, Selectman 100.00
James A. Liddell. Selectman 100.00
500.00
Appropriation 500.00
SELECTM EX'S DEPARTMENT—EXPENSES
Helen S. Craven, Clerk 268.80
Helen E. Xorris, Clerk 50.00
A. Lester Scott, Expense 4.75
Ralph II. Coleman, Auto & Expense 7.75
James A. Liddell, Auto & Expense 12.50
U. S. Post Office. Box Rental & Postage 10.75
Helen S. Craven, Postage .64
Mass. Selectmen's Assn., Dues 25.00
Plymouth County Selectmen's Assn., Dues .... 6.00
Kensmith Press, Printing 2.64
Bailey's Inc., Stationery & Supplies 41.01
Hobbs & Warren, Inc.. Printing 2.33
432.17
Appropriation 400.00
Transfer—Reserve Fund 32.17
432.17
ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT—SALARY
Kenneth A. Torrey, Town Accountant
Appropriation
1,200.00
1,200.00
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ACCOUXTIXG DEPARTMENT—EXPENSES
Mass. Municipal Officers & Accountants Assn.,
Dues 3.00
New England States Municipal Officers Assn.,
Dues * 1.00
Kenneth A. Torrey, Postage, Telephone &
Supplies 19.21
23.21
To Surplus Revenue 1.79
25.00
Appropriation 25.00
TREASURY DEPARTMENT—SALARY "
Margaret Crowell. Treasurer 763.34
To Surplus Revenue 36.66
800.00
Appropriation 800.00
TREASURY DEPARTMENT—EXPENSES
Emily T. Allen. Clerical 16.00
Ruth K. Arnold. Clerical 33.00
Margaret Crowell, Supplies 4.00
U. S. Post Office. Stationery & Postage 130.64
Mass. Collectors' & Treasurers' Assn.. Dues ... 2.00
Margaret Crowell, Bond & Insurance 174.75
William N. Campbell, Steel Cabinet 55.00
Jenkins & Simmons Trans. Co., Express 3.33
Ward's Printing & Supplies 15.65
Burroughs Adding Machine Co., Service 11.00
Hobbs & Warren, Inc., Printing 5.95
The Todd Co.. Supplies 4.70
456.02
To Surplus Revenue 43.98
500.00
Appropriation 500.00
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT—TAX TITLES ACCOUNT
Margaret Crowell, for Recording Fees 2.53
To Surplus Revenue 10 2.47
105.00
Appropriation 105.00
COLLECTOR'S DEPARTMENT—SALARY
Donald C. Wilder. Collector 1,237.88
Appropriation 1,237.88
COLLECTOR'S DEPARTMENT—EXPENSES
Ellen Wilder. Typing 22.13
Natalie Lovell, Typing 21.00
John P. Lovell, Deputy Bond 5.00
Mass. Collectors* & Treasurers' Assn., Dues .... 2.00
Donald C. Wilder, Postage & Express 97.63
Charles H. Pik€, Bond & Insurance 197.00
A. W. LaFond & Co., Printing 123.30
Hobbs & Warren, Inc.. Printing 38.91
C. L. Pratt, Deputy Expense 9.00
Ward's, Printing & Supplies 52.50
Rockland Standard Pub. Co., Advertising .... 30.75
Charles H. Pike, Notary Fees 4.50
Donald C. Wilder, for Registry Expense 26.12
629.84
Appropriation 575.00
Transfer—Reserve Fund 54.84
629.84
ASSESSORS' DEPARTMENT—SALARIES
Ralph H. Coleman, Chairman 300.00
James A. Liddell, Assessor 100.00
A. Lester Scott. Assessor 100.00
500.00
Appropriation 500.00
ASSESSORS' DEPARTMENT—EXPENSES
Ralph H. Coleman, Special 388.00
James A. Liddell, Special 128.00
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A. Lester Scott, Special 188.00
Helen S. Craven, Clerk 317.25
Helen E. Norris, Clerk 50.00
James A. Liddell, Auto & Expense 82.25
Ralph H. Coleman, Auto & Expense 62.25
A. Lester Scott, Auto & Expense 52.25
Julia Morton, Copying Probate 62.29
Edward C. Holmes, Register, Transfers 71.68
Richard W. Holm, Register, Transfers 7.50
Assn. of Mass. Assessors, Dues 6.00
Kensmith Press, Stationery 2.64
Hobbs & Warren, Inc., Printing 31.33
U. S. Post Office, Box Rental .75
Banker & Tradesman, Subscription 14.00
A. H. Rice Co., Inc., Binders 42.48
Bailey's, Inc., Supplies 2.30
Sanderson Bros., Stationery & Supplies 39.35
1,548.32
Appropriation 1,400.00
Transfer—Reserve Fund 148.32
1,548.32
TOWN COUNSEL
Geogan & Geogan, Services 300.00
Appropriation 300.00
TOWN CLERK'S DEPARTMENT—SALARY
Nellie L. Sparrell, Town Clerk 8 78.16
Appropriation 878.16
TOWN CLERK'S DEPARTMENT—EXPENSES
Nellie L. Sparrell, Recording Fees 113.00
Helen S. Craven, Clerical 7.00
Emily T. Allen, Clerical 11.50
U. S. Post Office, Postage 16.02
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone 91.45
Margaret Crowell, Bond 5.00
Mass. Town Clerks' Assn., Dues 5.00
Nellie L. Sparrell, Convention Expense 35.58
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Hobart Cabinet Co., Equipment 58.30
Perry H. Osborn, Trucking 11.64
Thomas R. Stearng, Repairs 10,00
Carrie M. Ford, Printing 8.00
Hobbs & Warren, Inc., Printing 12.73
A. S. Peterson, Supplies 1.50
386.72
Appropriation 250.00
Transf-er—Reserve Fund 136.72
386.72
ELECTION AND REGISTRATION DEPARTMENT^—SALARIES
Nellie L. Sparrell, Clerk 50.00
Harry G. Pinson, Registrar 50.00
Charles G. Prouty, Registrar 35.00
Joseph B. Sousa, Registrar 20.00
155.00
To Surplus Revenue 95.00
250.00
Appropriation 250.00
ELECTION AND REGISTRATION DEPARTMENT—ELECTION
OFFICERS
A. Lester Scott 10.00
Ralph H. Coleman 20.00
James A. Liddell 30.00
Ethel Turner 40.00
Annie Capell 40.00
Alice Merritt 20.00
Harry Pinson 30.00
Martha Henderson 30.00
Carrie Newcomb 10.00
Julia Roseback 30.00
Helen Xorris 30.00
Jane Baird 20.00
Elizabeth Powers 10.00
Helen Craven 20.00
Emily Allen 20.00
Ruth Murray 20.00
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Rosemary Cunuingham 10.00
Annie Merritt 1^.00
Jennie Spencer 10.00
Carol Xewcomb 10.00
Charlotte Snow 10.00
Bobbe Miner 10.00
Appropriation 3S0.00
Transfer—Reserve Fund 60.00
44'>.00
440.00
ELECTION AXD REGISTRATION DEPARTr^IENT—EXPENSES
Helen S. Craven. Clerical 2 4.00
Frances K. Savage. Clerical 7.50
Thelma E. Small. Clerical 30.00
George Cavanagh. Police 5.00
X'orwell Parent-Teachers Assn.. !Meals 32.25
Kensmith Press. Printing 13 4. SI
Hobbs & Warren. Inc.. Printing 12.<i5
Rockland Standard Pub. Co.. Printing 99.55
Bailey's, Inc.. Supplies 3.45
34S.61
Appropriation 250.00
Transfer—Reserve Fund 9S.61
34S.61
INCIDENTALS
Assn. of Town Finance Committees. Dues 10.00
Arthur L. Merritt. Ridge Hill School Repairs . . 2.50
Land Damage Awards: (See County share under
Agency) Dora Moskowitz S.50
Town Spring:
Brockton Edison Co 13.33
George A. Beach 3 4.14
47.47
Kensmith Press. Printing 2 2.00
Town of Scituate. Taxes 14.21
Rockland Standard Pub. Co., Printing 6.25
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U. S. Post Office, Box Rental .75
W. G. Ford, Surveyor * 4 46.95
Plymouth County Registry of Deeds, Fees .... 10.20
Edward C. Holmes, Register, Recording 6.25
Civilian Defense:
Cohasset Lumber Co., Supplies . 90.83
Call Drug Co.. Supplies 33.31
E. F. Mahady Co., Supplies .... 720.74
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone 7.60 852.48
1,427.56
To Surplus Revenue 593.55
2,021.11
Appropriation 800.00
Transfer—Reserve Fund 1,221.11
2,021.11
TOWN HALL—SALARY
Lester D. West, Custodian 2,552.75
To Surplus Revenue 47.25
2,600.00
Appropriation 2,600.00
TOWN HALL—EXPENSES
Harold A. Young, Labor 151.00
Loring Wadsworth, Labor 2.00
Benjamin Lawrence, Labor 2.00
Philip Joseph, Labor 5.25
Roy Baldwin, Labor 1.00
Curtis Power, Labor 5.50
Brockton Gas Light Co., Fuel 16.52
Ramsay Oil Co., Fuel 545.82
Brockton Edison Co., Light & Power 252.17
Boston Jan. Supply Co., Jan. Supplies 194.24
Norwell Hardware & Supply Co., Jan. Supplies 7.91
New England Decorating Co., Jan. Supplies .... 20.38
Norwell Motor S^les, Jan. Supplies 1.57
Ward's, Jan. Supplies 1.70
Josselyn's Market, Jan. Supplies 10.88
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42.06
1.10
20.00
38.80
65.00
166.85
5.00
1,556.75
1,500.00
56.75
1,556.75
POLICE DEPARTMENT
A. Lester Scott, Chief 30.00
Herman H. Kenney 26.50
George F. Cavanagh 78.00
Robert L. Molla 92.50
Chester A. Bell 74.00
Lloyd Henderson 68.50
James K. Mesheau 90.00
Amedee Plasse 6.50
Boston Badge-Bent & Bush Co., Badges 10.86
476.86
Appropriation 375.00
Transfer—Reserve Fund 101.86
476.86
DOG OFFICER
Robert L. Molla 103.25
Lloyd Henderson 3.00
106.25
To Surplus Revenue 18.75
125.00
Appropriation 125.00
George A. Beach, Repairs
Bloom, South & Gurney, Inc., Repairs . .
Harold W. Cole, Repairs
Fred Burnside Co., Repairs
Margaret Crowell, Liability Insurance . .
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone
Comm. of Public Safety, Inspection . . . . ,
Appropriation
Transfer— Reserve Fund
FIRE ENGINEERS' COMPENSATION—PERMITS
Curtis Power 7.00
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Joseph L. Hallett : 31.00
Harold T. Ramsay 16.00
54.00
To Surplus Revenue 196.00
250.00
Appropriation 250.00
FIRE DEPARTMENT—GENERAL PAYROLL
General Payroll 1,040.25
Appropriation 1,000.00
Transfer—Reserve Fund 40.25
1,040.25
FIRE DEPARTMENT—STEWARDS
Lloyd R. Farrar 240.00
Joseph L. Hallett 240.00
Curtis Power 160.00
Richard W. Davis 80.00
720.00
Appropriation 720.00
FIRE DEPARTMENT—EXPENSES
Ye Old Tavern Filling Station, Repairs &
Supplies 147.23
Hilltop Service Station, Repairs & Supplies .... 24.33
Joseph's Garage, Repairs & Supplies 49.33
Benoit Service Station, Supplies 5.93
Garland Auto Body, Repairs 3.00
John J. Duane, Repairs 28.50
Frederickson Bros. Garage, Repairs 2.00
Norf-olk Paint & Varnish Co., Repairs 14.25
Farrar Co., Repairs 106.10
Alan Painten Co., Repairs 7.18
Tiffany Products Co., Repairs 1.50
Richard Gaudette Service Station, Supplies ... 3.38
F. A. Leary, Supplies 2.16
Hall's Garage, Supplies
.57
Manning Gauge Co., Inc., Repairs 3.40
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Glover Coating Co., Inc., Repairs 2.00
Reed Lumber & Coal Co., Repairs 27.70
Norwell Motor Sales, Repairs & Supplies 47.94
Little's Service Station, Repairs & Supplies . . . 55.52
Hygrade Garages, Inc., Repairs 3.50
Fox Hill Oil Co., Repairs 60.25
Norwell Hardware & Supply Co., Repairs &
Supplies 8.54
Ramsay Oil Co., Fuel 355.63
Fox Hill Oil Co., Fuel 204.07
Brockton Edison Co., Light & Power 133.32
Raymond A. Hansen, Repairs 19.95
Josselyn's Market, Supplies 17.68
Robert O. Apts, Supplies & Expenses 16.17
Lloyd R. Farrar, Supplies 15.33
Boston Sand & Gravel Co., Materials 82.55
Bradford Weston, Inc., Materials 12.75
J. B. Scott, Supplies 10.00
Thomas Tolman, Supplies 10.00
Marsh Grocery Store, Supplies 2.31
Joseph L. Hallett, Supplies & Expense 33.65
National Fire Protection Assn., Dues 12.50
South Shore Life, Advertising 7.80
Henry H. Johnson Co., Printing 12.00
Boston Badge-Bent & Bush Co., Supplies .... 7.00
Wesley H. Osborne, Jr., Line Clearance 10.50
Howard A. Shearer Agency, Insurance 180.00
Charles H. Pike, Insurance 31.50
Herbert A. Lincoln, Insurance 15.00
Margaret Crowell, Insurance 92.50
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone 661.40
2,547.92
To Surplus Revenue 2.08
2,550.00
Appropriation 2,550.00
FIRE DEPARTMENT—GENERAL EQUIPMENT
Gorham Fire Equipment Co 784.92
Farrar Co 3 57.00
American Fire Equipment Co 374.85
1,466.77
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To Surplus Revenue 2.53
1,469.30
Appropriation 1,469.30
FOREST FIRE PATROL
To Surplus Revenue 200.00
Appropriation 200.00
NEW FIRE TRUCK
Wood Engineering Service 7,200.00
Balance—December 31, 1950 300.00
7,500.00
Appropriation 7,500.00
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM
Meserve Electric Co 1,254.20
Balance—December 31, 1950 1,445.80
2,700.00
Appropriation 2,700.00
COMBINATION NO. 2—FIRE HOUSE
Balance—December 31, 1949 17.32
To Excess & Deficiency 17.32
OXYGEN BREATHING MASKS
Balance—December 31, 1949 5.50
To Excess & Deficiency 5.50
SEALING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Edmund F. Lapham, Sealer & Expense 114.29
W. & L. E. Gurley, Equipment 30.79
Margaret Crowell, Insurance 27.10
172.18
Appropriation 150.00
Transfer—Reserve Fund 22.18
172.18
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MOTH
Wesley H. Osborne, Jr., Supt 313.75
Wesley H. Osborne, Jr., Truck 274.50
Frank Makowski, Truck 6 7.00
Harry Henderson, Labor 219.90
John Burns, Labor 231.50
Earl Allen, Jr., Labor 33.70
Alfred Howes, Jr., Labor 8.00
James Liddell, Labor 8.00
Nichols Landscape Co., Insecticide 719.00
Bay Path Motors, Repairs 52.82
Sylvester Co., Equipment & Supplies 6.44
Hilltop Service Station, Supplies . 43.09
Henderson's Store, Supplies 2.60
George A. Beach, Repairs 13.44
Hazelwood Press, Printing 6.00
1,999.74
To Surplus Revenue .26
2,000.00
Appropriation 2,000.00
ELM TREE BEETLE
Wesley H. Osborne, Jr., Supt 133.75
Wesley H. Osborne, Jr., Truck 136.50
John Burns, Labor 87.20
Harry Henderson, Labor 55.20
Benjamin Lawrence, Labor 33.00
Nichols Landscape Co., Insecticide 50.50
Hilltop Service Station, Supplies 3.4 4
499.59
To Surplus Revenue
.41
500.00
Appropriation 500.00
TENT CATERPILLAR
Wesley H. Osborne, Jr., Supt 72.50
Wesley H. Osborne, Jr., Truck 42.00
Frank Makowski, Truck 18.00
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John Burns, Labor 29.00
Harry Henderson, Labor 29.00
Hilltop Service Station. Supplies 6.43
196.93
To Surplus Revenue 3.07
200.00
Appropriation 200.00
TREE WARDEN
Wesley H. Osborne, Jr., Warden 462.00
Wesley H. Osborne, Jr., Truck 357.00
Loring Wadsworth, Truck 9.00
John Burns, Labor 328.00
Benjamin Lawrence, Labor 206.60
Wesley H. Osborne, Labor 2.00
Earl Allen, Labor 8.00
George Cavanagh, Labor 2.00
Walter Braga, Labor 3.60
Harry Henderson, Labor 160.20
Richard Allen, Labor 2.00
Alfred Howes, Jr., Labor 16.00
Theodore Makowski, Labor 8.00
Sylvester Co., Equipment & Supplies 32.55
Norwell Hardware & Supply Co., Supplies .... 5.48
MacQuinn Tree Service. Labor & Equipment . . 13.85
Frost Insecticide Co., Supplies 15.90
Toiva M. Jarvinen, Equipment Rental 12.00
Wesley H. Osborne, Jr., Expenses .32
1,644.50
Appropriation 1,500.00
Transfer—Reserve Fund 144.50
1,644.50
TREE REMOVAL
Balance—December 31, 1949 5.82
To Excess & Deficiency 5.82
AID TO AGRICULTURE
Plymouth County Treasurer 100.00
Appropriation 100.00
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MOSQUITO CONTROL
Commonwealth of Mass 150.00
Appropriation
,
150.00
BOARD OF HEALTH—SALARIES
Minot F. Williamson, Member 25.00
Richard E. Ciignasca, Member 25.00
Daniel R. Currie, Member 14.60
Estate of John D. R. Woodworth 10.40
75.00
Appropriation 75.00
BOARD OF HEALTH—CLERK
Nellie L. Sparrell, Clerk 100.00
Appropriation 100.00
BOARD OF HEALTH—EXPENSE
U. S. Post Office, Postage .95
Hobbs & Warren, Inc., Printing 6.32
Railway Express Agency, Express .94
Carrie M. Ford, Stationery 6.25
South Shore Hospital, Board & Care 554.31
Parke, Davis Co., Vaccine 24.12
Plymouth County Hospital, Board & Care &
Supplies 1,114.10
Mary H. Mandell, Supplies 18.00
Richard E. Cugnasca, Animal Burial 2.00
1,726.99
Appropriation 1,200.00
Transfer—Reserve Fund 526.99
1,726.99
INSPECTOR OF ANIMALS
Richard E. Cugnasca, Inspection 138.00
To Surplus Revenue 12.00
150.00
Appropriation 150.00
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SCHOOL NURSE—SALARY
Catherine A. Roe, Nurse 2,100.00
Appropriation 2,100.00
SCHOOL NURSE—TRANSPORTATION
Norwell Visiting Nurse Assn., Transportation . . 300.00
Appropriation 300.00
SCHOOL DENTIST—SALARY
Dr. Willis B. Parsons 840.00
Appropriation 840.00
SCHOOL PHYSICIAN—SALARY
R. G. Vinal, M. D 250.00
Appropriation 250.00
HIGHWAYS—TOWN
Perry H. Osborn, Serveyor 298.75
Perry H. Osborn, Men & Trucks 787.00
James Shortall, Man & Truck 48.00
Earle Simmons, Man & Truck 48.00
Lyman Lincoln, Man & Truck 88.00
Douglas Mitchell, Man & Truck 93.00
Wadsworth & Benner, Man & Truck 84.00
Bert Richardsn, Labor 181.80
Charles Taylor, Labor 50.40
Lawrence Winslow, Labor 143.10
E. Arnold Joseph, Labor 7.20
Robert Turner, Labor 18.00
Old Colony Crushed Stone Co., Materials 30.30
Ray Merrill, Materials 3 9 7,10
New England Metal Culvert Co., Materials .... 429.63
John S. Fitts, Supplies 24.76
Norwell Hardware & Supply Co., Repairs &
Supplies 192.39
Nemasket Transportation Co., Express 8.02
Bay Path Motors, Repairs 17.80
Sylvester Co., Supplies 7.32
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The Welch Co., Supplies 2.46
Herbert Joseph. Repairs & Supplies 87.11
Dyar Sales & Machinery Co., Repairs 25.00
Hilltop Service Station, Supplies 2.00
E. L. LeBaron Foundry Co.. Repairs 33.48
Fox Hill Oil Co., Supplies 6.77
Alan Painten, Repairs 16.10
Southeastern Construction Co.. INIaterials .... 36.34
A. C. Cosseboom & Co., Repairs 11.00
Louis C. Bailey, Drilling & Blasting 140.00
Alan R. Wheeler, Equipment Rental 96.00
P. Lanzillotta & Sons, Inc., Equipment Rental 1,289.00
Perry H. Osborn, Telephone 30.00
4,729.83
To Surplus Revenue 20.17
4,750.00
Appropriation 4,750.00
HIGHWAYS—CHAPTER 81
Perry H. Osborn, Surveyor
Perry H. Osborn, Men & Trucks
James P. Shortall, Man & Truck
Douglas Mitchell, Man & Truck
Wadsworth & Benner, Man & Truck
Lyman Lincoln, Man & Truck
Charles Taylor, Labor
Lawrence Winslow, Labor
Bert Richardson, Labor
Robert Turner, Labor
E. Arnold Joseph, Labor
Harry F. Winslow, Labor
Trimount Bituminous Products Co., Materials
Marshfield Sand & Gravel Co., Materials
Lukon, Inc., Materials
T. M. Jarvinen. Materials
New England Metal Culvert Co., Materials ....
New England Concrete Pipe Corp., Materials
. .
The Barrett Division, Materials
John G. Hill, Materials
Cape Cod Pavers, Material
1,266.26
4,184.01
90.00
285.00
105.00
96.25
684.90
580.50
946.35
130.50
12.60
42.00
58.95
173.00
181.24
1.535.70
485.32
704.00
4,265.93
382.80
488.00
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Old Colony Crushed Stone Co., Materials 125.25
Raymond Merrill, Materials 12.00
Bradford Weston, Inc., Materials 8.25
Lewis R. Jackson, Equipment Rental 572.00
Myron A. Dunham, Labor & Materials 217.80
A. K. Finney, Equipment Rental 551.00
Breen & Co., Equipment Rental 21.00
P. Lanzillotta & Sons, Equipment Rental 343.00
Town of Hanover, Equipment Rental 76.00
Clyde Everett Equipment Co., Equipment .... 72.40
M. F. Ellis & Co., Equipment 61.24
John J. Duane, Materials 4.50
The Welch Co., Materials 5.60
Dyar Sales & Machinery Co., Repairs 25.00
Fox Hill Oil Co., Supplies 6.62
18,799.97
To Excess & Deficiency ,03
Appropriation 5,875.00
Transfer—Excess and Deficiency 12,925.00
HIGHWAYS—CHAPTER 90
Perry H. Osborn, Surveyor 498.13
Perry H. Osborn, Men & Trucks 1,496.38
James P. Shortall, Man & Truck 72.00
Douglas Mitchell, Man & Truck 306.50
Lyman Lincoln, Man & Truck 34 7.88
Bert Richardson, Labor 287.10
Lawrence Winslow, Labor 302.85
Charles Taylor, Labor 314.55
Robert Turner, Labor 107.10
E. Arnold Joseph, Labor 41.40
Harry F. Winslow, Labor 66.50
Lewis R. Jackson, Equipment Rental 260.00
Breen & Co., Equipment Rental 56.00
A. K. Finney, Equipment Rental 210.00
Douglas Mitchell, Equipment Rental 91.00
P. Lanzillotta & Sons. Equipment Rental 2,063.20
Gino Rugani, Equipment Rental 112.00
18,800.00
18,800.00
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Town of Hanover. Equipment Rental IS 0.50
John Hill, Materials 781.00
T. M. Jarvinen. Materials 25.00
New England Concrete Pipe Corp., Materials . . 440.00
The Barrett Division. Materials 1.631.13
Ray Merrill. Materials 239.90
Southeastern Construction Co.. Materials .... 36.34
E. L. LeBaron Foundry Co., Materials 33. 4S
9.999.94
To Excess & Deficiency .06
Appropriation 2,500.00
Transfer—Excess & Deficiency 7,500.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
HIGHWAYS—BOWKER STREET
Perry H. Osborn, Surveyor 5.00
Perry H. Osborn. Man & Truck 22.00
Bert Richardson, Labor 4.05
Charles Taylor, Labor 3.60
Lawrence Winslow, Labor 3.60
William H. Mason, Equipment Rental 42.00
The Barrett Division, Materials 602.97
T. M. Jarvinen, Materials 98.00
Marshfield Sand & Gravel Co.. Materials IS. 7
5
799.97
Balance, December 31, 1950
.03
SOO.OO
Appropriation SOO.OO
HIGHWAYS—PLEASANT STREET
Perry H. Osborn, Surveyor 5.00
Perry H. Osborn, Man & Truck 22.00
Bert Richardson, Labor 4.05
Charles Taylor, Labor 3.60
Lawrence Winslow, Labor 3.60
The Barrett Division. Materials 506.93
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r. M. Jarvinen, Materials 100.00
Marshfield Sand & Gravel Co., Materials 3.75
648.93
Balance, December 31. 1950 1.07
650.00
Appropriation 650.00
UNION BRIDGE REPAIRS
Howard A. Delano. Labor & Materials 631.50
To Excess & Deficiency 12.50
Balance. December 31, 1950 18.50
662.50
Appropriation 650.00
Transfer—Reserve Fund 12.50
662.50
HIGHWAYS—BOWKER STREET ( 1949 ACCOUNT)
Balance, December 31, 1949 .04
To Excess and Deficiency .04
HIGHWAYS—PLEASANT STREET (1949 ACCOUNT)
Balance. December 31, 1949 .36
To Excess and Deficiency .36
ROTARY BROOM
Balance. December 31. 1949 55.00
To Excess and Deficiency 55.00
HIGHWAYS—SNOW REMOVAL
Perry H. Osborn, Surveyor 432.51
Perry H. Osborn. Men & Trucks 1,363.00
Lyman Lincoln, Man & Truck 275.50
Douglas Mitchell. Man & Truck 120.00
F. Howard Hall, Man & Truck 148.00
David Gauley, Man & Truck 282.75
E. Arnold Joseph, Labor 7.20
TOWN OF NORWELL 35
Bert Richardson, Labor 220.50
Lawrence Winslow, Labor 236.80
Walter Braga, Labor 7.20
Robert Turner, Labor 36.90
Edward Baldwin, Labor 7.20
Charles Taylor, Labor 70.20
Benjamin Lawrence, Labor 10 2.60
Harry Henderson, Labor 24.30
Richard Davis, Labor 5.8 5
Ronald Mesheau, Labor 22.95
William C. MacCarthy, Labor 5.40
Richard Lincoln, Labor 39.60
Melvin Gauley, Labor 46.80
John T. Osborn, Labor 9.90
John Burns, Labor 18.00
Frederick Hall, Labor 5.40
Alton Stoddard, Labor 4.05
International Salt Co., Salt 226.00
T. M. Jarvinen, Sand 419.70
Dyar Sales & Machinery Co., Equipment &
Repairs 804.35
E. W. Systrom Co., Repairs 131.14
A. F. Robinson Boiler Works, Repairs 24.53
Hilltop Service Station, Repairs 33.00
Hall's Garage, Supplies 1.05
Norwell Hardware & Supply Co., Supplies 2.56
Alan Painten Co., Repairs 94.95
Clark-Wilcox Co., Repairs 83.20
J. C. Corrigan Co., Inc., Repairs 2.72
Garland Auto Body, Repairs 73.44
John S. Fitts, Supplies 11.50
Standard Steel Co., Repairs 91.61
Thomas R. Stearns, Repairs 16.00
New England Road Machinery Co., Repairs
. . . 87.20
5,595.56
To Surplus Revenue 404.44
6,000.00
Appropriation 6,000.00
SIGNS AND ROAD MARKINGS
Perry H. Osborn, Man & Truck 11.00
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Bert Richardson, Labor 4.05
Charles Taylor, Labor 3.60
Mass. State Prison, Signs 106.25
To Surplus Revenue
Appropriation
ELECTRIC LIGHTS
Brockton Edison Co., Contract
To Surplus Revenue
Appropriation
PUBLIC WELFARE—SALARIES
James A. Liddell, Chairman 300.00
A. Lester Scott, Member 100.00
Ralph H. Coleman, Member 100.00
Appropriation
PUBLIC WELFARE—EXPENSE
James A. Liddell, Investigation 68.00
A. Lester Scott, Investigation 24.00
Ralph H. Coleman, Investigation 24.00
James A. Liddell, Auto & Expense 42.50
A. Lester Scott, Auto & Expense 10.00
Ralph H. Coleman, Auto & Expense 9.00
Kensmith Press, Printing 2.65
Hobbs & Warren, Inc., Printing 4.87
U. S. Post Office, Box Rental
.75
Bailey's, Inc., Supplies 6.75
Helen E. Norris, Clerical 25.00
Cash Grants to Individuals 728.25
Maytree Nursing Home, Board & Care 75.00
South Shore Hospital, Board & Care 104.92
Dr. Raymond G. Vinal, Medical 15.00
124.90
75.10
200.00
200.00
894.69
5.3
900.00
900.00
500.00
500.00
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Dr. Archie G. Kiegan. Medical 25.00
Hollis Auto Co., Ambulance 10.00
City of Boston, Aid 70.00
City of Maiden, Aid 100.00
Town of Middleborough. Aid 637.78
Town of Scituate, Aid 349.22
Town of Framingham, Aid 30.00
2,362.69
To Surplus Revenue 1,637.31
4.000.00
Appropriation 4,000.00
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
Cash Grants to Individuals 44,070.18
City of Quincy, Aid 41.63
Town of Rockland, Aid 475.43
Town of Duxbury, Aid 10 2.08
Town of Whitman, Aid 3.66
44,692.98
To Surplus Revenue 174.03
Balance. U. S. Grant, December 31, 1950 .... 8,324.65
53,191.66
Appropriation 25,000.00
Refund—Estate Recovery 8 20.00
Receipts—U. S. Grant 19,439.97
Balance, U. S. Grant, December 31, 1949 .... 7,931.69
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE—ADMINISTRATION
Helen E. Norris, Agent 3,060.00
James A. Liddell, Investigation & Expense .... 162.50
A. Lester Scott, Investigation & Expense 3 3.00
U. S. Post Office, Stationery & Postage 56.00
Helen E. Norris, Expense 7.00
Kensmith Press, Printing 15.87
Dolby Business Machines, Supplies 2.50
Bailey's Inc., Stationery & Supplies 29.05
53,191.66
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Hobbs & Warren, Inc., Printing 13.05
Ellis Smith, Supplies 3.10
Geogan & Geogan, Legal Services 50.00
3,432.07
To Surplus Revenue .03
Balance, U. S. Grant, December 31, 1950 T . . . 981.95
4,414.05
Appropriation 1,000.00
Receipts—U. S. Grant 1,367.78
Balance, U. S. Grant, December 31, 1949 .... 2,046.27
4,414.05
AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN
Cash Grants to Individuals 4,123.72
To Surplus Revenue 1,086.45
Balance, U. S. Grant, December 31,1950 .... 2,318.94
7,529.11
Appropriation 4,500.00
Receipts—U. S. Grant 1,689.16
Balance, U. S. Grant, December 31, 1949 .... 1,339.95
7,529.11
AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN—ADMINISTRATION
Helen E. Norris, Travel Expense 8.65
To Surplus Revenue 41.35
Balance, U. S. Grant, December 31, 1950 904.33
954.33
Appropriation 50.00
Receipts—U. S. Grant 361.71
Balance, U. S. Grant, December 31, 1949 .... 542.62
954.33
TOWN OF NORWELL 3»
VETERANS' BENEFITS
Cash Grants to Individuals 1.917.17
Hobbs & Warren. Inc.. Printing 1.12
1.918.29
To Surplus Revenue 1,081.71
3.000.00
Appropriation 3,000.00
SCHOOLS—COMMITTEE SALARIES
Nellie L. Sparrell. Clerk 200.00
Thomas S. Cann, Member 75.00
James P. Hall. Member 44.17
Estate of John D. R. Woodworth 30.83
350.00
Appropriation 350.00
SCHOOLS— EXPENSE
School Committee Expense:
Helen S. Craven, Typing 3.00
Nellie L. Sparrell, Expense .... 19.30
Thomas S. Cann. Expense 17.65
39.95
Superintendent of Schools:
Clifiton E. Bradley 1.749.92
Corinne Arthur, Clerk 442.00
Clifton E. Bradley, Expense . . . 368.44
Sanderson Bros.. Supplies .... 27.75
Ward's, Supplies 19.53
J. L. Hammett Co., Supplies .. 2.17
Rockland Standard Pub. Co.,
Supplies 2.25
2.612.06
High School Principal:
Frederick Small . .
Thelma Small. Clerk
4,473.28
648.36
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Frederick Small, Expense .... 32.49
Ann Brandt, Expense 3.90
5,158.03
Supervisors:
.Gertrude Reynolds 948.84
Madeline Gulliver 1,423.28
W. L. Rinehart 450.00
Harry lovenelli 356.00
3,178.12
Teachers:
Felix Dixon 3,294.88
Grace Cole 3,075.36
Elizabeth Farrar 2,918.36
Enid Taylor 2,795.36
Irene Barteau 2,795.36
Ethel Sproul 2,795.36
Hazel Johnson 2,795.36
Ella Osborn 2,768.90
Marion Joyce 2,690.88
Rose Vose 2,659.84
Patricia MacDonald 2,575.60
Miriam Lincoln 2,492.96
Gunhilde Milbery 2,492.96
Madeline Drury 2,489.44
Laura McKenney 2,386.56
Ann Brandt 1,660.00
Pauline Cobleigh 1,460.00
Edward Maguire 1,166.70
Lowell Thomas 900.00
Phoebe Lusk 833.28
Albert Kiernan 750.00
Eleanor Standley 700.00
Barbara Ford 743.96
Regina Paradis 321.16
Ruth Lawrence 303.00
Mary Abbott 84.00
Barbara Lawrence 63.00
Janette Bergman 45.50
Annie Richmond 14.00
M. Sherrill Stoner 28.00
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Mrs. Harry Chase 14.00
Evalde Kinne 91.00
Natalie Kinne 14.00
Mrs. Charles Bayley, Jr 7.00
50,225.78
Janitors and Supplies:
Frank Lind 2,411.53
Frank Makowski 500.50
John Cashman 56.00
Chester A. Bell 55.00
Josephine Makowski 30.00
Chester A. Bell 2,184.00
Bertha Baldwin 135.00
Alfred H. Prouty 108.00
Andrew L. Colbert 40.00
Sumner Bennett 12.00
Lee McKenney 5.25
Dana McKenney 5.25
David Scothorn 5.25
Lynn Savage 12.00
Clifford Hanson 5.25
Prescott Crow^ell 12.00
William Murphy 5.25
C. B. Dolge Co 833.60
Hilltop Service Station 18.14
Norwell Hardware & Supply Co., 85.20
Brockton Edison Co 3 7.84
Boston Jan. Supply Co 438.71
Commonwealth of Mass 12.09
Sylvester Co 4.27
Rome Bros 6.19
Josselyn's Market 1,45
Columbia Electric Supply Co. . . 21.04
7,040.81
Transportation:
Frank MacFarlane 12,914.68
Fuel and Light:
Penn Oil Co 3,705.24
Sylvester Co 91.00
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Ramsay Oil Co 95.00
Park Construction Co 210.00
Brockton Gas Light Co 305.07
Brockton Edison Co 2,074.82
6,481.13
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.,
Telephone 397.25
Books and Supplies:
Carrie M. Ford 121.25
American Book Co 185.39
Bureau of Publications .85
Carl Fischer 7.20
G & C Merriam Co 7.86
Rand, McNally & Co 29.61
Ginn & Co 527.16
Beckley-Cardy Co 6.75
Scott, Foresman & Co 754.32
Southwestern Pub. Co 6.71
Edw. E. Babb Co 69.13
Ralph S. Bass 21.29
Houghton, Mifflin Co 90.03
J. L. Hammett Co 1,298.95
Central Scientific Co 186.44
Wells Publishing Co 6.24
Mainco Trading Co . 55.20
Prentice-Hall Co 1.32
Gregg Pub. Co 79.49
Educational Testing Service . . 3.50
Trustees of Boston University . 52.45
Ajax Business Equipment Co. . 54.00
South Shore Distributors, Inc. . 11.25
Field Enterprises, Inc 1.25
W. M. Welch Mfg. Co 27.54
Mass. Reformatory for Women 23.88
World Book Co 85.35
Ward's 22.89
American Educational Press . . 143.00
The Grolier Society, Inc 4.95
Mt. Vernon Foundation 5.70
Silver-Burdett Co 11.94
F. A. Owen Pub. Co 43.00
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Xews-Map-of-Week 16.50
Encyclopedia Britannica Films 2.72
The School Executive 5.00
Stanley-Winthrop's 3.10
Popular Science Audio-Visual Div. 9.00
W. B. Mason Co 40.00
D. C. Heath «& Co 52.13
The Palmer Co 3.17
C. A. Gregory Co 5.09
Library Book House 4.21
Hodges Badge Co 12.28
Harcourt, Brace & Co 32.22
Row, Peterson & Co 4.29
Iroquois Publishing Co 33.20
Hamilton Publishing Co 3.90
Educational Supply Co 7.63
Cambosco Scientific Co 41.32
MacMillan Co 5.02
Alfred A. Knopf 2.93
Teaching Aid Exchange 4.58
A. Flanagan Co 7.73
Wilcox <fe Follett ( Refunded) .. 1.56
Hall & McCreary Co 10.00
Doubleday & Co 37.00
F. J. Barnard & Co 9.70
4,300.17
Equipment:
Shaw's Sporting Goods 156.70
William Westland & Co 4.41
Sports Equipment Co 226.49
S. M. Levin Co 10.57
Iroquois Publishing Co 2.63
S. S. White Dental Mfg. Co. ... 1.55
Royal Typewriter Co 303.75
Underwood Corp 38.50
Columbia Electric Supply Co. . . 29.83
Horace Partridge Co 39.98
Ward's 84.70
Edw. E. Babb Co 176.50
J. L. Hammett Co 17.13
1,092.74
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Insurance:
Charles H. Pike
($1..384. 26 Refunded) 2.830.53
Margaret Crowell 390.47
3.221.0(1
Tuition:
Irene Barteau 47.25
Miriam Lincoln 20.00
Health
:
Emily Allen 56.00
W. B. Parsons 68.75
Dr. Raymond G. Vinal 80.00
Town Pharmacy 32.10
236.85
Repairs and Maintenance:
Norwell Appliance Co 5.00
Brockton Glass Co 3.60
Sylvester Co 2.86
Wadsworth & Benner 107.01
Rockland Coal and Grain Co. 33.04
Arthur .1. Johnson 36.50
Raymond Shaw 40.00
Norwell Hardware and Supply Co. 2.65
George A. Beach 493.97
Frank Makowski 55.00
Hotchkiss Sales Co .65
Dolby Business Machines 52.05
Independent Lock Co 1.29
Raymond Hansen 90.35
Hilltop Service Station 83.44
Ewing Repplier 295.00
Wesley Osborne 68.75
James T. Ross 48.00
H. C. Anderson 72.50
F. G. Hale & Sons 22.40
Richard Davis 6.50
W. M. Welch Mfg. Co 10.36
Donald Crothers 3.00
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Mainco Trading Co 1.65
Commissioner of Public Safety 5.00
C. R. Swaney Co 175.65
Perry H. Osborn 25.00
Union Glass Co 8.75
Bay State Nurseries 36.00
1,785.9'
Miscellaneous:
Rockland Standard Pub. Co.,
Printing 24.15
Norwell High School, Graduation
Speaker 25.00
Perry H. Osborn, Moving 244.02
Nemasket Trans. Co., Express . . 1.05
rp o 1 T.
— 294.22 99,046.01To Surplus Revenue 11071
99,156.72
Appropriation 97,100.00
Dog License Refund—County
. 720.90
Refunds:
Charles H. Pike 1,334.26
Wilcox & Follett 1.56 1,335.82
SCHOOL LUNCH ACCOUNT
Harriet Gauley 470.00
Eleanor LeDuc 400.00
Grace Murphy 35^.85
Ellen Joseph 20
Joanne Wessman i
Joan Farnsworth 4100
Carol McCarthy 33.00
Van Elliott 300
Bertha Bates 136.00
Roger Thomas 4 90
Josephine Makowski 114.00
Richard Seely
, 1.50
Norwell Freezer-Market 135.52
Webster-Thomas Co 1,009.19
99,156.72
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H. J. Heinz Co. ($66.04 Refund) 462.62
Albert Richards Co 131.03
Plymouth Rock Ice Cream Co 992.99
Ward Baking Co 150.43
Emily T. Allen 4.20
Megowen-Educator Food Co 29.88
Homestead Farm 8 70.51
Commonwealth of Mass 37.20
S. M. Levin Co 14.95
Nemasket Transportation Co 58.22
Lunchroom Petty Cash Fund (See Receipts) . . 25.00
5,646.99
Balance, December 31, 1950 128.56
Receipts 4,656.68
Comm. of Mass.—Refunds 1,027.83
H. J. Heinz Co.—Refund 66.04
Petty Cash Fund 25.00
5,775.55
5,775.55
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL BUILDING COMMITTEE
Richard S. Allen, Photos 56.00
Rockland Standard Pub. Co., Printing 8.75
Stone House Gardens, Flowers 31.00
Parent-Teachers Assn., Decorations & Supplies 34.85
Margaret H. McMullan, Supplies & Expense . . . 20.50
151.10
Balance, December 31, 1950 117.88
268.98
Balance, December 31, 1949 268.98
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL BUILDING
J. Williams Beal, Sons, Architect 11,090.25
Boston Herald Traveler Corp., Advertising . . . 24.80
Park Construction Co., Contract 60,455.51
Home Maintenance Service, Grounds 150.00
Lawrence C. House, Survey 581.50
C. B. Dolge Co., Equipment & Supplies 346.90
Morandi Proctor Co., Inc., Equipment 5,329.00
Howard W. Maxim, Well 1,050.00
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Mack Sign Co., Inc., Sign 360.00
Rome Bros., Equipment 4.00
George J. Arafe Co., Equipment 199.20
Ward's, Equipment 75.00
J. E. Holland & Co.. Installation 32.00
John W. Murphy, Signs 5.75
Crown Shade & Screen Co.. Equipment 435.00
Aetna Engineering Co.. Equipment 817.12
Allen Yalli. Installation 22.90
Xorwell Hardware & Supply Co.. Equipment . . 1.164.50
Paine's of Boston, Inc., Equipment 3 79.00
Union Glass Co., Equipment 9.50
Bay State Restaurant Products, Inc., Equipment 175.00
Gorham Fire Equipment Co., Equipment 10.00
Filene's, Equipment 3.34
The Welch Co., Equipment 16.89
James E. Griffin & Sons, Carting 42.75
E. F. Mahady Co., Equipment 26.41
S. S. White Dental Mf.g. Co., Equipment 1,751.00
Jackson Chairs, Inc.. Equipment 1,604.60
C. B. Swift Co., Inc.. Equipment 4,123.00
J. L. Hammett Co., Equipment 461.35
Henry S. Wolkins Co., Equipment 524.05
J. & M. Brown Co.. Inc.. Installation 179.87
J. G. Waxman Co., Installation 68.00
J. J. Crimmings Co.. Equipment 473.90
Frank Makowski. Equipment 141.25
Boston Janitors Supply Co.. Inc.. Equipment . . 5.77
Mass. Reformatory, Equipment ( See Refunds) . 6,782.32
Horace Partridge Co., Equipment 188.24
George A. Beach, Equipment (See Refunds) . . 588.00
S. M. Levin Co., Equipment 2,560.20
Beckley-Cardy Co., Equipment 127.65
Perry H. Osborn. Grounds 403.50
Nellie L. Sparrell, Expense 8.5 5
102,797.57
Balance. December 31, 1950 1,240.57
104,038.14
Balance. December 31. 1949 103,349.89
Refund^—Mass. Reformatory 468.75
Refund—George A. Beach 219.50
104,038.14
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VOCATIONAL TRAINING
Bristol Co. Agricultural School 370.00
City of Boston 4.80
City of Brockton 8.55
City of Quincy 13.20
Weymouth Vocational School 1,563.81
Town of Hanover 4 6.35
2,006.71
To Surplus Revenue 493.29
2,500.00
Appropriation 2,500.00
W. J. LEONARD MEMORIAL LIBRARY
Virginia M. Mitchell, Librarian 163.00
Dorothy Cann, Assistant 85.50
Personal Book Shop, Inc.. Books 37.30
Doubleday & Co., Books 12.00
Book-of-the-Month Club, Books 38.70
Jean Karr & Co., Books 22.10
Readers' Digest Assn., Books 1-69
International Library Assn., Books 5.49
Samuel C. Lawrence, Books 1-69
Virginia M. Mitchell, Postage & Supplies 6.24
Gavlord Bros., Inc., Supplies 3.25
376.96
To Surplus Revenue 23.04
400.00 -
Appropriation 400.00
JAMES LIBRARY
James Library Association 400.00
Appropriation 400.00
RESERVE FUND
Transf-ers to:
Moderator—Salary
Selectmen's Dept.—Expense
Collector's Dept.—Expense
10.00
32.17
54.84
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Assessors' Dept.—Expense 148.32
Town Clerk's Dept.—Expense 136.72
Election & Registration Dept.
—
Election Officers 60.00
Election & Registration Dept.—Expense .... 98.61
Incidentals 1,221.11
Town Hall—Expense 56.75
Police Dept.—Expense 101.86
Fire Dept.—General Payroll 40.25
Tree Warden 144.50
Sealing Weights and Measures 22.18
Board of Health—Expense 526.99
Union Bridge 12.50
Workmen's Compensation Insurance 348.28
Town Dump 255.90
Water Dept.—Expenses 183.81
3,454.79
To Excess and Deficiency 545.21
4,000.00
Transfer from Excess and Deficiency 4,000.00
MEMORIAL DAY
Alfred Howes' Orchestra, Music 150.00
William T. Dunbar, Flowers 89.10
Eldora Perry, Wreaths 21.00
Rockland Standard Pub. Co., Printing 13.85
Eagle Fireworks Co., Flags 39.32
313.27
To Surplus Revenue 36.73
350.00
Appropriation 350.00
TOWN REPORTS
Kensmith Press, Printing 824.10
A. Lester Scott, Car 5.00
James A. Liddell, Car 5.00
Joseph Duignan, Distributing 3.00
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Robert Molla, Jr., Distributing 4.00
Arthur J. Joseph, Distributing 3.00
844.10
To Surplus Revenue 5.00
849.10
Appropriation , 849.10
TOWN DUMP
Loring Wads worth, Labor & Equipment 233.13
Wadsworth & Benner, Labor, Materials &
Equipment 669.91
903.04
To Excess & Deficiency 2.86
905.90
Appropriation 650.00
Transfer—Reserve Fund 255.90
905.90
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE
Charles H. Pike, Insurance btS.Zs
Appropriation 325.00
Transfer—Reserve Fund 348.28
673.28
COUNTY RETIREMENT FUND
Plymouth County Treasurer 632.00
Appropriation 632.00
SQUARES AND TRIANGLES
Wesley H. Osborne, Jr., Supt 71.25
Wesley H. Osborne, Jr., Truck 21.00
John Burns, Labor 77.90
Harry Henderson, Labor 42.70
Earl Allen, Jr., Labor 3.60
Benjamin Lawrence, Labor 7.00
Norwell Hardware & Supply Co., Supplies .... 8.42
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Hilltop Service Station, Supplies 2.50
N. Barnicoat Co., Repairing Monument 15.00
249.37
To Surplus Revenue .63
250.00
Appropriation 250.00
MOWING BUSHES
Wesley H. Osborne, Jr., Supt 118.7 5
Wesley H. Osborne, Jr., Truck 67.50
John Burns, Labor 95.00
Harry Henderson, Labor 95.00
Alfred Howes, Jr., Labor 8.00
Norwell Hardware & Supply Co., Supplies .... 14.85
399.10
To Surplus Revenue .90
400.00
Appropriation 400,00
WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM
Town of Hanover, Connecting Lines 1,332.80
P. DiMascio & Son, Inc., Contract 15,047.77
Howard E. Bailey, Engineer 1,696.15
Wadsworth & Benner, Labor, Equipment &
Materials 60.00
H. R. Prescott & Sons, Equipment 48.30
George Legg, Labor & Materials 15.00
George Cavanagh, Labor ;. 34.00
Margaret Crowell, Insurance 20,68
Norwell Hardware & Supply Co., Supplies .... 2.15
Walter Murray, Labor 15.00
Joseph Nicholson, Labor 15.00
Robert Cory, Labor 15.00
Gino Rugani, Labor & Materials 176.70
Richard H, Brooks, Expense 1,95
18,480,50
Balance, December 31, 1950 6,105,14
Balance, December 31, 1949
24,585.64
24,585.64
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WATER DEPT.—SALARIES
Richard Brooks, Commissioner 25.00
George Cavanagh, Commissioner 25.00
Earl Allen, Commissioner 25.00
75.00
Appropriation 75.00
WATER DEPT.—EXPENSES
Sanderson Bros., Printing 29.97
Ward's, Supplies 9.20
Norwell Hardware & Supply Co., Tools &
Supplies 32.36
Town of Hanover, Water 500.64
Town of Hanover, Equipment 39.60
George Cavanagh, Labor 36.94
Robert Cory. Labor 30.00
Elliott Durant, Labor 30.00
Joseph Nicholson, Labor 30.00
Robert Garron, Labor 20.00
Joseph Greeco, Labor 10.00
Corcoran Supply Co., Tubing 126.04
George Legg, Labor 65.00
William Mason, Labor & Equipment 20.00
Utilities Supply Corp., Equipment 277.94
1,257.69
To Excess and Deficiency 1.12
1,258.81
Appropriation 1,075.00
Transfer—Reserve Fund 183.81
1,258.81
VETERANS' GRAVES
First Parish Cemetery Assn 175.00
Church Hill Cemetery Assn 57.00
Pinehurst Cemetery 52.50
Stewart Bowker, Labor 39.00
323.50
To Surplus Revenue ^-^^
Appropriation
325.00
325.00
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WASHINGTON STREET CEMETERY
Robert Wyiiian. Lal)oi' 2.70
Edward Wyman, Labor 2.70
Herbert Simmons. Labor 4.95
Emmett Butler, Labor 21.60
W. D. Braga. Labor 21.15
George R. Farrar, Labor 13 5.00
Stewart Bowker, Labor 70.20
Perry H. Osborn, Scraping 21.25
Norwell Hardware & Supply Co.. Equipment . . 10.31
Hilltop Service Station. Equipment 54.00
Ward's. Supplies 3.4 5
Bailey's, Supplies 1.65
348.96
To Surplus Revenue 1,04
350.00
Appropriation 350.00
INTEREST
Rockland Trust Company li).417.50
Appropriation 10,417.50
TOWN DEBT
Rockland Trust Co. (Elem. School Note) 10,690.66
Rockland Trust Co. (High School Note) 4,000.00
14,690.66
Appropriation 14,690.66
AGENCY AND TRANSFERS
Comm. of Mass.—State Assessments 1,15 4.13
Plymouth County—County Tax 7,629.79
Plymouth County—County Hospital 4,162.50
Collector ot Internal Revenue—Withheld Taxes 8,184.67
Plymouth County—Retirement Fund Withheld 1,259.83
Mass. Hospital Service, Inc.,—Dues Withheld , . 462.40
Plymouth County—Dog Licenses 9 3 6.00
County Fund-—Land Damages ( See List
Under Incidentals) S.50
Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund Expenditures . . 220.94
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Charity Fund Expenditures 145.00
School Bond Premium Fund Expenditure
(First Note) 4.309.34
Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund Transfers .... 590.92
Washington Street Cemetery Fund Transfers . . 95.00
29.159.02
General Fund (Not Appropriated) 29,159.02
REFUNDS
19 4 9 Real Estate Taxes 12.92
1950 Poll Taxes 4.00
1950 Real Estate Taxes 670.05
1949 Motor Vehicle Excise Taxes 62.90
1950 Motor Vehicle Excise Taxes 1.144.62
Withheld Taxes Refunded 12.05
Withheld Retirement Fund Refunded 4.55
Warrants and Demands to Collector 218.86
Collector's Petty Cash Fund (See Receipts) . . . 100.00
Comm. of Mass.^—-Mosquito Control (See
Receipts) 150.00
2.379.95
General Fund (Not Appropriated) 2,3 79.95
RECAPITULATION
Cash on Hand. January 1. 1950 221.790.16
Receipts 301,172.66
522,962.82
Payments ( Per Detailed Account) 431,714.01
Cash on Hand. December 31. 1950 91.248.81
522.962.82
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TOWN OF NORWELL.
Balance Sheet—December 31, 1950
ASSETS
Cash
Accounts Receivable:
Poll Taxes:
Levy of 1949 $10.00
Levy of 1950 . 52.00
" $62.00
Personal Taxes:
Levy of 1947 5.43
Levy of 1948 124.02
Levy of 1949 58.30
Levy of 1950 860.41
1,048.16
Real Estate Taxes:
Levy of 1948 606.06
Levy of. 1949 3,961.86
Levy of 1950 15,969.20 20,537.12
Motor Vehicle Excise Taxes:
Levy of 1949 272.04
Levy of 1950 3,623.32
Special Assessments:
Levy of 1950
Tax Titles and Possessions:
Tax Titles 752.65
Tax Possessions 8 54.11
Departmental:
Old Age Assistance 763.35
Aid to Dependent Children 380.51
Veterans' Services 62.62
Schools 698.32
Public Service:
Water Rates
$91,248.81
21,647.28
3,895.36
85.50
1,606.76
,904.80
493.52
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Aid to Highways:
Commonwealth of Mass 17,925.00
County of Plymouth 2,500.00
20,425.00
Underestimates:
State Assessments. 1950 71.25
$141,378.28
DEBT ACCOUNT
Fixed Debt:
Inside Debt Limit $107,000.00
Outside Debt Limit 3.37,000.00
$444,000.00
TRUST ACCOUNTS
Trust Funds—Cash and Securities:
In Custody of Treasurer $25,285.23
In Custody of State 200.00
$25,485.23
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Balance Sheet—December 31. 1050
LIABILITIES AND RESERVES
Agency and Trust Reserves:
Withholding Tax Reserve $997.50
County Retirement Reserve 169.89
Sawyer Fund Income 15..30
Dog Licenses Due County 25.00
County Land Damage Awards 77.50
22.3.2
$1,285.19
Tailings—Unclaimed Checks 14.51
Funds Available for Specific Appropriations:
Water Loan Amortization and Accrued Interest 1.432.66
Federal Grants:
Old Age Assistance:
Aid $8,324.65
Administration 9 81.95
9.306.60
Aid to Dependent Children:
Aid 2.31S.94
Administration 90 4.33
Unexpended Balances:
Appropriations:
Highways—Bowker Street . . .03
Highways—Pleasant Street . 1.0 7
Union Bridge Repairs IS. 50
New Fire Truck 300.0"
Fire Alarm System 1,445.80
Elementary School Building 1.240.5 7
Elementary School Building
Committee • • 117. SS
Water Supply System 6.105.14
9.228.99
Special Accounts:
School Lunch Account 128.56
12.529.87
9.357.55
Reserve Fund—Overlay Surplus 3,719.96
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Overlay-—Reserved for Abatement of Taxes:
Levy of 1947 5.43
Levy of 1948 730.08
Levy of. 1949 3,542.83
Levy of 1950 2,399.48
6,677.82
Revenue Reserved Until Collected:
Motor Vehicle Excise Tax 3,895.36
Special Assessment 8 5.50
Tax Title 1,606.76
Departmental 1,904.80
Aid to Highways 20,425.00
Public Service 493.52
28,410.94
Overestimates:
County Tax and Assessments—1950 54.20
Surplus Revenue (Excess and Deficiency) .... 77,895.58
$141,378.28
DEBT ACCOUNT
High School Loan $24,000.00
Elementary School Loan 285,000.00
Water System Loan 135,000.00
$444,000.00
TRUST ACCOUNTS
Annabel Wakefield Library Fund $20 2.75
Annabel Wakefield Charity Fund 1,631.86
Coffin Charity Fund 2,601.65
Abigail T. Otis Cemetery and Tomb Fund .... 1,689.40
Abigail T. Otis Charity Fund 2,6 76 41
Washington Street Cemetery Permanent Fund 3,720.20
Cemetery Perpetual Care Funds 11,517.17
Sawyer Cemetery Lot Fund 200.00
Post-War Rehabilitation Fund Income 1,231.73
W. C. Bowker Fund 14.06
$25,48 5.23
Respectfully submitted,
KENNETH A. TORREY,
Town Accountant.
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REPOKT OF THE BOARD C)P HEALTH FOR 1950
To the Tax Payers of Norwell,
Following is a list of Communicable diseases reported to the Board
of Health during 1950.
As evidenced by this list, we have been very healthy the past year or
householders have not reported diseases as required by law. If the latter
is the case, kindly report them now, to prevent exclusion of your child from
school when some communicable disease is rampant, for which there is a
period of quarantine and there is no record of his having had that disease.
17 cases of> Dog Bite were reported and the dogs quarantined.
Immunization clinics for Diphtheria, Tetanus, Whooping Cough, and
Small Pox were held by the Board at which time 67 children were inocu-
lated.
All restaurants and roadside stands selling food were inspected by
the Board before a license to operate was granted, as w^ere all tourist
homes and over-night cabins.
Three licenses were issued for the collection of garbage after the
equipment was passed upon for proper containers for garbage.
One license to operate a plant for Pasteurization of milk was issued
after the usual inspection.
A great deal of time has been spent by the full Board in the inspection
of. the Dump. Since our suggestion of building a dirt ramp was carried out,
conditions are very much improved.
A Day Camp for children was established in Norwell last Spring and
the Board made several trips to the site for inspection of the water supply
and sew^erage disposal.
When a Rest Home was established, the Board visited the premises to
determine if proposed changes were according to state law: and after
completion to pass upon same for issuance of license to operate.
Dr. John D. R. Woodw^orth a member of the Board of Health passed
away suddenly May 5th. Dr. Woodw^orth was elected to the Board in
March, 1944 and served continuously until his death. He gave his services
freely, conducting many of the clinics for the children. He kept a watch-
Chicken Pox
Diphtheria
...
Mumps
Measles
Scarlet Fever
12
1
43
7
8
4
10
2
German Measles
Whooping Cough
Poliomyelitis
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fill eye on the Dump, visiting it at least once a week. The interest he
evinced in all things pertaining to the health of- the community and its
individuals was sincere and persistent.
This Board is working in conjunction with the Medical unit of the
Civilian Defense and stand ready to assume its share of responsibility in
case of emergency.
Definition of terms used in the handling of Communicable Diseases,
together with a list of those diseases which by law must be reported to
the local Board, are again printed in the hope that the public will famil-
iarize themselves with these rules. A prompt report of diseases is re-
quested. If by telephone, call any of the following numbers: Xorwell 7 6-R
the Oflice. or 26S-J. Chairman of Board, or 117 or 2 7 4, Members.
Householders Must Report Diseases
A Householder who knows that a person in his family or house is sick
with a disease dangerous to the public health shall forthwith give notice
thereof to the Board of Health.
Physicians Must Report Diseases
When a physician knows that a person whom he is called to visit is
infected with a disease dangerous to the public health, he shall immedi-
ately give notice thereof in writing over his own signature to the Board
of Health.
Householder
The term householder as used in these rules shall be understood as
meaning the head of the household, or the one in charge of the household,
or the one in charge of a hospital, asylum, prison, jail, school or institu-
tion, public or private.
Quai'antine
The term quarantine as used in these rules shall be understood to
mean that persons in the dwelling, tenement, apartment or other quarters
under restriction shall not leave said premises, and that all other persons
save the physician, nurse, clergyman and authorized health officers shall
not enter such premises, except upon permission of the local health au-
thorities.
Isohition
The term isolation as used in these rules shall be understood to mean
the restraint of the patient and nurse or other attendants to a certain
room or rooms apart from other members of the household in a manner
satisfactory to the local health authorities.
Diseas<>s Which ]Mu>«t li<' Reported
The following diseases have been declared by the State Department
of Health to be dangerdus to the public health and therefore must be re-
ported to the Board of Health:
Actinomycosis
Anthrax
Anterior Poliomyelitis ( Infantile
Paralysis)
Asiatic Cholera
Chicken Pox
Diphtheria
Dog-Bite (requiring anti-rabic
treatment)
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Dysentery:
(a) Amoebic
(b) Bacillary
Epidermic Cerebro-Spinal
Meningitis
German Measles
Glanders
Hookworm Disease
Infectious Diseases of the Eye:
(a) Opthalmia Neonatorum
( Inflammation of the eyes
of the newborn)
<b) Suppurative Conjunctivitis
(CI Trachoma
Leprosy
Malaria
Measles
Mumps
Pellagra
Plague
Rabies iHydrophia)
Scarlet Fever
Septic Sore Throat
Smallpox
Tetanus < Lock Jaw »
Trichinosis
Tuberculosis i All forms)
Typhoid Fever
Typhus Fever
Whooping Cough
Yellow Fever
The attending physician is required by law under penalty of a fine
of from ?50 to SlOO to report all diseases dangerous to the public health:
and the householder, if a physician is not in attendance, is punishable by a
fine of not more than SlOO for failure to make report.
Respectfully submitted,
MIXOT F. WILLIAMSON. Chairman
DANIEL R. CURRIE
RICHARD E. CUGNASCA
NELLIE L. SPARRELL.
Clerk for the Board of Health.
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THE COMMOXAVEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
REPORT OF THE TOAVX C LERK
TOAVN OF XORWELL
Warrant for Aiimial Town Meetinj*
:
Plymouth, ss.
To either of the Constables of the Town of Norwell, in said County of
Plymouth and Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Greetings:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you are hereby
directed to notify and warn the inhabitants of the Town of Norwell, quali-
fied to vote in elections and Town affairs to meet at the Gushing Memorial
Town Hall in said Norwell, on
Monday, the sixth day of March, 19 50 at 7:30 P. M,, then and there
to act upon the following articles, to wit:
Article 1. To see if the town will accept the reports of its officers
and committees as printed in the Town Report or act on anything relative
thereto.
Article 2. To raise such sums of money as may be deemed necessary
to defray town expenses for the ensuing year and make appropriations for
the same for the following purposes: Moderator (Legislative Department),
Selectmen's Department, Accounting Department, Treasurer's Department,
Collector's Department, Assessors' Department, Town Clerk's Department,
Election and Registration Department, Incidentals, Town Hall Expense,
Police Department, Dog Officer, Fire Department, Forest Fire Patrol, Tree
Warden, Spraying Elms, Moth Department. Tent Caterpillar, County Aid
to Agriculture, Sealing W^eights and Measures, Board of Health, Inspector
of Animals. School Nurse, Transportation of Nurse, School Dentist, School
Physician, Highways Town Account, Chapter 81, Chapter 90, Signs and
Road Markings, Snow Removal and Sanding, Street Lights, Public Wel-
fare, Old Age Assistance, Aid to Dependent Children, Veterans' Benefits,
Schools, Vocational Training, James Library, W. J. Leonard Memorial
Library, Water Department, Workmen's Compensation Insurance, Ply-
mouth County Retirement Fund, Reserve Fund, Town Reports and Budget,
Memorial Day, Squares and Triangles, Mowing Bushes, Town Dump, Ceme-
teries, Interest, Town Debt, Town Counsel, Unpaid Bills.
Article 3. To see if the town will vote to transfer a sufficient sum
from the General Fund to balance the amount to be contributed by the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts in connection with Chapter 81, Work on
the Highways, or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 4. To see if the town will vote to transfer a sufficient sum
from the General Fund to balance the amount to be contributed by the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the County of Plymouth in connec-
tion with Chapter 90, Work on the Highways; or act on anything relative
thereto.
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Article 5. To see if- the town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $650.00 for the purpose of grading and resurfacing with tar,
Pleasant street; or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 6. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $800.00 for the purpose of grading and resurfacing with tar,
Bowker street; or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 7. To see if the town will vote to instruct the Selectmen to
make a layout on Mt. Blue street starting at the drive of John H. Leavitt,
Sr., and straighten said road to the drive of Charles B. Vanember, a dis-
tance of about 10 0 0 feet and raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500.00
to do the same; or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 8. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$6 50.00 to be used with a like amount from the Town of Marshfield to re-
plank Union Bridge; or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 9. To see if the town will accept the layout of Wendall
Avenue, as laid out by the Selectmen of the town and described as follows:
The description of the southwesterly line of Wendall Avenue in the
town of Xorwell, Mass., as laid out by the Selectmen is as follows: Be-
ginning" at a cement bound at the intersection of the southwesterly line of
Wendall Avenue with the northerly line of Jacobs Trail, said bound being
North 4 7° 0 7' East and a distance of one hundred eighty-eight and ninety-
one one hundredths (188.91) feet from a cement bound at the point of
curvature in the northerly line of Jacobs Trail at Washington street;
thence North 46° 1.3' 3 5" West, a distance of five hundred fifty-seven and
twentj^-one hundredths ( 557.20) feet to a cement bound; thence North
3 7° 12' 15" East, a distance of forty and twenty-eight one hundredths
( 40.28) feet to a cement bound in the northeasterly line of Wendall
Avenue.
The description of the northeasterly line of- Wendall Avenue is as
follows: Beginning at a cement bound at the intersection of the north-
easterly line of Wendall Avenue with the northerly line of Jacobs Trail,
said bound being North 4 7° 07' East and a distance of forty and seven one
hundredths (40.07) feet from the cement bound at the beginning of the
southwesterly line of Wendall Avenue, thence North 46° 13' 35" West, a
distance of five hundred sixty-four and thirty-three one hundredths
(5 64.33) feet to a cement bound at the end of the Layout.
Said Wendall Avenue is forty (40) feet in width.
Article 10. To see if the town will vote to accept Doris Avenue,
starting at the junction of Lots 65 and 66, as shown on plan of Jacobs
Lake Shores dated March 11, 1939. Ernest W. Branch, CE, and running
to the junction of Lots 21 and 21 A. as a town street, or act on anything
relative thereto.
Petitioned by:
Cecil G. McCollem
Jack M. Alvanas
Vii'ginia V. Alvanas
Bernard L. Mozinski
Gordon E. Copeland
Lawrence P. Craven, Jr.
Helen S. Craven
Phyllis D. Copeland
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Ruth E. Mozinski
Marffaret T. Mason
Joseph R. Mason
Harriet K. Smith
V<'ra Kolb
Keinietli V. Kolb
Janettc K. IJerfnnan
K(l\\ar(l (". R<'r«»nian
Olive .J. >I((\)lleni
Article 11. To see if the town will vote to accept as a town street
the remainder of Jacob's Trail which is between Prouty Avenue and right
of way to Jacobs Lake; or act on anything relative thereto.
I*etiti<>n<Ml by:
RolKit Mc^Iillan
Vivian McMiUan
F^irl K. Sims
.Mabel E. Howard
( lirtord H. Howard
Carlton E. McNeil
Edith M. McNeil
Amanda E. Kata.ia
Leo F. McVay
lieatrice A. McVay
Alice L. Feneck
Jose|)b M. Feneck,
Steplianie St. Ours
Henry St. Ours
Joseph H. Mason
Marjjaret T. Mason
Arthur H. >Iu/ralI
Injjrid Honkonen
Louise ('. >Iii/.i'all
James F. Ryan, Jr.
Lillian R. Ryan
Tr.
Article 12. To see if the town will vote to accept as a town street
that portion of Leigh Road from the junction of Jacobs Trail northwesterly
to a turn thence southwesterly to the junction of- Prouty Avenue, or act
on anything relative thereto.
Petitioned by;
Alice L. Feneck
Stephanie St. Ours
Henry St. Ours
Joseph R. Mason
Marf^aret T. Mason
Arthur H. Muzi-all
Ingrid Honkonen
Louise Muzrall
James F. Ryan, Jr.
Lillian R. Ryan
Robert McMillan
Vivian McMillan
Karl K. Sims
Mabel E. Howard
Clittord H. Howard
("arlton E. Mc Neil
Edith M. McNeil
Amanda E. Kata.ia
Leo F. McVay
lieatrice A. McVay
Joseph M. Feneck. Jr
Article 13. To see if the town will vote to have a committee ap-
pointed, no member of which holds any town office, to study the advis-
ability of the town owning its own trucks or other equipment. Such
equipment to be used jointly by the Road Surveyor. Moth Department and
Water Department and to consider a location for the housing and storing
of all town equipment. Said committee to have such articles inserted in
the warrant for the next special or regular town meeting as they may deem
advisable and make their written report at that time, or act on anything
relative thereto.
Article 14. To see if the town will vote that all of the income from
the Water Department shall be set up as a separate fund on the town books
from which the town shall appropriate money to defray all operating ex-
penses, interest charges and payments on the principal as they accrue upon
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any bonds or notes issued for water supply purposes in accordance with
Section 9. Chapter 149. Acts of 1931: or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 15. To see if the town will authorize the Chairman of the
Board of Selectmen to file an application for the town under Public Law
3 5 2, Slst Congress, for an advance to be made by the United States of
America to aid in defraying the planning costs preliminary to the con-
struction of works consisting of additions to the existing water system.
Including pipes, standpipe, and well system: and to accept the offer of the
United States of America for such advance; to employ an Engineer to pre-
pare final plans and specifications for the above-described public works
whose construction cost is estimated at not more than $215,000.00: and
to approve the final plans and to act for the town in all matters pertaining
to said advance required by the United States of America; or act on any-
thing relative thereto.
Article 16. Is it the wish of the voters to increase the present water
system ?
Below is a schedule of- approximate costs for work covering different
projects:
Article 17. To see if the town will vote that the selectmen appoint
an inspector of wires, in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 529
of the Acts of 19 49, and raise and appropriate a sum of money for same
or act on anything relative thereto.
Article IS. To see if the town will vote to allow the trustees of the
William J. Leonard Memorial Library to elect one of their members as
Librarian or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 19. To see if the town will choose a Town Director of the
Plymouth County Aid to Agriculture, as provided for by the General Laws.
Chapter 12S. Sections 41 and 4 5. as revised: or act on anything relative
thereto.
Article 20. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of- $150.00 for the purpose of maintaining during the ensuing
year, the mosquito control works as estimated and certified to by the State
Reclamation Board in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 112. Acts
of 1931.
Article 21. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $4,500.00 for a reappraisal of Real Estate by an outside appraisal
company: or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 2 2. To see if the town will vote to have a committee ap-
pointed to study designs for a plaque, determine the costs and have article
or articles to provide for same placed in the Warrant for Annual Town
Meeting in 1951. This plaque vras recommended in the Report of the
Town Memorial Committee as printed on Page 4 0 of the 19 45 Town Re-
port; or act on anything relative thereto.
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Report of the Town Memorial Committee
"We Iiiive agreed to recommend a permanent indoor plaque
containing the names of the men and women in the Services for
whom a memorial should be established."
Article 23. To see if the town will vote to convey to the Samuel
Turner, Jr. Post No. 19 2, the American Legion, or to a corporation to be
formed for the purpose of holding real estate for its benefit, the Elemen-
tary School Building located on River Street in consideration of one dollar.
Said building to be used for headquarters for the Post, or vote on anything
relative thereto.
Article 24. To see if the town will vote to appropriate the sum of
$500.00 for the purpose of providing suitable quarters for the Samuel
Turner, Jr. Post No. 19 2, The American Legion; as provided by Laws
Relating to Veterans and Their Organizations, General Laws, Chapter 40,
Section 9, as amended; or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 25. To see it- the town will accept the building on Washing-
ton Street now housing No. 2 Company of the Fire Department, and dis-
miss the Building Committee appointed for its construction by the town.
Article 26. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$7,500.00 for the purchase of a fire truck, equipped to meet Underwriter's
specifications, or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 27. To see if the town will vote to appropriate the sum of
$2,700.00 for the installation of a relay system to blow the fire alarm
sirens, or to act on anything relative thereto.
Article 28. To see if the town will vote to transfer the 19 49 Dog
Tax Refund to the School Account, or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 29. To see if the town under provisions of- General Laws,
Chapter 41, Section 2, will vote to increase the School Committee to a
Board of five members, without pay, at the annual meeting to be held in
March, 1951, when there shall be elected one member to serve for two
years and two members to serve for three years, and thereafter there
shall be elected at the Annual Meeting each year one or two members
according to the number of vacancies occurring by reason of expiration of
terms of ofllce, each new member elected to serve for a term of three
years; or take any other action relative thereto.
Petitioned by:
Lillian M. Greene
Beatrice S. West
Esther Panall
Albert A. Panall
Mabel H. Faulkner
Helen E. Jackson
Mary J. Woodwoi-th
John J. Pratt
Martin F. Mullen
Jolin D. R. AVoodworth
Henrietta T. \'irtue
George A. Jieach
Sarah C. Mederos
W. F. Tenney
Emily S. Kiph'y
( arolyn H. Queen
John W. Queen, Jr.
Dorotliy G. Liddell
Article 3 0. To see if the town under provisions of General Laws,
Chapter 41, Section 2. will vote to increase the School Committee to a
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Board of five members at the annual meeting to be held in March, 1951,
when there shall be elected one member to serve 1-or two years and two
members to serve for three years, and thereafter there shall be elected at
the Annual Meeting each year one or two members according to the num-
ber of vacancies occuring by reason of expiration of terms of office, each
new member elected to serve for a term of three years; or take any other
action relative thereto.
Petitioned by:
School Survey Committee.
Article 31. To see if the town will vote to establish a planning board
under the provisions of Chapter 41. Section 81A of the General Laws, as
amended by Chapter 3 4 0, Section 4 of the Acts of 19 4 7. Said board to
consist of five members to be elected tor terms of 1-2-3-4 and 5 years
respectively and when such terms expire they shall be elected for terms of
five years each; or act on anything relative thereto. (The adoption of this
article would give the planning board broad authority relative to a master
study plan, adopting an official map. authority over relocation of ways and
parks, divisions of lots and approval or disapproval of plats, sub-plats,
etc.)
Article 3 2. To see if the town will vote to instruct the Selectmen to
appoint a committee to study the zoning question and, at the next annual
Town Meeting, bring in a proposed zoning by-law to protect the Town of
Norwell from undesirable housing developments; or act on anything per-
taining thereto.
I*etitione(l by:
Lyomil 1). Forkey Margaret E. C. Keeser
Sarah C. Mederos Irene B. AVilliams
Gentry Clark Robert H. Kroeger
Jessie R. Davis Benjamin F. Stetson
John D. Davis Emily S. Ripley
James P. Hall Eileen Tolman
Lillian D. Clark Robert B. Mederos
Eleanor F. Mitchell Marian H. Robinson
Charlotte Snow Dorothea J. Gilmour
Priscilla S. Jevne Louise S. Blanchard
Richard H. Brooks Loring H. Jacobs
Donald Porter Gordon E. Copeland
Lawrence P. Craven, Jr.
Article 3 3. To see if the town will vote to add the following article
to the Town By-Laws as permitted by Chapter 40, Section 21 of the
General Laws, as amended by Chapter 98 of the Acts of 1949; or act on
anything relative thereto.
ARTICLE XI.
Removal of Soil, Loam, Sand and Gravel
Section 1. No soil, loam, sand or gravel shall be removed
from any lot Avithout the permission in writing of the Board of
Selectmen.
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Article 34. To see if the to\\ n will vote to authorize the Town Ac-
countant to close out the unexpended balances of the following appropri-
ations, the purposes of which have been completed, or act on anything
relative thereto.
Combination No. 2 Fire House $17.32
Oxygen Breathing Masks F.50
Tree Removal 5.82
Highways—Bowker Street .0 4
Highways—Pleasant Street .36
Rotary Broom 55.00
Article 3 5. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Town
Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen, to borrow money from
time to time in anticipation of the revenue of the financial year beginning-
Jan. 1, 19 50, and to issue a note or notes therefore, payable within one
year, and to renew any note or notes as may be given for less than one
year in accordance with General Laws, Chapter 44, Section 17; or act on
anything relative thereto.
Article 36. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Town
Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen, to borrow money from
time to time in anticipation of the revenue of the financial year beginning
Jan. 1, 1951, and to issue a note or notes therefor, payable within one
year, and to renew any note or notes as may be given for less than one
year in accordance with General Laws, Chapter 44, Section 17; or act on
anything relative thereto.
Article 37. To see if the town will vote to fix the pay of its elective
officers as required l)y law; or act on anything relative thereto.
Moderator:
Annual Meeting $10.00
Subsequent meeting for election
of officers 10.00
Special Meetings 10.00
Assessors—Extra Days 8.00
Welfare—Extra Days 8.00
Highway Surveyor—Per Day 10.00
Tree Warden—Per Day 10.00
Article 38. To see if the town will give any instructions to its elected
town oflScers.
SALE OF FISH RIGHTS
sriiSKQl KXT >IKKTI\(; lOH THE KLK( TTON OP OFFK KIlS
Saturday, Miuvh 11, lOoO
XOTK — CHAXGK OF TLAEE
Polls OiH ii 12 Xoon to 8:00 P. M.
then and there to act on the f-ollowing article:
Article 39. To l)ring to the Election Officers their votes, all on one
ballot, for the following named officers, to wit: one Selectman for three
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years, one Assessor tor three years, one member of the Board of Public
Welfare for three years, one Tax and Town Collector lor three years; Town
Treasurer, Highway Surveyor, Tree Warden and INIoderator for one year;
one member of the School Committee for three years; one member of the
Board of Health f-or three years; one Trustee of the William J. Leonard
Memorial Library for three years; one member of the Board of Water
Commissioners for three years.
And you are directed to serve this warrant by posting attested copies
thereof seven days at least before the time of said meeting as directed by
vote of the town.
Hereof fail not and make return of this warrant with your doings
thereon to the Town Clerk at the time and place of said meeting.
Given under our hands this sixteenth day of Feljruary A.D. 1950
A. LESTER SCOTT, Chairman
RALPH H. COLEMAN
JAMES A. LIDDELL
Selectmen of Norwell
A true copj^—ATTEST:
Constable.
February 1950.
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ANNl AL TOW N MEETING
March (i, 1 ?).'»()
Pursuant to a Warrant duly executed and return thereof made to the
Town Clerk hy Lloyd B. Henderson, a duly appointed Constable of Norwell,
the qualified voters met at the time and place and for the purpose therein
stated and took the following action:
The Moderator, Herbert A. Lincoln called the meeting to order. The
Town Clerk read the call for the meeting, then made a motion that the
articles of the Warrant be read as taken up for action. It was voted to
defer reading of the articles until each was taken up for action.
Article 1. Voted to accept the reports of the Town Officers and Com-
mittees as printed in the Town Report.
Article 2. No. 1—Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $20.
for salary of Moderator.
No. 2—Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of. $500. for Selectmen
(Chairman to receive $300.)
No. 3 through No. 41—Motion made and seconded to raise and ap-
propriate the amounts recommended by the Advisory Board in No. 3
through No. 41. Motion made to amend this motion by substituting $2100.
for $1900. in No. 38. Motion Carried. Motion to amend the motion by
substituting $1050. for $850. in No. 13 was not carried. Voted to raise
and appropriate the amounts recommended by the Advisory Board in No.
3 through No. 41 with the exception of No. 3 8 which read $2100.
No. 42—Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2000. for salary
and expenses of Town Account, Highways.
No. 4 3—Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $58 75. for salaries
and expenses of Chapter 81 Work on the Highways.
No. 44—Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2500. for salaries
and expenses of Chapter 90 Work on Highways.
No. 4 5—Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $200. for expenses
of' Signs and Road Markings.
No. 46—Voted to amend No. 46 by changing the amount to $6,000.
Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,000. for Salaries and Ex-
penses of Snow Removal and Sanding.
No. 4 7—Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $900. for Street
Lights.
No. 48—As the items in No. 4 8 appear later in the Warrant as Special
articles, No. 48 was not taken up at this time.
No. 49—Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $500. for Salaries
of the Board of Public Welfore. (Chairman $300.)
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No. 50—Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $4000. for Aid
and Expenses of the Division of Public Welfare.
Xo. 51—Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000. for Ad-
ministration and Expenses of Old Age Assistance.
Xo. 52—Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000. tor Aid
under Old Age Assistance.
Xo. 53—Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,500. for Aid
and Expense of Aid to Dependent Children.
X'o. 54—Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $.50. for Admin-
istration of Aid to Dependent Children.
Xo. 55—Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000. for Aid
under Veterans' Benefits.
Xo. 5 6—Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $3 50. for Salaries
of School Committee ( Clerk to receive $200.)
Xo. 5 7-—-Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $9 7,100. for Ex-
penses of Schools.
Xo. 58—Motion made and seconded to raise and appropriate the
amounts recommended by the Advisory Board in Xo. 58 through Xo. 7 7.
This motion was amended by raising the amount in N'o. 69 to $849.10 the
amount of the bill received for Town Reports. The motion was further
amended by voting that the amount of $4,000. recommended for Reserve
Fund be katen from the Excess and Deficiency Account.
Voted to raise and appropriate the amounts recommended by the
Advisory Board in X'o. 5S through Xo. 77 with the exception of Xo. 6 8
which shall be taken from the Excess and Deficiency Account and X'o. 69
which shall read $849.10.
Xo. 78—Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $300. for Fees for
Town Counsel.
At this time the Moderator appointed Donald C. Wilder and Donald
Porter as Tellers and swore in same.
Article 3. Voted to transfer the sum of $12,925. to balance the
amount to be contributed by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in con-
nection with Chapter SI. Work on the Highways: and to transfer same
from the General Fund.
Article 4. Voted to transfer the sum of $7,500. to balance the
amount to be contributed by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the
County of Plymouth in connection with Chapter 90. Work on the High-
ways and to transfer same from the General Funds.
Article 5. Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of- $6 50. for the
purpose of grading and resurfacing with tar Pleasant Street.
Article 6. Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $800. for the
purpose of grading and resurfacing with tar Bowker Street.
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Article 7. Voted to indefinitely postpone action on Article 7.
Article 8. IMotion made and voted to amend Article 8 by changing
the amount to be raised to $662.50, the actual cost of the work.
Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $662.50 to be used with a
like amount from the Town of Marshfield to replank Union Bridge.
Article 9. Voted to amend Article 9 by striking out the hyphen in
line 12 as printed, so as to read "20 one hundredth", thus making words
and figures in agreement.
Voted to accept the layout of Wendall Avenue as laid out by the
Selectmen of the town as follows: The description of the southwesterly
line of. Wendall Avenue, in the Town of Norwell. Mass., as laid out by the
Selectmen, is as follows:
Beginning at a cement bound at the intersection of the southwesterly
line of Wendall Avenue with the northerly line of Jacobs Trail, said bound
being North 4 7° 0 7' East and a distance of one hundred eighty-eight and
ninety-one hundredths (188.91) feet from a cement bound at the point of
curvature in the northerly line of Jacobs Trail at Washington Street;
thence North 4 6° 13' 3 5" West, a distance of five hundred fifty-seven and
twenty one hundredths (557.20 feet to a cement bound: thence North
3 7° 12' 15" East, a distance of forty and twenty-eight one hundredths
(40.28) f-eet to a cement bound in the northeasterly line of Wendall Ave.
The description of the northeasterly line of Wendall Avenue is as follows:
Beginning at a cement bound at the intersection of the northeasterly line
of Wendall Avenue with the Northerly line of Jacobs Trail, said bound
being North 47° 0 7' East and a distance of forty and seven one hundredths
(40.0 7) feet from the cement bound at the beginning of the southwesterly
line of Wendall Avenue, thence North 46° 13' 35" West, a distance of five
hundred sixty-four and thirty-three on hundredths (564.33) f^et to a
cement bound at the end of the Layout. Said Wendall Avenue is Forty
(40) feet in width.
Article 10. Motion made to indefinitely postpone action on Article
10 was not carried.
Voted to accept Doris Avenue, starting at the junction of Lots 6 5 and
66. as shown on plan of Jacobs Lake Shores dated March 11. 1939 Ernest
W. Branch C. E. and running to the junction of Lots 21 and 21 A as a town
street.
Article 11. Voted to accept as a town street the remainder of Jacobs
Trail which is between Prouty Avenue and right of way to Jacobs Lake.
Article 12. Voted to accept as a town street that portion of Leigh
Road from the junction of Jacobs Trail northwesterly to a turn, thence
southwesterly to the junction of Prouty Avenue.
Article 13. Voted to amend Article 13 as printed by inserting "by
the Selectmen" after the word "appointed" in the second line.
Voted to have a committee appointed by the Selectmen, no member
of which holds any town office, to study the advisibility of. the town owning
its own trucks or other equipment. Such equipment to be used jointly by
the Road Surveyor, Moth Department, and Water Department and to con-
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sider a location for housing and storing of all town equipment. Said com-
mittee to have such articles inserted in the warrant for the next special or
regular town meeting as they may deem advisable and make their written
report at that time.
Article 14. Voted that all of the income from the Water Department
shall be set up as a separate fund on the town books, from which the town
shall appropriate money to defray all operating expenses, interest charges
and payments on the principal as they accrue upon any bonds or notes
issued for water supply purposes in accordance with Section 9 Chapter 149
Acts of 1931.
Article 15. Voted to indefinitely postpone action on Article 15.
Article 16. Voted to indefinitely postpone action on Article 16.
Article 17. Voted to indefinitely postpone action on Article 17.
Article 18. Voted to allow the Trustees of the William J. Leonard
Memorial Library to elect one of. their members as Librarian.
Article 19. Voted to choose William D. Jacobs Town Director of the
Plymouth County Aid to Agriculure, as provided for by General Laws,
Chapter 128 Sections 41 and 45, as revised.
Article 20. Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $150. for the
purpose of maintaining during the ensuing year, the mosquito control
works as estimated and certified to by the State Reclamation Board in
accordance with the provisions of Chapter 112, Acts of 1931.
Article 21. Voted to Indefinitely postpone action on Article 21.
Article 22. Voted to have a committee appointed to study designs
for a plaque, determine the costs, and have article or articles to provide
for same placed in the warrant for Annual Town Meeting in 1951.
Article 23. Voted that the town convey to the Samuel Turner Jr.
Post No. 19 2, The American Legion, or to a corporation to be formed for
the purpose of holding real estate for its benefits, the Elementary School
Building located on River Street in consideration of one dollar. Said
building to be used for headquarters for the Post.
Article 24. Voted to indefinitely postpone action on Article 24.
Article 2 5. Voted to accept the building on Washington Street now
housing No. 2 Company of the Fire Department, and dismiss the Building
Committee for its construction by the town.
Article 26. Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $7500. for
the purchase of a fire truck, equipped to meet Underwriters specifications.
Article 2 7. Voted not to raise the sum of $2 70 0. for the installation
of a relay system to blow the fire alarm sirens.
Article 28. Voted to raise and transfer the 1949 Dog Tax Ref-und
to the School Account.
Article 29. Voted to indefinitely postpone action on Article 29.
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Article 3 0. Voted 102 tor. 92 against, to increase the School Com-
mittee to a Board of five members at the annual meeting to be held in
March 1951, when there shall be elected one member to serve for two
years and two members to serve for three years and thereafter there shall
be elected at the Annual Meeting each year one or two members according
to the numbers of vacancies occuring by reason of expiration of terms of
oflBce, each new member elected to serve for a term of three years.
Article 31. Voted to table Article 31. At this time the Moderator
announced his intention of participating in discussion and appointed James
P. Hall to act as Moderator. Mr. Hall assumed the duties of- Moderator.
Article 3 2. A motion to table Article 3 2 was made and seconded, but
was lost by a vote of 7.") to table to 111 not to table.
A motion was made and seconded "to instruct the Selectmen to ap-
point a committee to study the zoning question and at the next annual
Town Meeting bring in a proposed zoning By-Law to protect the Town of
Xorwell from undesirable housing developments."
Voted S4 yes, 6 9 no to instruct the Selectmen to appoint a committee
to study the zoning question and at the the next annual Town Meeting,
bring in a proposed zoning By-Law to protect the Town of Norwell from
undesirable housing developments.
The question of the presence of a quorum was raised and the meeting
was polled, 151 voters were present. Voted to adjourn until Mondav.
March 29, 1950. at 7:30 P. M.
NELLIE L. SPARRELL.
Town Clerk
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ADJOURNED TOWN MEETING
March 20, 1950
Meeting- called to order by the :Moderator, Frederick A. Small at
7:30 P. M.
Article 3 2. :Motion made and seconded "that the Selectmen be in-
structed to appoint a committee to act as a Zoning Board in accordance
with Chapter 40, Section 2 7, of the General Laws as amended and that
said Zoning Board be requested to hold hearings on Zoning for the Town
of Norwell and to present a proposed By-Law with respect thereto, if they
see fit, together with their report and recommendations, to the next an-
nual Town Meeting or to any special Towqi Meeting held f-or that purpose".
After much discussion, a motion to indefinitely postpone action on
Article 3 2 was made and seconded. It w^as voted 140 for, and 154 against
indefinitely postponing action on Article 3 2. The original motion was put
to vote. Voted 162 for, 125 against "that the Selectmen be instructed to
appoint a committee to act as a Zoning Board in accordance with Chapter
40, Section 2 7, of the General Laws as amended, and that said Zoning
Board be requested to hold hearings on Zoning for the Tow^n of Norwell,
and to present a proposed By-Law with respect thereto, if they see fit, to-
gether with their report and recommendations, to the next annual Town
Meeting or to any special town meeting held for that purpose".
Article 4 2. Mr. Leonard, Chr. of the Advisory Board explained that
at the meeting held March 6, 1950 the $2,750. voted for roads at Jacobs
Lake Shore had been illegally appropriated. He therefore made a motion
that we return to Article No. 4 2 and raise and appropriate a total of
$4,750. for Town Account Highways instead of. $2,000. This motion w'as
seconded. Voted we return to Article No. 42 and raise and appropriate
$4,750. for Town Account Highways.
Article 2 7. Motion made and seconded to return to Article 2 7. Voted
to return to Article 27. Motion made and seconded that we raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $2,700. for the installation of a relay system to blow
the fire alarm sirens. Voted 139 for, and 68 against, that the town raise
and appropriate $2,700. for the installation of a relay system to blow the
fire alarm sirens.
Article 8. Motion made, seconded and voted that we return to
Article 8. Motion made, seconded and voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $650. to be used with a like amount from the Town of Marshfield
to replank Union Bridge.
Article 21. Motion made and seconded to reconsider Article 21.
Question raised as to the legality of reconsidering an article which by vote
had been indefinitely postponed. The Moderator read a ruling handed
him by Mr. Coleman received from Town Counsel, stating he could see no
reason w^hy it could not be reconsidered if so voted by the voters.
Voted not to reconsider Article 21.
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Article 3 3. A motion was made and seconded "that the Town add
the following article to the Town By-Law as permitted by Chapter 40,
Section 21 of the General Laws as amended by Chapter 9 8 of the Acts of
1949.'' Article XL Removal of Soil. Loam, Sand and Gravel. Section 1-—
-
No soil, loam, sand or gravel in excess of five cnbic yards shall be stripped
or removed during any period of one year from any land in the Town, not
in public use, except for reuse on the same property, without the permis-
sion in writing of the Board of Selectmen.
Voted to indefinitely postpone action on Article 3 3.
Article 3 4. Motion made, seconded and so voted "To authorize the
Town Accountant to close out the unexpended balances of the following
appropriations, the purposes of. which have been completed.
Combination No. 2 Fire House $17.32
Tree Removal 5.82
Oxygen Breathing INIasks 5.50
Highways-Bowker St. .04
Highways-Pleasant St. .36
Rotary Broom 55.00
Article 3 5. Voted to authorize the Town Treasurer, with the ap-
proval of the Selectmen to borrow money from time to time in anticipation
of the revenue of the financial year beginning January 1, 19 50 and to
issue a note or notes therefore, payable within one year, and to renew
any note or notes as may be given for less than one year in accordance
with General Laws. Chapter 44, Section 17.
Article 36. Voted to authorize the Town Treasurer, with the ap-
proval of the Selectmen, to borrow money from time to time in anticipation
of the revenue of the financial year beginning January 1, 1951 and to
issue a note or notes therefore, payable within one year, and to renew any
note or notes as may be given for less than one year in accordance with
General Laws, Chapter 4 4. Section 17.
Article 3 7. Voted to fix the pay of the elective officers of- the town,
as required by law as follows:
Moderator
Annual Meeting $10.00
Subsequent meeting for election of
officers and adjourned meetings 10.00
Special Meetings 10.00
Assessors—Extra Days 8 00
Welfare—Extra Days 8 qq
Highway Surveyor—Per Day 10.00
Tree Warden—Per Day lo!oO
Article 3 8. Instructions to Town Officers.
Voted to instruct the Highway Surveyor to make an approximate
flTxS ^
(Irani that he lays or has laved by others, to be turned over tothe Water Department.
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Motion made and seconded "that the Board of Assessors be instructed
to reconsider the assessment on each and every building and dwelling
within the Town of Norwell and deliver to the Tax Collector a revised and
equitable tax list of such buildings and dwellings by January 1951". This
motion was not carried.
Motion made and seconded "that the members of the School Com-
mittee be instructed to include in the School Committee Report of the
Town of Norwell, all icnome received, including Federal Aid as well as
income received from sale of- lunches; Cost and number of meals served.
This motion was not carried.
Sale of Fish Rights. The Moderator auctioned two Fish Rights.
Sydney S. Dean bought one Fish Right for $4., Wayland S. Bailey bought
one Fish Right for $5.
Meeting adjourned.
NELLIE L. SPARRELL.
Town Clerk.
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AMOUNTS APPROPRIATED AT TOWN MEETING
March (>, 1050 and Adjourned Town Moetinj- IMarch 20, 1950
Moderator Salary
Selectmen Salaries KAA AA
(Chairman $6UU.)
hixpenses A(\(\ AA
Accountant Salary 1 O A A A A
Expenses OK A A
Treasurer Salary C A A A A
Expenses r; A A A A50U.0U
Tax Title Account 1 A K A A
Collector Salary 1,237.88
Expenses Pi A A
Assessors Salaries 500.00
(Chairman $300.)
Expenses 1,400.00
Town Clerk Salary 878.16
Expenses 250.00
Elections and Registrations
Registrars & Clerk 250.00
Election Officers 380.00
Expenses 250.00
Incidental Disbursements
Expenses 800.00
Town Hall Maintenance
Salaries 2,600.00
Expenses 1,500.00
Police Department
Salaries & Expenses 375.00
Dog Officer Expenses 125.00
Fire Department
Oeneral Payroll 1,000.00
Stewards 720.00
Expenses 2,550.00
General Equipment 1,469.30
Permits 250.00
Fire Truck (Art. 26) 7,500.00
Fire Alarm System (Art. 27) 2,700.00
Forest Fire Patrol
Expenses 200.00
Tree Warden Salaries & Expenses 1,500.00
Elm Tree Beetle Salaries & Expenses 500.00
Moth Salaries & Expenses 2,000.00
Tent Caterpillar Salaries & Expenses 200.00
Aid to Agriculture, Contribution 100.00
Sealer of Weights «fe Measures Salaries & Expenses 150.00
Board of Health Salaries 75.00
Clerk 100.00
Aid & Expenses 1,200.00
Inspector of Animals Expenses 150.00
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CI 1Scliool Nurse Salary 9 1 (\f\ Art
1 1 cinspoi idLion 0\J\J ,\J\)
School Dentist Salary 840.00
School Physician Salary 250.00
Highways
Town Account Salaries & Expenses 4,7 oU.OO
lid LCI Oi Odldl lets OC Jl/AptJllotJa K s 7 Pi on
Odldl ItJS Oc Jlj A|Jt!llbfc!b Z , 0 u u . u u
Plpasant Sfrppt T Art Art0 0 u . u w
Rowkpr <Sltrppf (Art fi S A A A A
Chapter 81 > V (J 1 Iv (_/ 11 ±1 1 J, 11 VV dy s * 1 9 Q9K A A
Phnrifpr QO ^Vork on Highways *7,500.00
oigllo OC JvUdLl iVldl rViligb Expenses 9 A A A A
Snow Removal & Sanding TT) Yi-)pn opa-1—i A^V^llO^O fi AAA 00
oH (icL JUlgULb O A A A A
Reserve Fund **4,000.00
Public Welfare Salaries 500.00
(Chairman $300.)
Aid & Expenses 4,000.00
Old Age Assistance
A H TTi in 1 cjfi'p fi r^n J^r Ti^.Ynpncioc
.•rxLl 111 lllXo Cl d LlLIll OL XliA^dlotJo 1 000 00
Aid 25,000.00
Aid to Dependent Children
Aid & Expenses 4,500.00
V eiei diis ijenenis Administration 50.00
Aid 3,000.00
Education, Schools
Salaries of Committee
(Clerk of Com. $200.) 350.00
Expenses 97,100.00
Vocational Training- Tuition 2,500.00
Libraries James Library 400.00
Wm. J. Leonard Memorial Library 400.00
Water Department
Salaries 75.00
Expenses 1,075.00
Insurance
Workmen's Compensation 325.00
Plymouth County Retirement 632.00
Town Reports Printing & Distribution 849.10
Alemorial Day 350.00
Squares & Triangles Salaries & Expenses 250.00
Mowing Bushes Salaries & Expenses 400.00
Town Dump Expenses 650.00
Cemeteries Washington Street 350.00
Veteran's Graves 325.00
Town Debt School Bonds, High School 4,000.00
School Bonds. Elem. School 10,690.66
Interest School Bonds, High School 630.00
School Bonds, Elem. School 6,750.00
Water Bonds 3,037.50
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Union Bridge (Art. 8) 650.00
Mosquito Control (Art. 20) 150.00
Town Counsel Fees 300.00
Total $256,914.60
TRANSFERS
*From General Fund
Chapter 81 Work on Highways $12,925.00
Chapter 90 Work on Highways 7,500.00
*From Excess & Deficiency Account to Reserve Fund 4,000.00
Dog Tax Voted to School Account
ANNUAL TOWN ELECTION
March 11, 1050
Subsequent meeting for election of Town Officers held in Gushing
Memorial Town Hall. Saturday, March 11, 19 50 at 12M. Then and there
to act on the following article of the warrant.
Article 3 9. To bring to the Election OflScers their votes all on one
ballot, for the following named officers, to wit: one Selectman for three
years, one Assessor for three years, one member of the Board of Public
Welfare for three years, one Tax and Town Collector for three years; Town
Treasurer, Highway Surveyor, Tree Warden and Moderator for one year;
one member of the School Committee for three years; one member of the
Board of Health for three years; one Trustee of the William J. Leonard
Memorial Library for three years; one member of the Board of Water
Commissioners for three years.
Pursuant to the Warrant, the voters met at Gushing Memorial Town
Hall Saturday, March 11, 1950 at 12 o'clock. Polls closed at 8 P. M.
Moderator Herbert A. Lincoln was in charge and swore in the following
Election Ofl^cers; Ethel Turner, Martha Henderson, Annie Capell, Julia
Rosebach, Alice Merritt, Harry Pinson. James A. Liddell. Helen Norris,
Jane Baird, Carrie Newcomb.
Harry Pinson was in charge of the Ballot Box.
Number of. names checked in—1109
Number of names checked out—1109
Reading on Ballot Box Register—1109
Ballots taken from Ballot Box—1109
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Upon being canvassed and counted, the result was as follows:
INIoderator for One Year
John J. Piotti 106
Frederick A. Small 331
Henrietta Virtue 19
Cecil Whitney 10
Herbert Lincoln 65
Dr. F. W. Rounds 2
James P. Hall 7
Richard X. Johnson 4
Joseph L. Hallett 1
Elmer X. Josselyn 1
John C. Bond ].[ 1
Alan Virtue 1
Loring H. Jacobs 1
Sydney S. Dean l
Blanks 559
Selectman for Three Years
Ralph H. Coleman
; 6 43
Richard X'. Johnson 449
J. Lyman Wadsworth 1
Blanks 16
Assessor for Three Years
Ralph H. Coleman 621
Richard X''. Johnson 462
J. Lyman Wadsworth 1
Blanks 25
Board of Public Welfare for Three Years
Ralph H. Coleman 616
Richard X. Johnson 465
J. Lyman Wadsworth 1
Blanks
'L'"""'""'^"''!^"!^!!^ 27
Treasurer for One Year
Margaret Crowell 1009
James Malatesta 3
Mary Woodworth 1
Alan Virtue 1
Charles Baldwin 1
Blanks 94
Tax and Town Collector for Three Years
Donald C. Wilder lOlS
John J. Piotti 1
Blanks ' 90
Highway Surveyor for One Year
Richard Gaudette 3 70
Perry H. Osborn 6 25
William J. C. Weatherby 101
Blanks 14
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Tree Warden for One Year
Walter L. Brown 308
Weslev H. Osborne Jr. 759
Blanks 42
School Committee for Three Years
Sarah C. Mederos 143
Nellie L. Sparrell 943
John Piotti 1
Blanks 22
Board of Health tor Three Years
Daniel R. Currie 383
John D. R. Woodworth 665
James Malatesta 1
Humphrey Turner 1
Blanks 59
Trustee William J. Leonard Library, Three Years
William O. Prouty 950
Mary Woodworth 1
Wendall Prouty 1
Frederick A. Small 1
Blanks 156
Water Commissioner for Three Years
Richard H. Brooks 989
Martin F. Mullen 1
Howard Shearer 1
John L. DeMarchi 1
Blanks 117
The Moderator swore in the Town Clerk, Selectmen, Assessor, Mem-
ber of Board of Public Welfare, Tax and Town Collector, Highway Sur-
veyor, Tree Warden, and School Committee. The Town Clerk swore in the
Treasurer. Trustee William J. Leonard Library. Member of Board of
Health and Moderator.
NELLIE L. SPARRELL,
Town Clerk.
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WAHKANT FOR STATK PHIMARIKS
Plymouth, ss.
To either of the Constables of the Town of Xorwell
Greeting:
In the name of the Commonwealth you are hereby required to notify
and warn the inhabitants "of said town who are qualified to vote in Prim-
aries to meet in Cushing Memorial Town Hall
Tuesday, the nineteenth day of September, 19 50 at 8:00 A. M. o'clock
for the following purposes:
To bring in their votes to the Primary Officers for the Nomination of
Candidates of Political Parties for the following offices:
Governor for this Commonwealth
Lieutenant Governor for this Commonwealth
Secretary of the Commonwealth ... for this Commonwealth
Treasurer and Receiver-General for this Commonwealth
Auditor of the Commonwealth for this Commonwealth
Attorney General for this Commonwealth
Representative in Congress for Ninth Congressional District
Councillor for Second Councillor District
Senator f-or Norfolk and Plymouth District
Representative in General Court
... for 3rd Plymouth District
District Attorney for Plymouth District
County Commissioner for Plymouth County
Sheriff for Plymouth County
A County Commissioner in Plymouth County (To fill vacancy)
A Register of Deeds in Plymouth District (To fill vacancy)
The polls will be open from 8 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Hereof fail not and make return of this warrant with your doings
thereon at the time and place of said meeting.
Given under our hands this 1st day of September, A.D. 1950
A. LESTER SCOTT
JAMES A. LIDDELL
RALPH H. COLEMAN
Selectmen of NorwelL
A true copy. Attest
LLOYD B. HENDERSON, Constable
September 18, 1950
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STATK PRIMARY
Septemlx'i' 19, 1950
Pursuant to the toregoins warrant the voters met at the time and
place mentioned therein and took the f-ollowing action. Polls opened at
8 A.M. and closed at 8 P.M. Ralph H. Coleman was the presiding Election
Officer and Harry G. Pinson was in charge of the ballot box. Other Elec-
tion officers were James A. Liddell, Emily Allen, Julia Rosebach, Ruth
Murray. Helen Craven, Martha Henderson, Ethel Turner, Annie Capell,
Alice Merritt, and Helen Norris.
Names checked in 501
Names checked out 501
Ballots taken from the ballot box 501
Ballot Box register 502
25 Democratic ballots cast
4 76 Republican ballots cast
Upon being canvassed, in open meeting, they were found to be for
the folloAving persons.
REPUBLICAN
Governor
Clarence A. Barnes 70
Arthur W. Coolidge 160
Louis E. Denfield 72
Frankland W. Miles 3 5
Daniel Needham 124
Edward M. Rowe 7
Blanks 8
Total votes cast 476
Lieutenant Governor
Laurence Curtis 155
Warren G. Harris 25
Daniel E. McLean 29
Harris S. Richardson 59
Robert H. W. Welch Jr 18 7
Blanks 21
Total votes cast 476
Secretary of State
William B. Bailey 64
John Adams 58
Henry Clay ' 10
Douglas Lawson 71
Randall W. (Ranny) Weeks 82
Russell A. Wood 115
Ada F. York 14
Blanks 62
Total votes cast 476
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Treasurer
Fred J. Burrell 215
Roy C. Papalia 229
Blanks 3 2
Total votes cast 4 76
Auditor
William G. Andrews 335
Warren A. Rodd 49
Blanks 92
Total votes cast 47 6
Attorney General
Frederick Ayer Jr. ISS
Edward Robert Butterworth 60
George Fingold 114
Edwin W. Hadley • 3S
Frank F. Walters 33
Blanks 43
Total votes cast " 476
Congressman. Xinth District
Donald W. Nicholson 366
Lucy Hilton Chema 60
Blanks 50
Total votes cast 476
Councillor. Second District
Clayton L. Havey 329
Joseph Z. Corkin 69
Blanks 78
Total votes cast 4 76
Senator. Norfolk and Plymouth District
Newland H. Holmes 346
Charles A. Nelson 79
Blanks 51
Total votes cast 47 6
Representative in General Court, ord. Plymouth District
Nathaniel Hurwitz 425
Blanks 51
Total votes cast 476
District Attorney lor Plymouth County
Basil Winslow Flynn 166
Thomas W. Prince 29
Eben G. Townes 66
John R. Wheatlev 183
Blanks 32
Total votes cast 4 76
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County Commissioner, Plymouth County
Leo F. Nourse 401
Blanks 75
Total votes cast 476
Sheriff. Plymouth County
Clyde S. Browne 79
Charles H. Robbins 331
Blanks 66
Total votes cast 476
County Commissioner, Plymouth County, to fill vacancy
James T. Frazier 17
Sumner A. Chapman 65
Norman G. MacDonald 127
John J. Moore 24
Edwin H. Morse 13
William W. Noyes 20
Frank E. Parris 80
Henry L. Rapp 27
George H. Rounds 56
Blanks 47
Total votes cast 4 76
Register of Deeds, Plymouth County, to fill vacancy
Richard W. Holm 376
Blanks 100
Total votes cast : 476
DEMOCRATIC
Governor
Paul A. Dever 20
Blanks 5
Total votes cast 25
Lieutenant Governor
Charles F. Jeff Sullivan 12
William M. Bergan 5
G. Edward Bradley 3
John Francis Cahill 1
J. Frank Murphy 2
Blanks 2
Total votes cast 25
Secretary of State
Edward J. Cronin 14
Anthony L. Bruno 0
Stephen J. Carr 3
Martin Graham 2
Paul V. Shaughnessy 1
Alfred L. Smith 0
Alfred R. Vitale 1
John F. Welch 1
Blanks 3
Total votes cast 25
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Treasurer
John E. Hurley 24
Blanks 1
Total votes cast 25
Auditor
Thomas J. Buckley 24
Blanks 1
Total votes cast 25
Attorney General
Francis E. Kelly 21
Benjamin F. Chesky 1
Eli Y. Krovitsky 2
Isadore H. Y. Muchnick 1
Blanks 0
Total votes cast 25
Congressman, Ninth District
August J. Cormier 7
William McAuliffe 15
Benjamin A. Merrihew 3
Blanks 0
Total votes cast 25
Councillor, Second District
Israel Grossman 4
Charles J. McGrath 21
Blanks 0
Total votes cast 25
Senator. Norfolk & Plymouth District
James A. Magner Jr. 15
Paul Record 8
Blanks 2
Total votes cast 25
Representative in General Court, 3rd Plymouth District
Frank Riley 19
Blanks 6
Total votes cast 25
District Attorney, Plymouth County
Thomas F. Quinn 17
Thomas R. Saad 4
Blanks
,
Total votes cast : 25
County Commissioner. Plymouth County, To fill vacancy
Helen L. Buckley
Blanks
Total votes cast
24
1
25
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Sheriff, Plymouth Coiinty
Harold A. Kavanaugh 22
Blanks 3
Total votes cast 25
County Commissioner, Plymouth County, To fill vacancy
James T. Frazier 20
Blanks 5
Total votes cast 25
Register of Deeds. Plymouth County
Earl D. Gaskell 2 2
Blanks 3
Total votes cast 2 5
NELLIE L. SPARRELL,
Town Clerk.
Recount For Xoiiiiiiation for District Attorney in Xorwell
September 26, 1950
In accordance with a petition filed by John R. Wheatley. the Regis-
trars met at the Town Hall. Tuesday, September 26th at 7 P. M. and
recounted all ballots cast in Norwell for the office of District Attorney at
the Primaries held September 19, 19 50. The result was found to be as
follows:
District Attorney
Basil Winslow Flynn
John W. Prince
Eben G. Townes
John R. Wheatley
Blanks
Total votes cast
NELLIE L. SPARRELL,
Town Clerk.
166
29
66
183
32
476
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THE COMMOXAVEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
WARRAXT FOR STATE ELECTION
Plymouth, ss.
To either of the Constables of the Town of Xorwell in said county.
Greeting:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are hereby
directed to notify the inhabitants of the town of Xorwell qualified to vote
in Elections and Town Affairs to meet in the Cushing Memorial Town Hall,
Tuesday, the seventh day of Xovember, 19 50 at 6 o'clock in the fore-
noon to give in their votes for:
Governor for this Commonwealth
Lieutenant Governor for this Commonwealth
Secretary of the Commonwealth for this Commonwealth
Treasurer for this Commonwealth
Auditor of the Commonwealth for this Commonwealth
Attorney General for this Commonwealth
Representative in Congress for the Xlnth Congressional District
Councillor for Second Councillor District
Senator for Xorfolk and Plymouth Senatorial District
Representative in General Court for
Third Plymouth Representative District
District Attorney for Plymouth District
County Commissioner for Plymouth County
Sheriff for Plymouth County
Register of Deeds for Plymouth District (to fill vacancy)
County Commissioner for Plymouth County (to fill vacancy)
Also to vote YES or X^O on the following questions:
Question Xo. 1
Do you approve of the adoption of an amendment to the lYES'
|
constitution summarized below which was approved by the | NO
| |
General Court in a joint session of the two branches held June 9, 19 47, re-
ceived 2 44 votes in the affirmative and 0 in the negative, and in a joint
session of the two branches held June 8. 19 49, received 242 votes in the
affirmative and 7 in the negative?
SUMMARY
This proposed amendent of the Constitution provides for the time when
the respective terms of- office of the governor, lieutenant-governor and
councillors shall begin and the time when their respective terms shall end.
It also makes provision relative to the succession to the office of governor
in the event of the death of the governor elect before qualification for the
office of governor: and it further makes provision relative to the succession
to the office of governor in the event of the death of both the governor
elect and the lieutenant-governor elect before qualification for their re-
spective offices.
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Question No. 2
Do you approve of the adoption of- an amendment to the |YES|
constitution summarized below which was approved by the | NO
]
General Court in a joint session of the two branches held June 4, 194 8,
received 154 votes in the affirmative and 4 4 in the negative, and in a joint
session of the two branches held June '8, 1949, received 160 votes in the
affirmative and 93 in the negative?
SUMMARY
This proposed amendment to the Constitution provides for an increase
in the number of signatures of qualified voters required upon an initiative
or upon a referendum petition, and it further makes provision for changes
in legislative procedures thereon with reference to dates upon, or within
which, acts shall be done in the various stages necessary to be taken upon
such petitions.
Question No. 3
Do you approve of a law summarized below on which the 1YES|
|
House of Representatives did not vote and on which the | NO
| |
Senate did not vote?
SUMMARY .
This measure provides for minimum payments of- seventy-five dollars
per month, or eighty-five dollars per month if blind, as assistance to de-
serving aged persons who have reached the age of sixty-three years or
over and are in need of relief and support.
Question No. 4
Do you approve of a law summarized below on which the 'YES|
House of Representatives did not vote and on which the | NO
!
Senate did not vote?
SUMMARY
This measure provides for the creation of a Massachusetts commission
for the purpose of conducting once every month a lottery drawing to raise
additional funds by means of tickets sold to the public, within the Com-
monwealth, the net proceeds to be divided as follows: 50 per cent to the
winners as prizes, 35 per cent for assistance to needy aged persons, 7 V4
per cent for assistance to needy blind persons, 7U per cent for assistance
to dependent children.
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Qnestioii Xo. 5
Do you approve of a law summarized below which was |YES[ |
disapproved in the House of Representatives by a vote of 77 | NO ] |
ill the affirmative and 139 in the negative and in the Senate by a vote of
13 in the affirmative and 25 in the negative?
SUMMARY
The proposed measure strikes out the first sentence of section 113B of
chapter 175 of the General Laws (Tercentenary Edition) as most recently
amended by section 4 of chapter 459 of the acts of 193 5, and inserts in
place thereof a sentence which provides that the Commissioner of Insur-
ance shall annually, on or before September fifteenth, after due hearing
and investigation, fix and establish fair and reasonable classifications of
risks and adequate, just, reasonable and non-discriminatory premium
charges to be used and charged by insurance companies in connection with
the issue or execution of motor vehicle liability policies or bonds, as de-
fined in section 34A of chapter 90 of the General Laws, for the ensuing
calendar year or any part thereof, but said classifications and premium
charges shall be uniform throughout the Commonwealth and shall not be
fixed or established according to districts or zones.
Question Xo. 6
A. Shall the pari-mutuel system of betting on licensed 'YES'
|
horse races be permitted in this county? ' NO ' I
B. Shall the pari-mutuel system of betting on licensed YES!
dog races be permitted in this county? NO !
Question Xo. 7
A. Shall licenses be granted in this city (or town) for the YES'
sale therein of all alcoholic beverages (whisky, rum, gin, malt ! NO I
beverages, wines and all other alcoholic beverages) ?
B. Shall licenses be granted in this city (or town) for the IYES|
sale therein of wines and malt beverages (wines and beer, ' NO I
ale and all other malt beverages)?
C. Shall licenses be granted in this city (or town) for the YES|
sale therein of all alcoholic beverages in packages so called, ' NO '
not to be drunk on the premises?
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The polls will be open from 6 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Hereof tail not. and make return of this warrant with your doings
thereon to the Town Clerk at the time and place of said meeting.
Given under our hands this seventeenth day of October. Nineteen
Hundred and Fifty
A. LESTER SCOTT. Chairman
JAMES A. LIDDELL
RALPH H. COLEMAN
A True copy. Attest Selectmen of- Norwell.
LLOYD B. HENDERSON. Constable of Norwell
October 13. 1950
STATE ELECTION
November 7, 1950
Pursuant to the foregoing warrant, the voters met at the time and
place mentioned therein and took the following action: Polls opened at
6 A.M. and were closed at 8 P.M. by Lester Scott the presiding Election
officer. Other Election officers were Emily Allen, Ruth Murray, Charlotte
Snow, Helen Craven. Rosemary Cunningham. Jane Baird. Annie Merritt,
Jennie Spencer, Ethel Turner, Mattie Henderson. Annie Capell. Carol
Newcomb. Julia Rosebach. Bobbe Miner, Helen Norris. Ralph Coleman,
James Liddell. and Harry Pinson, the last named presiding at the ballot
box.
One thousand two hundred and six names were checked on the voting
lists and the ballot box registered one thousand two hundred and six
ballots cast.
Upon being canvassed and counted in open meeting, tliey were found
to be for the following persons.
Governor
Paul A. Dever 252
Arthur W. Coolidge 935
Horace I. Hillis 10
Mark R. Shaw 4
Blanks .i^ 5
Lieutenant Governor
Charles F. Jeff Sullivan 210
Laurence Curtis 9 63
Lawrence Gilfedder 9
Blanks 24
Secretary of State
Edward J. Cronin 228
Russell A. Wood 926
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Ellsworth J. M. Dickson 5
Fred M. Ingersoll 9
Blanks 38
Treasurer
John E. Hurley 321
Fred J. Burrell 803
Henning A. Blomen 8
Harold J. Ireland 8
Roy Papalia 2
Blanks 64
Auditor
Thomas J. Buckley 283
William G. Andrew 881
Robert A. Simmons 4
Francis A. Votano 8
Blanks 30
Attorney General
Francis E. Kelly 193
Frederick Ayer Jr. 966
Anthony Martin 8
Howard B. Rand 3
Blanks
, 36
Congressman, Ninth District
Donald W. Nicholson 961
August J. Cormier 188
Grace Earnsworth Ludor 11
Blanks 46
Councillor, Second District
Clayton L. Havey 944
Charles J. McGrath 207
Blanks 55
Senator, Norfolk & Plymouth District
Newland H. Holmes 952
James A. Magner Jr. 214
Blanks 40
Representative in General Court, 3rd Plymouth District
Nathaniel Hurwitz 943
Frank Riley 219
Blanks 44
District Attorney, Plymouth County
Basil Winslow Flynn 963
Thomas F. Quinn ."."""^'"^.......'''"...^.^ 195
Blanks 48
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County Commissioner. Plymouth County
Leo F. Nourse 934
Helen L. Buckley 229
Blanks 43
Sheriff. Plymouth County
Charles H. Bobbins 957
Harold A. Kavanaugh 201
Blanks 48
County Commissioner. Plymouth County, to fill vacancy
James T. Frazier 255
Norman G. :MacDonald 893
Blanks 58
Register of Deeds. Plymouth County, to fill vacancy
Earl D. Gaskell 194
Richard W. Holm 930
Blanks 82
Question No. 1.
Adoption of amendment to Constitution providing for time when
terms of officer of Governor. Lieutenant Governor, and Councillors shall
begin and end: provision relative to succession to office of Governor in
event of death of Governor-elect before qualification for ofllice of Governor
and provision relative to succession to the office of Governor in event of
the death of both Governor-elect and Lieutenant Governor elect before
qualification for their respective offices.
Yes 800
No 170
Blanks 236
Question No. 2
Adoption of amendent to the Constitution for increase in number of
signatures of qualified voters required upon initiative or referendum peti-
tion and certain changes in legislative procedure thereon etc.
Yes 716
No 245
Blanks 245
Question No. 3
Provides for minimum payments of seventy-five dollars per month,
or eighty-five dollars per month if blind, as assistance to deserving aged
persons who have reached the age of sixty-three years or over and are in
need of relief and support.
Yes
No
Blanks
421
639
146
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Question No. 4
Provides tor the creation of. a Massachusetts commission for the pur-
pose of conducting a lottery to raise additional funds for assistance to
various persons.
Yes 300
No 782
Blanks 124
Question No. 5
Proposed measure to fix rates of compulsory motor vehicle insurance,
flat rate so called.
Yes 39
No 1086
Blanks 81
Question No. 6
A. Shall the pari-mutuel system of betting on licensed horse races
be permitted in this county?
Yes 541
No 535
Blanks 130
B. Shall the pari-mutuel system of betting on licensed dog races be
permitted in this county?
Yes 414
No 593
Blanks 199
Question No. 7
A. Shall licenses be granted in this town for the sale of all alcoholic
beverages (whisky, rum. gin, malt beverages, wines, and all other alco-
holic beverages)?
Yes 487
No 569
Blanks 150
B. Shall licenses be granted in this town for the sale of wines, and
malt beverages (wines and beer, ale, and all other malt beverages)?
Yes 508
No 498
Blanks 200
C. Shall licenses be granted in this town for the sale therein of all
alcoholic beverages in packages, so called, not to be drunk on the
premises?
Yes 757
No 318
Blanks 131
Meeting adjourned.
NELLIE L. SPARRELL,
Town Clerk.
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FISH AND GAME LICKXSKS ISSUED IN 1950
29 Resident Fishing Licenses @ $2.00 $58.00
71 Resident Citizen Hunting Licenses @ $2.00 142.00
51 Resident Citizen Sporting Licenses @ $3.25 . 165.75
14 Resident Minor & Female Fishing Licenses @ $1.25 17.50
3 Resident Minor Trapping Licenses @ $2.25 6.75
3 Resident Citizen Trapping Licenses @ $5.25 15.75
2 Duplicate Licenses @ $ .50 1.00
9 Resident Citizen Sporting (over 70 yr. age, Free)
3 Resident Citizen Military or Naval, Free
Total Amount Collected $406.75
Less Fees 42.75
Paid to Division of Fisheries & Game $364.00
DOGS LICENSED IN 1950
204 Males @ $2.00 ^ $408.00
58 Females @ $5.00 290.00
108 Spayed Females @ $2.00 216.00
6 Kennel @ $10.00 60.00
2 Kennel @ $25.00 50.00
Total Amount Collected $1,024.00
Less Fees 75.60
Paid to Town Treasurer 948.40
All dogs 3 months old or over must be licensed and all licenses are
due on or before March 31st. Tags and receipts are usually here by March
1st. Therefore it is suggested you come to Tov^^n Election prepared to
pay your dog tax at that time. Payments may be made in person, by
check or money order made payable to Town of Norwell and mailed to the
Town Clerk.
All licenses unpaid on June 1st must be turned over to constable for
collection. PAY PROMPTLY and save the town the expense of over-due
notices and collection by the Constable.
ENROLLED MILITIA
439 men were enrolled for military duty April 1, 1950
REGISTERED VOTERS
On January 1, 1951 there were 1,531 registered voters in the Town
of Norwell.
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JURORS DRAWN
January 1, 1950 to January 1, 1951
Allman, Leonard, Engineer
Campbell, Thomas H., Service Station
DesGrange, Donald, Architect
Hansen, Raymond A., Electrician
Lincoln, Lyman W., Lumber
Morton, Charles E., Cabinet Maker
Rimmer, Chester A., Manufacturer
High Street
Main Street
Common Street
Winter Street
Lincoln Street
off Stetson Rd.
River Street
LIST OF PERSONS QUALIFIED TO SERVE AS JURORS
IN THE TOWN OF NORWELL,
From July 1, 1950 to July 1, 1951
Allen, Earle P., Consulting Engineer Cross Street
Blackball, Allan J., Construction Engineer River Street
Bond, John C, Public Relations Central Street
Brooks, Richard H., Retired Mt. Blue Street
Bullard, William B., Restauranteur Main Street
Campbell, Thomas H., Service Station Main Street
Cunningham, Edward J., Blue Cross Church Street
Dickman, Herman, Retired Washington Street
Dyer, Arthur H., Retired Stetson Road
Parmer, Edward P., Retired Washington Street
Puller, Timothy, Author Pleasant Street
Howes, Alfred G., Undertaker Main Street
Leavitt, John H. Sr., Sales Engineer Mt. Blue Street
Lincoln, Lyman W., Lumber Lincoln Street
MacHarg, Alexander, Restauranteur Washington Street
Magoun, Everett C, Salesman Washington Street
Maxwell, Andrew J., Carpenter Stetson Road
McMullan, Richard D., Business Manager Main Street
Mead, Alden H., Commercial Engineer High Street
Mitchell, Douglas S., Contractor Central Street
Morton, Charles E., Cabinet Maker off Stetson Road
Mott, S, Lawrence, Florist Main Street
Robinson, Mark M., Salesman off Stetson Road
Shearer, Howard A., Insurance Tiffany Road
White, Bernard W., Carpenter High Street
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LIST OF PKKSOXS QUALIPtKD TO SERV^E AS JURORS
IX THE TOWN OF NORVVELL
From July 1, 1949 to July 1, 1950
Allman, Leonard, Engineer
Bond, John C, Public Relations
Chlpmaii. John H.. Food Broker
Cunningham, Edward J., Blue Cross
DesGranges, Donald, Architect
High Street
Central Street
Main Street
Church Street
Common Street
Dickman, Herman, Retired
Dyer, Arthur H., Retired
Farmer, Edward F., Retired
Hansen, Raymond A., Electrician
Howes, Alfred G., Undertaker
Jordan, William R., Ice Business
Leavitt, John H. Sr., Sales Engineer
Lind, John M., Surveyor
Maxwell, Andrew J., Carpenter
McMullan, Richard D., Business Manager
Mott, S. Lawrence, Florist
Murray, Joseph A., Sales Manager
Rimmer, Chester A., Manufacturer
Walsh, Matthew C. Jr., Wool
Washington
Stetson
Washington
Winter
Main
Stetson
Mt. Blue
Main
Stetson
Main
Main
Central
River
Stetson
Street
Road
Street
Street
Street
Road
Street
Street
Road
Street
Street
Street
Street
Road
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MARRIAGES RECORDKD 1\ XORWELL DURTNG THE YEAR 1950
Feb. 18 Married in Brockton. Alass.. Edward C. Joseph. Jr. of Nor-
well and Anne Frances Garvey of Brockton, by John W. Morrissey. Priest.
Mar. 10 Married in Westwood. Mass., Winthrop R. Scudder of Xor-
well and Barbara H. Babcock of Boston by Rudolph Roell, Clergyman.
Mar. 26 Married in Norwell. Mass.. Roger Darling Newcomb of
Middleboro and Barbara Ann Scott of Norwell by James H. Misheff,
Clergyman.
Apr. 1 Married in Norwell, Mass., Frank Kenneth Parmenter or
Hingham and Elizabeth Harriette Hall of Norwell by Geoj'ge J. Penning-
ton, Clergyman.
Apr. 2 Married in Norwell, Mass., Charles H. Baldwin Jr. of- Norwell
and Fay L. Thomas of Norwell by Herman H. Geertz, Clergyman.
April 16 Married in Brockton, Mass., Joseph John Gatanti of Brock-
ton and Anna Hanson Pike of Norwell, by Joseph W. Langley. Priest.
May 1 Married in Rockland. Mass., Antonio Piro of Norwell and
Elsabee Sturrock Goodwin of Norwell by Ralph L. Belcher, Justice of
the Peace.
June 10 Married in Bridgewater, Richard Willard Howes of Hanover
and Sally Lorraine Henderson of Norwell, by Benjamin Lockhart, Minister
of the Gospel.
June 19 Married in Norwell, Lowell Scott MacLean of Norwell and
Catherine Moore Maybury of Norwell by Herman H. Geertz. Clergyman.
June 24 Married in Hanover, Mass.. David Bent Barker of Taunton
and Jane Ellen Ford of Norwell by Rev. Robert L. Jones. Rector.
July 1 Married in Quincy, Mass.. Louis A. Smith of- Weymouth and
Edna M. Smith of Norwell by Bedros Baharian, Minister.
July 1 Married in Scituate, Mass., Charles F. Maynard of Stoughton
and Lillian M. Murphy of Norwell by Norbert H. Mclnnes, Priest.
July 15 Married in Norwell, Mass., Richard Warren Davis of Nor-
well and Alice Wadsworth of Norwell, by Herman H. Geertz, Clergyman.
July 22 Married in Marshfield. Mass., Andrew George Gordon of
Norwell and Nancy Alison Atwood of Scituate by Kenneth B. Wyatt,
Minister of the Gospel.
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Aug. 5 Married in Norwell. Mass., Warren Shanks Mallery of Brock-
ton and Arlene Ceceil Butler of Norwell by Kenneth A. Bowen, Clergyman.
Aug. 12 Married in Hanover. Richard Sayward Allen of Norwell,
Mass.. and Miriam D. Osborne of Norwell by Benjamin Lockhart. Minister
of- the Gospel.
Aug. 19 Married in Boston, Mass., Natale A. Molla of Norwell, Mass.,
and Margaret H. Smith of Norwell by Robert Morgan Shaw, Clergyman.
Aug. 2 5 Married in Norwell, Mass.. Thomas Joseph Snow of Lake-
wood, Ohio and Joan French Leonard of Norwell by Charles C. Wilson,
Clergyman.
Aug. 26 Married in Somerville. Mass., Robert J. Gaddis of Norwell,
Mass.. and Gertrude L. Coombs of Brooklyn, N. Y. by Stephen C. Lang,
Minister of the Gospel.
Aug. 27 Married in Stoughton, ]\Iass.. John Caddell of Stoughton,
:Mass.. and Jane E. Ekstroni of Norwell by Matt Mees, Minister of the
Gospel.
Sept. 2 Married in Norwell, Mass., John Donald McPherson of
Scituate, Mass.. and Constance Ruth Bailey of Norwell by Arthur Simmons,
^Minister of the Gospel.
Sept. 10 Married in Milton, Mass., John Vincent Neely of- Milton,
Mass., and Gail Charlotte Larson of Norwell by Patrick J. Flaherty, Priest.
Sept. 2 2 :Married in Norwell, Mass., Samuel Smith Dasham of New-
Preston, Conn, and :Margaret Stuart Dunbar of Norwell by Merrill C.
Ward. Minister.
Sept. 24 Married in Rockland, Mass., John Edward Hines of Rock-
land, Mass., and Dorothy L. Shortall of Norwell by John J. Downey, Priest.
Oct. 12 Married in Norwell. Mass., Raymond W. Sinkiewicz of Brock-
ton, Mass., and Eleanor M. Woods of Norwell by Herman H. Geertz,
Clergyman.
Oct. ]9 Married in Quincy. Mass.. Wendall H. Prouty of Norwell,
Mass.. and Sylvia J. Tatum of Quincy by Horace O. Tatum. Minister of
the Gospel.
Oct. 21 Married in Taunton, Mass., John Green Liddell of Norwell,
Mass., and Corinne Elizabeth Till of Boston by James Holland Beal. Priest.
Nov. 19 Married in Abington, Mass,. Ralph W. Burns of Norwell.
Mass.. and Laura A. Smith of. Abington by Harvey L. Carnes, Minister of
the Gospel.
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Dec. 9 Married in Rockland, Mass., Howard Clifford Denver of Rock-
land and Harriet Elizabeth Turner of Xorwell by W. Lloyd Williams,
Clergyman.
Dec. 16 Married in Xorwell, Mass.. Fredyum Hendrickson of Keene,
X. H. and Edith S. Roubound of Milton by Donald G. Lothrop, Clergyman.
Dec. 21 Married in Quincy, Mass., Jacob E. Bedell of Thomaston,
Maine and Amanda E. Kataja of X'orwell by Hugo M. Hillia, Clergyman.
Dec. 3 0 Married in Canton, Mass., Robert J. Richardson of Colling-
dale. Pa. and Gladys E. Childs of Xorwell by Richard H. Warren, :\Iinister
of the Gospel.
Parents Be Sure to Record the Birth of Your Child With Given Xanie
in Full
READ THE LAW
"Parents, within forty days after the birth of a child, and every
householder within forty days after a birth in his house, shall cause
notice thereof to be given to the clerk of the tov^-n where such child is
born.*****"—General Laws, Chap. 46. Sec. 6.
Send postcard to Town Clerk asking for blanks upon which to make
return. If left to hospital to make return, information may reach Town
Clerk too late for publication in Town Report of birth year.
Some of the >Iany Reasons Why Births Should Be Recorded
To establish identity
To prove nationality
To prove legitimacy
To show when child has the right to enter school
To show when the child has the right to seek employment under the
child labor law.
To establish the right of inheritance to property
To establish liability to military duty, as well as exemption therefrom
To establish age and citizenship in order to vote
To qualify to hold title to. and to buy or sell real estate
To prove the age at which the marriage contract may be entered into
To prove age to determine validity of a contract entered into by an
alleged minor
To prove age for Old Age Assistance
To prove age so as to have the right to take Civil Service Examina-
tions
Your Co-operation to the End That All Births May Be Properly Recorded
Will Be Greatly Appreciated
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF FIRE ENGINEERS
To the Selectmen of the Town of. Norwell:
Gentlemen:
During 1950 your Fire Department responded to 64 alarms as
follows:
Buildings 8
Chimneys 9
Grass, woods 18
Oil Burner 4
Rubbish (Incl. Town Dump) 7
Misc. (Auto, Suicide, Accidents, etc.) 8
No need and false 10
We are grateful to report that the number of fires at the Town Dump
have sharply decreased with a resulting saving to the Town of many
dollars. We wish to congratulate the caretaker of the Town Dump for
the care used in disposal of inflammable material.
The new 500 GPM pumper, authorized by the 1950 Town Meeting
was delivered to Fire Co. No. 3 on November 4 and greatly adds to the
efliciency of the Department. In accordance with the Revised By-Laws,
bids for this piece of apparatus were advertised and specifications fur-
nished upon request with response as follows:
Farrar Co., Woodville, Mass. $7,500.00
Robinson Boiler Works, Cambridge, Mass. 7,380.00
Gorham Fire Equipment Co., Boston, Mass. 9,475.00
Wood Engineering Service, Topsfield, Mass. 8,223.00
The contents ofi the above proposals did not conform with our speci-
fications and were declared unsatisfactory by a majority of the Board of
Fire Engineers. Revised bids were requested of the original concerns
who requested our specifications and the following bids were received:
Darley Co., Chicago, 111. $8,324.78 plus chassis
Farrar Co., Woodville, Mass. 7,490.00
Robinson Boiler Works, Cambridge, Mass. 7,450.00
Howe Fire Equipment, Anderson, Ind. 7,500.00 plus hose
Wood Engineering Service, Topsfield, Mass. 7,495.00
Hercules-Campbell Body Co., Cambridge, Mass. 6,926.71 plus hose
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After careful consideration and examination of the apparatus built
by the various bidders, the bid of the Wood Engineering Service, Topsfield,
Mass. was found in the best interest of the Town and a contract for the
apparatus awarded to that concern.
In accordance with the Town By-Laws bids on 500 ft. of li/^'' hose
were requested from three reputable concerns with the following returns:
Gorham Fire Equipment Co., Boston $0.87 per foot
American Fire Equipment Co., Boston .765 per foot
Farrar Co., Woodville, Mass. .785 per foot
The American Fire Equipment Co., was awarded the order for this
h.ose.
The fire alarm relay system authorized at the 1950 Town Meeting
has been 90 7c completed and the value of this installation has already
been demonstrated in faster and more positive response to alarms. Re-
quests for bids on this equipment were advertised and specifications
furnished as required by the Town By-Laws with the following results:
J. J. Reddington Electric Service Co., Boston $6,347.00
This bid being in excess of the funds appropriated, it was rejected.
The Engineers then requested proposals f-rom the sole bidder and other
recommended concerns who had performed similar construction for
neighboring towns. A satisfactory bid was received as follows and a con-
tract awarded:
Meserve Electric Co., Bridgewater, Mass. $2,508.39
This concern has completed all work under the contract prior to
December 31, with the exception of one push button station, and one push
button station not included in the original contract which will be installed
as soon as a utility pole is moved. It is expected that a small balance can
be returned to the Town from this account.
The Fire Department as a whole is in excellent condition with equip-
ment in good shape and personnel at a satisfactory standard for normal
conditions. However, in view of the current civilian defense emergency
the Fire Engineers feel that a number of items should be provided for the
safety ofc the Town, either through the Civilian Defense Committee or by
special appropriation by the Town. These items include radio commun-
ication, generators to provide electric power for fire alarms and emer-
gency lighting and heat at disaster centers, proper fire fighting clothing
beyond present limited equipment, and portable pumps for use in wells
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and streams. This for the most part is equipment which would normally
be requested during the next few years but which should be purchased at
this time either by Civilian Defense or Fire Department.
The officers and members of the three fire companies are greatly to
be commended for their cooperation and the efforts, work and money they
have contributed to the benefit of the department. Of special note is the
building of a rescue boat, and the laying of a new cement floor by Co. No.
3 without cost to the Town except for floor materials. Co. No. 2 is hard
at work revising some of their equipment, and revamping the Model A
Ford truck for rough forest fire work.
Due to the unavoidable changing of Chief Engineers and changes in
the membership of this Board, it has not been possible to complete inspec-
tions of all oil burning and bottled gas installations this year. This work
is going on as rapidly as possible. A number of installations have been
found faulty and a hazard to the safety of residents and have been revised,
with a possible saving of life or property. If you do not have an oil burner
or bottled gas permit for your property please get in touch with the Chief
Engineer or the Clerk ofi the Board of Engineers. It may save you money,
or effect your own safety.
There are now 923 houses in Norwell and more are being started
each day. Because of this rapid development of the Town and because of
the time which must be expended by members of this Board, and in par-
ticular by the members making inspections, and for reason of prompt
response to fire alarms, we call your attention to the suggestion made in
1949 that you should soon give thorough consideration to the appointment
of a permanent fire chief and two or more full time firemen.
Respectfully submitted,
NORWELL BOARD OF FIRE ENGINEERS
HAROLD T. RAMSAY, Chief Engineer
ROBERT O. APTS
RICHARD GAUDETTE
HAROLD WILDER
JOSEPH L. HALLETT, Clerk.
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REPORT OF INSPECTOR OF ANIMALS
To the Selectmen of the Town of Xorwell
Gentlemen:
I herewith submit my report as Inspector of. Animals for the Town
of Xorwell for the year 1950.
Quarantine of clogs having bitten persons:
X'umber of dogs quarantined 17
Xumber of calls 34
Investigation of Interstate shipment permits
Number of calls 1
Removal and taking to laboratory one skunk suspected of rabies.
Respectfully submitted,
RICHARD E. CUGXASCA, D. V. M.
Inspector of Animals
REPORT OF THE AVATER CO^OHSSIOXERS
To the Selectmen of the Town of X'orwell:
Gentlemen:
We have 114 customers using water at the present time. At the
close of the year 1949 we had 89 customers. This is a customer increase
of 28 per cent in the year of. 1950.
About 50 per cent of the installations to private property are using
Town water.
There have been three leaks in water mains. These were repaired
by the contractor as per contract.
We spent more than the appropriated sum— due to the fact it was
deemed advantageous, due to rising copper prices, to acquire a supply of
copper tubing at a right price.
Estimated Bills Receivable for 1950 $2,600.00
Estimated increase of taxes to property
on water mains 3,000.00
$5,600.00
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Expenses, Interest on Loan $3,000.00
479.54
2,200.00
75.00
Water
Maintenance and Supplies
Salaries
$5,754.54
The 1st Water Bond Note will become due in 19 51
Interest
Salaries
Estimated Expenses
$5,000.00
3,000.00
75.00
2,200.00
$10,275.00
The Town has an investment of $135,000.00 in a Water System. To
protect this investment it will be necessary in the near future, to have a
part time employee to take over the duties of supervision, reading of
meters, painting of hydrants, the putting in of winter stakes, the flushing
of the system as the gates are checked, etc. This cost would be around
$500.00 per year. We are setting this figure in our budget for 1951.
We suggest that the Selectmen locate a proper place for keeping
supplies and equipment for the Water Department.
To the Selectmen of- the Town of Norwell
Gentlemen:
I herewith submit my report as Dog Officer for the Town of Norwell
for the year 1950.
20 Dogs returned to owners
15 Stray dogs (alive)
10 Dead Dogs
Respectfully submitted.
RICHARD H. BROOKS, Chairman
EARLE F. ALLEN
GEORGE F. CAVANAGH
Board of Water Commissioners.
REPORT OF DOG OFFICER
Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT L. MOLLA,
Dog Officer
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REPORT OF THE PLY3IOUTH COUNTY AID TO AGRICULTURE
(Plymouth County Extension Service)
To the Selectmen of the Town of Norwell
Gentlemen:
This Department, generally known as the Plymouth County Extension
Service, is the county organization representing the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture and the University of Massachusetts in the field of
educational programs. There are three departments having programs
designed primarily for farm and rural people but are available to all the
people of the county.
The Agricultural Department has formal programs with regular
scheduled meetings for commodity groups including dairymen, poultry-
men, cranberry growers, vegetable growers, fruit growers, and florists.
Other programs are available for people interested in general livestock,
forestry, home grounds improvement, home food production and market-
ing. The Agricultural Department educational programs are conducted
largely on County-wide or regional basis. The work is supplemented with
demonstrations, farm visits, and newspaper and radio publicity.
The Home Economics Department promotes education in home man-
agement and family economics, home furnishings and surroundings, food
preservation and storage, food selection and preparation, clothing and
textiles, family relationships and child development, recreation and com-
munity life. This department is dependent upon Town Committees and
local leaders to sponsor local groups and to assist with the teaching pro-
gram.
The 4-H Club Department deals with youth between ages of 10 and
21 years. Project work for boys includes dairy, goats, sheep, pigs, poultry,
gardens and handicraft. For 4-H girls, project work is offered in clothing,
canning, child care, foods, home furnishings and crafts. Four-H Club
work is also dependent upon Town Committees and local leaders for spon-
soring 4-H clubs and for leading these clubs in their regular meetings and
supervision of their project animals or crops.
Funds for County Aid to Agriculture are derived principally through
the appropriation of the County Commissioners. Some Federal funds are
also designated through the University of Massachusetts. Most Towns
make a small appropriation which also is used for the general expendi-
tures of the Plymouth County Extension Service. These town appropri-
ations are an indication of the interest in the Extension Service programs
and permits the town to have a Town Director. These Town Directors are
unpaid volunteer leaders hnd serve as an Extension Service representative
in their towns.
A Statistical Summary of- achievements for the year 19 50 is attached
to this report.
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Statistical Siiiniiiary of Achievements
Plymouth County Extension Service
November 1, 1949 — October 31. 1950
Agri.
Dept.
Home
Dept.
4-H Club
Dept. Total
Farm or Home \ isits 1 c: T Q 9 n 0 /IOClot) 9 9 1
1 eiepnone trails 0 9 f!D ,o <i O 1 9 9 9 1 Q 7 C Q A 9 ft
umce (. alls 1 Q ft Q 1 9 44 Z 4 9 Q 4z y 4 9 ft 8 7
News Stories 210 82 35 327
Radio Talks 227 115 11 353
Bulletins Distributed 6,444 11,622 10,752 28,818
Individual Letters Written 3,283 384 1.154 4,821
Circular Letters Written 156 41 150 347
Copies Mailed 42,838 15,882 12,911 71,631
Number of Leaders 118 227 222 567
Meetings of Local Leaders or
Committeemen 52 57 21 130
Attendance 859 629 278 1,766
Demonstration Meetings 79 46 12 137
Attendance 4,340 1,293 312 5,945
Other Extension Meetings 62 109 218 389
Attendance 3,095 4,073 8,889 16,057
Meetings with Other Organizations 58 *250 *2.294 * 2,602
Attendance 12,310 1,250 21,046 34,606
Number of 4-H Clubs. 92
Number Club Members Enrolled in 4-H Clubs, 842.
*Includes meetings held by Local Leaders and 4-H Clubs.
Respectfully submitted.
J. T. BROWN,
County Agent-Manager
WILLIAM JACOBS.
Town Agent
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REPORT OF THE JAMES LIBRARY FOR THE YEAR 1!)50
To the Selectmen of the Town of Xorwell
Gentlemen:
The circulation of books, pocket editions of books, and magazines has
held the same high level noted in last year's report. In round figures,
5.000 books, 2,500 pocket editions, and 1,500 magazines have been lent
during the year. Books purchased or received through the generosity of
regular and occasional donors have continually added to our collection of
current literature. In addition to these acquisitions a large collection of
titles was received as a gift from the library of Professor Irving H. Bailey.
This year a number of children's books have been purchased as well as
books of interest to those wishing to supplement their studies at school or
at institutions for advanced education.
Again it has been possible to maintain, and this year to paint, the
building because of the generosity of organizations and individuals. The
North River Gardeners and the Couples Club of the First Parish continue
to give their support in money, time, and effort. To Mr. Douglas Reilly
especial thanks is due for his welcome financial contribution derived from
his production of the musical Down In The Valley. The Committee deeply
appreciates the work of all who contributed to the success of this per-
formance.
As always, the Committee thanks those who make regular presenta-
tions of new titles to the library, and also it gratefully acknowledges the
receipt of gifts which our other well-wishers make from time to time. The
Librarian will continue to welcome visitors who come to browse, to read,
and to borrow during the hours from six to eight in the evenings of Mon-
day, Wednesday and Saturday and in the afternoon of Saturday from two
until four.
Respectfully submitted,
REV. HERMAN GEERTZ
DR. CHARLES ROUNDS
MRS. WILDER GAUDETTE, Secretary
MISS :MILDRED Hastings, Treasurer
MRS. NELLIE L. SPARRELL, Librarian
MR. RICHARD D. McMULLAN, Chairman
January 8, 19 51
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RKPORT OF THK WILLIAM J. LKONARl) MK>IORIAL LIBRARY
To the Selectmen ol the Town of Norwell
Gentlemen
:
Once more it is with great pleasure and satisfaction that we, the staff,
of the William J. Leonard Memorial Library submit our annual report.
The William J. Leonard Library has completed its fourth full year
in the Washington Street, Fire Station Building.
There are as of December 31, 1950. 261 registered borrowers an in-
crease of. 109 over the 1949 total and an increase of 212 over the 19 48
total. Of the 261 registered borrowers 112 are visiting and using the
library facilities regularly, the remainder spasmodically.
A total of 6,5 55 volumes circulated thi.^ past year a decrease of 1494
below the 1949 total and an increase of 2,4 2 8 over the 194 8 total. We
attribute the decrease in circulation to television and the widespread
memberships in book clubs. Our reference facilities were used much
more by students and adults than during previous years.
The magazines to which the library subscribed, and periodicals reg-
ularly contributed this year were read considerably in the library, but,
circulation of these periodicals was slow, not warranting, we feel, re-
subscribing during the ensuing year, but relying rather, on the regular
magazine contributions to fill this need.
There is still a great request for research and reference material,
but our restricted budget has not been adequate for replacements or new
volumes during nineteen fifty. We, the staff, earnestly hope that during
the ensuing year we may find it possible to at least replace the two vol-
umes of the Encyclopedia Britannica and the one volume of the Book
of Knowledge which have been unaccounted for for several years.
We are most gratified to see so many of the "wee citizens" visiting
"Our Children's Corner" so regularly to select their favorite story time
books and to color a picture with crayons to be found in their own corner
of our little library.
We gratefully acknowledge, at this time, the regular contributions
of many fine periodicals— 10 new fiction titles, numerous old favorites
and 7 childrens books.
The staff is in the process of shelf indexing the books numerically.
This will facilitate locating books and replacing them properly on the
shelves.
The library hours are Tues. 2-4 at which time Mrs. Dorothy Cann is
at the desk— Friday, 7-9 at which time Mrs. Virginia N. Mitchell is on
duty. We look f-orward to being open one more evening from 7-9 (day
to be announced through the newspapers).
Respectfully submitted,
VIRGINIA M. INKTCHELL, Librarian and Trustee
W. O. PROUTY, Trustee
A. PROUTY, Trustee
D. CANN, Assistant Librarian
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REPORT OP EIiE:ME\TAHY SCHOOL liUILDIXC; ( ()>niITTEE
To the Selectmen of the Town of Norwell
Gentlemen :
The Elementary School Building Committee, appointed by the Select-
men in 1943, submitted its first report to the town in 1944. Subsequent
reports of progress appear in the reports for the years 1945-19 46-1947-
1948 and 1949.
The town voted its approval to proceed with construction at the annual
meeting in March 1949, and in addition to $4,500. appropriated for the
preparation of Plans and Specifications for an elementary school at a
special town meeting in December 1947, appropriated $375,000. making
a total appropriation of $379,500. Ground was broken in April of 1949.
The first classes were held on February 2 7, 19 50. The total money spent
is $378,724.37, of which under the present law 49.28 will be refunded
to the town over the next 20 years by the Commonwealth.
The activity of the committee ceased to exist in August 19 50 which
Avas six months after the building was accepted.
In the years gone by the following citizens have also served on the
committee and their wisdom and guidance should be recognized by the
town; Emily S. Ripley, Beatrice Thomas, Horace D. Gaudette, John B.
Kennerson and John D. R. Woodworth.
Respectfully submitted,
DONALD C. WILDER, Chairman
JAMES P. HALL
NELLIE L. SPARRELL
THOMAS S. CANN
ARTHUR L. MERRITT
SYDNEY S. DEAN
MARGARET H. McMULLAN, Secretary
REPORT OF THE SEALER OF WEIGHTS & MEASURES
To the Selectmen of the Town of Norwell:
68 Calls on Scales and Gas Pumps
8 Calls on Stores checking Weights on Packaged Goods
6 Calls on Oil Trucks
Respectfully submitted.
EDMUND F. LAPHAM.
Sealer of Weights and Measures
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RKPORT OP THE XORAVELI. VISITING NURSE ASSO(^IATION, INC.
To the Selectmen of the Town of Xorwell
Gentlemen
:
It is with pleasure that the Executive Board of the N. V. N. A. sub-
mit the following annual report:
The aim of our Association is to give the best possible nursing and
dental service to our town.
The Well Child Conference, better known as "Baby Clinic" is again
under the supervision of Dr. Alice Butler and Miss Catherine Roe. They
are ably assisted by our board members, Mrs. Frank Donovan and Mrs.
Harold King.
Mrs. Edward Keefe, who is Chairman of transportation, has provided
drivers when needed.
The picture on the January first Mirror, was taken in our clinic, posed
by one of the wholesome babies typical of the children who are being
started on a long life of health.
A State Health Report places Norwell among the top 10*;; healthiest
towns in Massachusetts.
We like to f^eel the X. V. X. A. is helping to contribute to this con-
dition.
We are continuing to support the High School Dental Clinic. Besides
regular supplies, a new instrument cabinet has been purchased. Note Dr.
Donald Parson's annual report.
Mrs. James P. Hall, Mrs. M. H. Bailey, Jr., Mrs. Charles W. Rounds
and Mrs. Jack Davis give one day each month assisting Dr. Parsons. A
relief nurse is employed during Miss Roe's vacation and for any emergency.
Her expenses are paid entirely by the N. V. N. A.
For the annual membership drive this year we sent each family an
itemized list of our activities, hoping for a generous response. The re-
sults, up to the present time, have been approximately three hundred
dollars, from ninety families.
The usual $300.00 has been requested from the town to help with
transportation and the upkeep of the nurse's car.
Money from Christmas Seal Sales, now goes entirely to Plymouth
County Hospital for Health E'ducation, Xraying Surveys and Rehabilita-
tion etc.
Due to the increase in overhead the Executive and Advisory Board
voted to increase the Bedside Nursing fee from fifty cents to one dollar.
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Over one hour-—
-
two dollars to be charged at the nurse's discretion. This
Increase to be effective after the Annual Meeting on :\Iarch 13th 1951.
Our Bi-annual Rummage Sales have become a town affair, with the
assistance of practically every woman in town,
Without their loyal support we would have difficulty in meeting ex-
penses.
New equipment purchased this j'ear:
A new Plymouth car. as recommended by Mr. James Barnard.
Two bedside chairs.
One dental instrument cabinet.
Platform Scales for nurses room at the new school.
One linoleum rug for the room in Town Hall used for our Baby Clinic.
One large coffee maker to be used for Rummage Sales lunches etc.
New Mattress covers and rubber sheeting.
The regular equipment available for use in homes without charge
includes: 3 hospital beds, chutches. bedside tables, ice cap, rubber ring,
a back rest and three bedside chairs.
These chairs and the beds are in almost constant use.
One old fashioned wheel chair is in great demand and the new collap-
sible wheel chair donated by the Salvation Army, has been in use ever
since we acquired same.
Two new Board members were elected at the 19 50 Annual Meeting.
Mrs. Robert C. Smith and Mrs. A. W. Gilmour.
For Nursing Service
—
Call Norwell 5-M before 9 A. M. for morning calls and before 1 P. M.
for afternoon calls.
IMiss Catherine Roe. School and Public Health Nurse
Mrs. Lloyd West. Seal Sales Chairman
Mr. Lloyd West, Auditor
The present officers are:
Mrs. Ernest Sparrell, President
Mrs. Harold King. Vice President
Mrs. Humphrey Turner, Treasurer
Mrs. S. T. Bittenbender. Secretary
Mrs. H. Day Atwater, Honorary Board Member
Members of the Board are:
Mr. James Barnard
Mrs. Richard Brooks
Mrs. C. Campbell Baird
Mrs. Frank Donovan
Mrs. Theodore Dyer
Mrs. Edward Keefe
Mrs. Robert C. Smith
Mrs. A. W. Gilmour
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The Annual Meeting and tea will be held at Ciishinff Memorial Hall
on March 13th, 2:30 P. M. All who are interested in the health of the
town are urged to attend.
I refer you to the following financial report of the treasurer.
Respectfully submitted,
GRACE L. SPARRELL, R. N.
Associate members in advisory capacity:
Rev. Herman Geertz
Dr. Raymond Vinal
Mr. James Liddell
Mr. Frederick A. Small
Gus g
President
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
NOHWELL VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION, INC.
December 31, 1950
Balance Jan. 1, 1949 $1,222.57
Sale of Bond 473.50
Income 19 50
Nursing Fees $254.00
Dental Clinic 283.75
Pre-School Clinic 22.50
Well Child Clinic 51.00
Nurse's Use of Car 55.00
Membership 30 7.50
Interest 8 7.95
Donation 150.00
T. B. Seals 97.39
Rummage Sales 2,209.39
Use of Equipment 17.50
Transportation (Town) 300.00
Miscellaneous 4.40
Total Income ' $3,840.85
TOTAL $5,536.92
Disbursements
Nurse's Salary $700.00
Substitute Nurses 248.00
Dentist 850.00
Dental Supplies 207.41
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Pre-School Clinic 81.25
New Equipment 126.10
Nursing Supplies 27.70
Transportation 334.71
Well Child Clinic 327.12
Telephone 24.00
Printing, Advertising, Clerical 49.05
Retirement 50.40
Dues 8.00
Insurance 20.70
Trucking 76.52
Charity 34.50
New Plymouth car 8 4 5.15
Miscellaneous 36.20
Total Disbursements $4,046.81
BALANCE, January 1, 1950 $1,490.11
Invested Funds
U. S. Government Bonds $1,800.00
S. S. Savings Bank 1,372.14
Respectfully submitted,
LOIS C. TURNER,
Treasurer.
REPORT OF THE SCHOOL AND DISTRK T NURSE
To the Selectmen of the Town of Norwell
Gentlemen
:
Number of bedside visits 583
Number of visits made for Board of Public Welfare 131
Number of visits made to hospitals with patients 15
Number of visits, infant welfare 163
Number of Well-Child Conferences 12
Number of children attending conferences 104
Number of children immunized at clinics 12
Number of children attending pre-school dental clinics 26
Number of visits made relative to communicable disease
. ..
151
Number of T. B. follow-up visits 10
Number of prenatal visits 6
Number of postnatal visits 32
Number of conferences with State health personnel 23
Number of conferences and Public Health meetings attended 12
RespectftuUy submitted,
^ CATHERINE A. ROE,
Public Health Nurse
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TOWN OF NORWELL
TOAVN TREASURER'S REPORT
RECEIPTS
Balance January 1, 1950 $221,790.16
Received during year 301,172.66
Total $522,962.82 $522,962.82
PAYMENTS
Total of Warrants $431,714.01
Balance December 31, 1950 91,248.81
$522,962.82 $522,962.82
SEVENTY-THIRD ANNUAL REPORT OF THE COFFIN CHARITY FUND
Amount of Fund $2,000.00
Interest available January 1, 1950 $680.72
Interest added during 1950 65.93
$746.65
Withdrawn during 1950 145.00
Interest available January 1, 1951 $601.65
SIXTY-FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT OF
ABIGAIL T. OTIS POOR FUND
Amount of fund $2,000.00
Interest available January 1, 1950 $610.74
Interest added during 1950 65.67
$676.41
Withdrawn during 1950 $0.00
Interest available January 1, 1951 $676.41
TWENTY-SECOND ANNUAL REPORT OF
ANNABEL WAKEFIELD POOR FUND
Amount of Fund $1,000.00
Interest available January 1, 1950 $591.83
Interest added during 1950 40.03
$631.86
Withdrawn during 1950 $0.00
Interest available January 1, 1951 $631.86
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TWENTY-SECOND ANNUAL REPORT OP
ANNABEL WAKEFIELD LIBRARY FUND
Amount of Fund $100.00
Interest available January 1, 1950 $97.79
Interest added during 1950 4.96
$102.75
Withdrawn during 19 50 $0.00
Interest available January 1, 1951 $102.75
SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT OF
WILFRED C. BOWKER FUND
Original amount of fund $1,000.00
Balance available January 1, 1950 $13.74
Interest added during 1950 0.32
$14.06
Withdrawn during 1950 $0.00
Balance available January 1, 1951 $14.06
SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT OF REHABILITATION FUND
Balance of Fund available January 1, 1950 $1,201.52
Interest added during 1950 30.21
$1,231.73
Withdrawn during 1950 $0.00
Balance of Fund available January 1, 1951 $1,231.73
WASHINGTON STREET CEMETERY FUND
Total Fund January 1, 1950 $3,536.93
Received for sale ofi lots 95.00
Interest added during 1950 88.27
$3,720.20
Withdrawn during 1950 $0.00
Balance of Fund available January 1, 1951 $3,720.20
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SIXTY-FIFTH ANNUAL. REPORT OF
ABIGAIL T. OTIS TOMB FUND
Amount of Fund $500.00
Interest available January 1, 1950 $104.96
Interest added during 1950 15.20
$120.16
Withdrawn during 1950 15.20
Interest available January 1, 1951 $104.96
SIXTY-FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT OF
ABIGAIT. T. OTIS CEMETERY FUND
Amount of Fund $1,000.00
Interest available January 1, 1950 $84.44
Interest added during 1950 27.26
$111.70
Withdrawn during 1950 27.26
Interest available January 1, 1951 $84.44
CEMETERY PERPETUAL CARE FUNDS
Name of Fund Amount Income Wd. Available
1950 1950 .Jan. 1, '51
Eliza Josselyn $200.00 $6.34 $6.34 $52.56
Samuel C. Cudworth 200.00 6.96 6.96 77.11
Prudence C. Delano 300.00 9.53 9.53 79.10
Nancy Hersey 100.00 2.79 2.79 11.12
Mary 0. Robbins 200.00 6.09 6.09 42.46
Charles H. Merritt 100.00 2.54 2.54 1.02
James W. Sampson 250.00 7.62 7.62 53.07
Susan C. Damon 100.00 2.79 2.79 11.12
Davis Damon 100.00 3.04 3.04 21.23
Anson Robbins, tomb 100.00 3.17 3.17 26.28
George H. Bates 100.00 2.67 2.67 6.07
Adeline F. Payne and
Benjamin Jacobs 200.00 5.72 5.72 27.30
Nathaniel P. Brownell 150.00 3.80 3.80 1.53
George Otis Torrey 185.48 4.80 0.00 10.33
Leaffie Curtis Miller 150.00 3.78 3.00 1.03
Hosea J. Stockbridge 340.92 5.44 0.00 22.79
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Name of Fund Amount Income Wd. Available
1950 1950 Jan. 1,'51
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Arthur Stoddard X u u . u u 9 K 1 9 fk A n 7 fiU. < o
Herbert T. Howard 100.00 2.51 2.00 0.79
Xellie Thatcher and
Willard Thatcher
.
. .
50.00 1.30 2.00 1.45
Alpheus Thomas 100.00 2.51 2.00 0.79
George Wilder and Asa Vining 100.00 2.51 2.00 0.82
Rufiis H. Binney, Flower Fund 200.00 5.22 0.00 12.74
Robert J. Coulter 100.00 2.54 2.00 1.57
John M. Hall. Lot 41 100.00 2.51 2.00 0.72
Peter Larsen 100.00 2.51 2.00 0.88
Alice K. Henderson 100.00 2.51 2.00 0.77
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Name of Fund Amount Income Wd. Available
19 50 1950 Jan. 1,'51
Waltpr A Wnnd 90.00 2.3 7 3.00 3.80
Tohn M HallU L/ 11 11 ifX, XXCtll 100.00 2.53 2.00 1.32
IX vl' O C0 1 Xlh.« XV\_/ ILf X XJ.O V/XX 100.00 2.51 2.00 1.20
William Purtle 100.00 2.53 2.00 1.38
«l Ui-lli Jv. v^UlictliiUl c onn on p» 1 0 ^ 00 o . ± ^
J U 11 11 d . iVlCVxldll 100 00 2.51 2.00 0.68
T . r» 1 1 1 a TV WT Vl <ao 1 f»TJ-iUUlB >V . >V liCClCl 100.00 2.51 2.00 1.18
\^iicii icb Hi. v^iictu. w iV/iv 200 00 5.12 ^.00 5,73
v^Ulll dU. VV lllcl b 200 00 5.19 3.00 8.81
Wtlllcl XV. Xldli 100.00 2.53 2.00 1.52
TV/Tva AlT'»oTf T TT^Qttji'p 150.00 3.84 3.00 3.86
r^ViarlpQ T-rnlflpn 100.00 2.51 2.00 1.17
Lillie C. Wilder 200.00 5.42 0.00 21.18
George V, Jackson 50.00 1.31 2.00 1.82
ljUlclliOU 1-J , r . IMctioLUll 50.00 1.31 2.00 1.73
Hilda S. Currie 100.00 2.61 3.00 3.98
Neil D. Dwyer 100.00 2.64 2.50 5.17
Ray Clark 150.00 3.88 3.00 5.36
H. Elizabeth Turner 150.00 3.83 2.32 3.71
Charles A. and Elizabeth Bates 100.00 2.51 2.00 0.89
Florence A. Wiggin 100.00 1.46 1.00 0.46
Joseph E. Reagan 200.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
George A. Poole 150.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3510,266.40 $270.50 $165.88 $1,251.69
Respectfully submitted.
MARGARET CROWELL,
Town Treasurer.
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KEPOKT OF TAX COLLECTOR
1947 REAL ESTATE
Dr.
Outstanding 12-31-4 9 $511.39
$511.39
1949 REAL
Outstanding 12-31-49 $14,972.85
Refunds 12.73
Auditors Adj. .01
Cr.
Returned to treasurer $337.84
Abated 173.55
$511.39
$5.43
$3,657.87
55.14
606.06
1,026.66
$5,345.73
$10.60
124.02
$134.62
$28.00
20.00
$48.00
$54.67
ESTATE
Returned to treasurer $10,895.72
Abated 76.85
Tax Title 51.16
Outstanding 12-31-50 3,961.86
1947 PERSONAL PROPERTY
Outstanding 12-31-49 $5.43 Outstanding 12-31-50
1948 REAL ESTATE
Outstanding 12-31-49 $5,344.75 Returned to treasurer
Overpayments .98 Tax titles
Outstanding 12-31-50
Abated
5,345.73
19 48 PERSONAL PROPERTY
Outstanding 12-31-49 134.62 Returned to treasurer
Outstanding 12-31-50
$134.62
Outstanding 12-31-49
1948 MOTH
$48.00 Returned to treasurer
Abated
$48.00
1948 MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE
Outstanding 12-31-49 $54.67 Returned to treasurer
$14,985.59 $14,985.59
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1949 PERSONAL PROPERTY
Outstanding 12-31-49 $374.56 Returned to treasurer
Outstanding 12-31-50
$374.56
$316.26
58.30
$374.56
Outstanding 12-31-4 9
19 49 MOTH
$40.50 Returned to treasurer $40.50
Outstanding 12-31-49
1949 POLL
$68.00 Returned to treasurer
Abated
Outstanding 12-31-50
$68.00
$26.00
32.00
10.00
$68.00
1949 MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE
Outstanding 12-31-49 $1,562.48 Returned to treasurer
Committed
Refunds
115.74
61.59
Abated
Outstanding 12-31-50
$1,739.81
$1,266.18
201.59
272.04
$1,739.81
Committed
Committed 12-15-50
Refunds
Auditors Adj.
1950 REAL ESTATE
$142,047.37 Returned to treasurer
186.17 Abated
670.05 Tax Title
.01 Outstanding 12-31-50
$142,903.60
$124,996.08
1,797.43
140.89
15,969.20
$142,903.60
Committed
19 50 PERSONAL PROPERTY
$8,597.30 Returned to treasurer
Abated
Outstanding 12-31-50
$8,597.30
$7,733.94
2.95
860.41
$8,597.30
Committed
19 50 MOTH
$525.50 Returned to treasurer $440.00
Outstanding 12-31-50 85.50
$525.50 $525.50
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1950 POLL
Committed $1,492.00 Returned to treasurer $1,420.00
Refunds 4.00 Abated 24.00
Outstanding 12-31-50 52.00
$1,496.00 $1,496.00
1950 MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE
Committed $26,416.31 Returned to treasurer $22,407.35
Refunds 1,144.62 Abated 1,530.26
Overpaid 13.98 Outstanding 12-31-50 3,637.30
$27,574.91 $27,574.91
WATER
Outstanding 12-31-49 $696.00 Returned to treasurer $770.25
Committed 552.69 Outstanding 12-31-50 494.12
Auditors Adj. 15.68
$1,264.37 $1,264.37
DEPARTMENTAL O. A. A.
Committed $1,038.18 Returned to treasurer $299.49
Auditors Adj. 25.33 Abated .67
Outstanding 12-31-50 763.35
$1,063.51 $1,063.51
Interest $656.99
Costs Collected $214.86
DONALD C. WILDER,
Tax Collector.
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REPORT OF THK HIGHWAY SURVEYOR
To the Selectmen of the Town of Norwell:
Gentlemen:
The town appropriation of $4,750. was spent as follows: $1,750. on
regrading- and gravelling Doris Avenue, Jacob's Trail and Leigh Road;
$1,000. on drainage on Doris Avenue and $2,000. for repairs on equipment
and emergency work where Chapter 81 was not available.
Chapter 9 0 program on Grove Street was carried on as far as Mr.
Hamblen's driveway under the state engineer's direction.
The special appropriation of $650. for Pleasant Street completed the
tarring of that street.
The tarring of Bowker Street was completed with the special appro-
priation of $8 00.
The Schedule of Chapter 81 was followed under the supervision of.
the state engineer and the work is itemized on following form.
Respectfully submitted,
PERRY H. OSBORN,
Highway Surveyor.
:>rOTOR VEHICTiE EXCISE
Indiv. Corp. Total
49 12 61
1,013 19 1,032
80 5 85
Number of Cars Assessed 1,605
Value of Vehicles Assessed $727,010.00
Excise Committed to Collector 26,735.09
TABLE OF AGGREGATES
Number of Persons Assessed
Personal Estate Only
Real Estate Only
Both Personal & Real Estate
Total Number of Persons Assessed 1,178
Number of Dwelling Houses Assessed 923
Number of Acres of Land Assessed 12,037
Respectfully submitted,
RALPH H. COLEMAN, Chairman
A. LESTER SCOTT
JAMES A. LIDDELL
Board of. Assessor^.
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INTKHni IIKPOHT—ZOMXdl ( O^IMIT I KK
To the Selectmen of the Town of Xorwell
Gentlemen
:
In compliance with the vote taken at the adjourned Town Meeting
held March 20. 195i> on Warrant Article 32, the Selectmen appointed the
following as a Zoning Committee:
Harry L Chase. Jr.
Gordon E. Copeland Herbert A. Lincoln
Peirce Fuller Richard D. McMullan
James P. Hall Margaret E. C. Reeser
William Hills, Sr. Frank L. Sweetser. Jr.
Since Mr. Hall was unable to serve, ^h'. Alan Hakanson was appointed
in his place. :\Ir. Copeland participated regularly in Zoning Committee
Meetings until October 26. when he was forced to resign because of mili-
tary obligations. He has not been replaced.
At the first meeting of- the Zoning Committee called by the Selectmen
at the Town Hall on June 16. the Committee organized with Mr. Fuller as
chairman, and Mrs. Resser as clerk. As its first official action, the Com-
mittee voted unanimously to admit the public to its meetings, which have
accordingly been held in the lobbies of the Town Hall.
To date, the Zoning Committee has held 20 meetings at which the
many ramifications of zoning as it might be applied to Xorwell have been
explored. On most points a meeting of minds has been achieved, and the
Committee is now actively engaged in preparing the draft of a proposed
Zoning By-Law which will, it is expected, provide the basis for hearings on
Zoning for the Town of X'orwell to be held during the Spring of 1951.
Following these hearings, and pursuant to their instructions under Article
3 2 of the 19 50 Warrant, the Zoning Committee will determine whether
to submit a proposed Zoning By-Law to the Town at a Special Town Meet-
ing held for that purpose.
January 4. 1951
Xorwell Zoning Committee
HARRY L. CHASE. Jr.
PEIRCE FULLER
WILLIAM HILLS. Sr.
ALAX HAKAXSOX
HERBERT A. LIXCOLX
RICHARD D. McMULLAX
MARGARET E. C. REESER
FRAXK L. SWEETSER, Jr.
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TAXES FOR STATF:, ( OUXTY A\ TOAVX PURPOSES
INCLl DING OVERLAY
Committed to Tax Collector:
Personal $8,154.80
Real Estate 142,047.37
Poll 1.466.00
Total $151,668.17
Value of Assessed Real Estate:
Land, exclusive of buildings 790,555.00
Buildings, exclusive of land 4,024,395.00
Total $4,814,950.00
Value of Assessed Personal Estate:
Stock in Trade 65.150.00
Machinery 182,150.00
Live Stock 27,917.00
All other Tangible Personal Property .... 1,200.00
Total $276,417.00
Total Valuation of Assessed Estate $5,091,367.00
REl»ORT OF THE WASHINGTON STREET
CEMETERY COMMITTTHE
To the Selectmen of the Town of Norwell
Gentlemen:
The Washington Street Cemetery Committee invites any resident of
the Town to take advantage of the opportunity of finding peace and con-
tentment of mind by strolling through our cemetery and selecting a de-
sirable location lor the future. There is a distinct advantage in present
day prices.
Call or write for an appointment— Mr. R. H. Brooks. Tel. Nor. 74
or Cohasset. RFD, Mass.
In the year 1951 the committee plan to issue Deeds to the lots already
sold. To verify our records we would appreciate a postcard with name
and address of owner or heir of lots in this cemetery.
Respectfully submitted,
RICHARD H. BROOKS
WILLIAM JACOBS
STEWART BOWKER, Chairman
Washington Street Cemetery Committee
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KKPORT OP THE ASSESSORS
19 50 RECAPITULATION
TOWN
Raised at Annual Town Meeting $232,489.60
From Surplus 24,425.00
Deficits due to abatements in excess of overlay
of prior years—00 00.00
$256,914.60
STATE
State Parks & Reservations 220.59
State Audit of Municipal Accounts 862.29
Underestimates of 1949 71.16
$1,154.04
COUNTY
County Tax 7,654.25
Tuberculosis Hospital Assessment 4,192.24
Underestimates of 1949 645.52
$12,492.01
OVERLAY of current year 4,223.86
GROSS AMOUNT TO BE RAISED $274,784.51
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS
Income Tax 26,375.31
Corporation Taxes 10,028.07
Motor Vehicle and Trailer Excise 16,000.00
Licenses 800.00
Special Assessments—Moth 525.50
Town Hall Rentals 400.00
Charities 2,000.00
Old Age Assistance 14,500.00
Old Age Tax (Meals) 382.61
Veterans' Benefits 900.00
Schools 12,000.00
Interest 600.00
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Water Dept 500.00
Old Age Tax (Meals) Acts 1949-Ch. 307 . . 528.36
School Building Refund 6,600.00
Gas & Electric Franchise Tax 1,190.20
Chapter 804, Acts of 1949 4,415.67
$97,745.72
Available Funds 25,370.62
Total estimated receipts and available funds $123,116.34
TOTAL AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY TAXATION $151,668.17
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REPORT OF THE TREE WARDEN
To the Citizens of the Town of. Norwell
I wish to report that the money appropriated for the Tree Depart-
ment was spent carrying out the different phases of this work.
I should like to thank the people of the town for cooperating with
the aerial spraying program that was done last spring. The Tree Depart-
ment made an all out effort to help with this work. In the trapping pro-
gram that followed the spraying, two gypsy moths were captured in
Norwell. This means we are not entirely rid of this pest. However, it
must be remembered that the spraying was stopped at the Plymouth.
County line and the insect may filter back into Norwell.
No new cases of Dutch Elm disease were discovered in Norwell this
year, but the surrounding towns are heavily infested with this disease.
We are in constant threat of an attack of this menace w^hich could destroy
many of our elms.
A small amount of roadside trimming was accomplished this year
and I hope more of this work of. cleaning the brush from under our larger
shade trees can b© done in the future.
Respectfully submitted,
AVESLEY H. OSBORNE, JR.
Tree Warden
REPORT OX THE TOWN DUMP
To the Selectmen of the Town of Norwell
Gentlemen:
A ramp was built in the town dump at the request of. the Board of
Health, so that the dump might be kept more sanitary by being confined
to a smaller area. There were not sufficient funds to build the size ramp
that would be most desirable, but by using the rubbish as a foundation for
the ramp and gravelling the surface we will be able to increase the size
and height of the ramp during the next couple years. This will gradually
give us a much better dump and do so without spending a large sum ofi
money to accomplish the desired results.
Respectfully submitted.
LORING L. WADSWORTH
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REPOHT OF ('IVII> DEFENSE IN NORAVELL
To the Selectmen in tlie Town of Norwell
Gentlemen:
Beconse none of us know the nature of the prohlems which may lace
us through the com ins years, it is the duty of the Civil Defense Unit of-
Norwell to prepare itself and the citizens of the town for any eventuality.
Althoush it is not anticipated that Norwell would he the object of a
direct bomb attack, we are on the fringe of an area which might be an ob-
jective, so we must be prepared accordingly.
We shall be trained to handle an influx of evacuees from the Metro-
politan area, or to go to their assistance if called upon.
We shall be prepared for other eventualities resulting from the activi-
ties of. our enemies, such as sabotage and guided missiles. Incidentally, we
shall be prepared for any peacetime emergencies that might arise in our
town— loss of power and communications, fires, lost persons, etc.
With all this in mind, the Control Center has been established in the
basement of the FClementary School— in the center of town, and with
adequate facilities for cooking, light and heat for the care of many people
in a well protected place. A telephone has been installed— Norwell 240^
—
and the Control Center will be open every Wednesday evening if and until
an emergency arises, when it will be staffed for full time activities.
Medical supplies have been purchased under the direction of Dr. Vinal,
Deputy Director for Medical & Health Services, and two First Aid Stations
have been established— one at the Elementary School, and one at the
Town Hall. These stations are so organized that they can be manned on
short notice by experienced staffs.
The town is being divided into six districts, each district in charge of
a district Warden. These districts are to be divided into groups of nine
or ten houses— depending on location— and each of these groups will be
under the supervision of a Group Warden. This Group Warden will be
acquainted with each household, and will be directly responsible for their
care in time of need.
First Aid courses are now being held for nurses, wardens, firemen,
and police.
All departments are being fully organized and trained, and reports
will be rendered to the townspeople by the Deputy Director for Public In-
formation, as present plans materialize.
At the time of this report— January 21, 1951, the Staff organization
for the Norwell Civil Defense Unit is as follows:
Director W. Clarke Atwater
Ass't. Director Col. Thomas Barstow
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Deputy Directors
Medical Dr. Raymond Vinal
Assts Mrs. Ernest Sparrell
Board of. Health
Civilian Aid (Red Cross) Mrs. Peirce Fuller
Asst Mrs. Chester Rimmer
Canteen Mrs. John Sparrell
Fire-Board of Engineers
(Deputy Chief ) Harold Wilder
Police Alan Virtue
Asst John Murphy
Transportation Wilder Gaudette
Assts Robert Ridder
Frederick Etling
Communications Stearns Poor
Asst Joseph Hallett, Jr.
Equipment & Supply William Bennett
Public Works W. Blanchard Ford
Asst W. B. Ford, Jr.
Administration Mrs. W. Clarke Atwater
Asst Mrs. James MacDonald
Wardens Howard Shearer
Asst Kurt Sundwall
Public Information Douglas F. Reilly
Special Assistants
Electrical J. Lee Turner
Legal Herbert Lincoln
Respectfully submitted.
W. CLARKE ATWATER,
Director.
January 20, 1951
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PUBLIC WELFARE
Eleven cases received aid under General Relief of which six received
temporary aid only. At the close of the year five cases remained active.
Case Load
Norwell cases in Norwell 3 $624.92
Norwell cases in other towns 6 1,272.00
State cases in Norwell
Other towns' cases in Norwell 2 248.25
$2,145.17
Administration and expense 217.52
TOTAL $2,362.69
(>T.T> AGE ASSISTANCE
Seventy-four cases received Old Age Assistance during the year.
Eleven new cases were added and seven closed, leaving 63 active cases
at the close of the year.
Case Load
Norwell cases in Norwell 53 $36,180.78
Norwell cases in other towns 5 622.80
State cases in Norwell 4 3.221.00
Other towns' cases in Norwell 12 4,668.40
Total expenditure for Aid 74 $4 4,692.98
Administration and Expense $3,432.07
Federal reimbursement—Aid and Administration $20,807.75
State receipts 15,479.26
Receipts f.rom other towns 620.80
Refund—Estate recovery 8 20.00
$37,727.81
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AID TO DEPENDENT CHUiDREN
Five families with a total of eleven children received Aid to Depen-
dent Children. Four cases were closed during the year, leaving only one
active case as of January 1, 1951.
Total Expenditure for Aid $4,123.72
Expense 8.65
$4,132.37
*Federal reimbursement—Aid and Expense $2,050.87
*State receipts 1,727.40
*In Old Age Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children, Federal re-
imbursements may be applied to future aid. State and town receipts go
into the General Fund of the town.
JAMES A. LIDDELL, Chairman
RALPH H. COLEMAN
A. LESTER SCOTT
Board of Public Welfare.
VETERANS' BENEFITS
Three cases aided. Tw^o cases were closed during the year, leaving
only one active case as of January 1, 1951.
Total expenditure for Aid $1,917.17
Expense—Printing 1.12
$1,918.29
A portion of this amount is reimbursed by the State.
A. LESTER SCOTT,
Veterans' Agent
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HErOIlT OF THi: SCHOOL ('0>L>IITTKE FOll 1950
To the Tax Payers of Norwell.^
—
It is nearly a year since the elementary grades first occupied the new
building and the High School pupils were allowed to spread out into nor-
mal working quarters. Just hoAv much this has done tor pupils and tea-
chers can never be f-ully realized but this much is known,— under the
nearly ideal housing with modern equipment, everyone is happier, work
easier to accomplish and of a higher grade.
Our new l)uilding is the envy of all school oflicials who enter it and
the joy of all who work in it. We trust the townspeople are properly ap-
preciative of the time and effort which went into the planning necessary to
carry out the project. We realize how fortunate we were to get the job
completed within the $375,000. appropriated, when we learn of six and
eight room buildings under construction today for around $600,000,
The School Committee wishes to express its appreciation to those
members serving with us on the Building Committee, who labored many
nights to incorporate features necessary in our opinion, for a workable
unit. The greatest of praise is due J. William Reals Sons, Architects for
their splendid design and to the Park Construction Co. who so pains-
takingly carried out the construction.
The Girl Scouts. Boy Scouts, and Cub Scouts meet in the new building,
using the Cafeteria for activities and the Auditorium for meetings and
social gatherings. A request from the Xorwell Civilian Defense Unit to
establish headquarters on the ground floor was granted by the Committee.
A room has been partitioned off one corner of the large storage space for
an office, the classrooms are used for instruction for the various depart-
ments and the Cafeteria and kitchen are to be used by the Canteen. As
the storage room is entirely below the ground, it lends itself admirably
for the purpose. While it is the fervent prayer of all that no need may
arise for this Unit to house refugees, should that time come, Norwell's
facilities will be better than the average small town.
Dr. John D. R. Woodworth, a member of the School Committee passed
away suddenly May 5th. at the beginning of his second year on the Board.
Having served as School Physician during Dr. Vinal's absence in World
War li, he was well acquainted with the many phases of school work, and
gave untiringly of his strength and ability to the work. The service he
rendered will long be remembered.
Frank Lind, custodian of the High School since its erection, retired in
October, much to our regret. His record for long hours and hard work,
reflected in the appearance of the building, set a pattern that will be hard
to follow. His genial personality and consideration of others endeared
him to all who used the building. To the pupils he was affectionately
known as "General". We all wish him happiness in his new position.
The High School building has come to the point where there is need
for a considerable amount of repairs. Much work has been done on the
heating and ventilating system since the first of the year and more needs
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to be done. Perhaps after fourteen years use. this is to be expected but it
is none the less disturbing:.
A separate article in the warrant requests money to 'black top" the
terrace back of the High School and the driveways, something which
should have been done when the building was built. At present it costs
a considerable srm each year to fill in the holes and roll the drive, which
has to be done all over again the next year. Mud and sand tracked into
the building from the terrace, wears the floors, beside making additional
work for the custodian.
Our proposed budget for 19 51 has necessarily increased over that of
1950. Books, supplies and equipment have fairly jumped in price, the
addition of another teacher to the staff and a proposed increase in salaries
of our teachers completes the picture. We have an excellent staff, each
one of whom has to meet increased costs of everything he buys. Certain
of them would not leave us perhaps if salaries were not increased, but
many who do not have homes and family ties here, certainly would accept
other positions at better pay. It is not good policy to lose our experienced
teachers and hire those without experience at a salary of $2100.—- the
minimum salary allowed by law.
In spite of. these increases, our budget for 1951 calls for an increase
of between l^/c and Sry, while Hanover is up 129^ and Hanson SOc/f.
We are indeed fortunate to retain the services of Mr. Small, our able
Principal, who supervises both buildings with his strong assistant. Mrs.
Cole, in the Elementary building.
Your Committee feels well pleased with the condition of the schools
and solicit your further interest in them by visits to the classrooms.
Your cooperation will do much to keep your schools on their present
high level.
THOMAS S. CANN, Chairman
JAMES P. HALL
XELLIE L. SPARRELL. Sec-Treas.
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Superintendent of Schools
CLIFTON E. BRADLEY
Office, Salmond School, Hanover, Mass., Tel. 172
Residence, Center Street, Center Hanover, Tel. 414
Supervisors
GERTRUDE REYNOLDS, Music
MADELEINE GULLIVER, Art
RINEHART SYSTEM OF WRITING
School Physician
RAYMOND G. VINAL, M. D.
School Xurse
CATHERINE A. ROE
School Dentists
WILLIS B. PARSONS, D. M. D.
DONALD W. PARSONS, D. M. D.
Janitors
CHESTER BELL
FRANK MAKOWSKI
SCHOOL COMMITTRK REGULATIONS
Children who become five years ot' age on or before March first may
enter school the following September.
No child under seven years of age will l)e admitted to school for the
first time after October first of any year.
A child entering school for the first time is required to present to the
teacher a birth certificate and vaccination or exemption from vaccination
certificate. Exemption must be renewed every six months.
SIGN ALS FOR NO SESSIONS OF SCHOOLS
Signal 7:80 A.M. on the Fire Whistle (one long whistle).
"No School" signals will be broadcast from WBZ between 7:00 and
7:45 A.M.. and from WEEI and WBET.
Schools will close in extremely bad weather, but each parent must
decide, depending on the conditions of distance, amount of waiting for the
bus, protective clothing, etc., Avhether or not to send children to school in
stormy weather when schools are in session.
Elementary School
High School
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AVOHK C EKTIFICATKS
Work certificates for those between the ages of 16-21 are issued at
the offices of the Stiperintendent of Schools, the High School and from the
homes of the School Committee members and the Superintendent of
Schools. When possible the school office should be used. A birth certifi-
cate or other legal proof of birth is required to be shown.
Employment certificates of those between 14-16 for employment dur-
ing out of school hours are secured at the schools only, or during the sum-
mer, from the Superintendent of Schools.
SCHOOL CALENDAR
January 2. 1951 Schools open
February 17 -February 2 5, 19 51 Vacation
April 14 -April 22, 1951 Vacation
May 30, 1951 Memorial Day
June 15, 1951 (approximately) Elementary School closes
June 2 2, 19 51 (approximately) High School closes
SUMMER A'ACATIOX
September 5, 1951
October 12, 1951
October .1951
November 12. 1951
November 2 2 and 23. 19 51
December 22. 1951 -Jan. 1. 1952
January 2, 19 5 2
Schools open
Columbus Day
Teachers' Convention
Armistice Day Celebration
Thanksgiving Holidays
Christmas Holidays
Schools open
NORWELIi SCHOOL DIRECTORY
School Committee
THOMAS CANN, Chairman Tel. Rockland 521-R
MRS. NELLIE L. SPARRELL, Secretary Tel. Rockland 76-W
JAMES P. HALL Tel. Hanover 136
STOP FOR SCHOOL BUSES!
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SUPERIXTKXDKXT'S RKPORT
To the School Committee
Town of. Norwell
It is my pleasure as Superintendent of Schools to submit my eighth
annual report to the Town of Norwell.
Norwell has successfully passed a milestone in its history this year
by having all its pupils housed in two modern school buildings. From the
opening of the new elementary school on February 27. the educational
year has progressed in a very satisfying manner. We have nothing but
praise for the planners of this new building. That it is an outstanding
one in the State is attested to by the large numbers v ho have passed
through it before studying their own building needs. Norwell is to be
congratulated!
The School Building Committee has about wound up its affairs and
is ready to make its claim for State Aid. A recent communication indi-
cates that Norwell will receive 49 •'^ of its total expenditure, instead of
44*^,. due to increased enrollment. Since these figures fluctuate with pub-
lished valuation and enrollment figures, it is imperative that the Com-
mittee move quickly to take advantage of this higher reimbursement fig-
ure. The Committee has done an excellent job, and is to be congratulated.
But another problem may be ahead. The census of- Norwell in 1940
was 1,8 71. In 1950 it was 2.49 6. The school enrollment has gone steadily
upward from 8 28 in 19 44 to an anticipated 516 in September 1951. The
numbers already in our elementary schools, and the pupils who are enter-
ing our town because of the continued building of homes must surely por-
tend an extremely crowded high school building beginning in about 19 53
and continuing from that point onward. If the number of births continue
as at present, or increases, and if the general movement out of the cities
continues, then certainly we will have to plan an addition to the high
school building in two or three years.
Our teachng staff has continued to be stable, with a minimum of
change from last year. The high school faculty has been added to in an-
ticipation of the increased numbers that will be in that division beginning
in September. Increased salaries and the better teaching conditions
should continue to attract capable teachers to our town. We are f-ortunate
in the leadership of our principal, Frederick Small, who is giving full
supervisory time to both buildings. We will need to add an additional
teacher as the present bulge continues. In September the additional room
needed will be at the sixth grade level, and will l)e in the high school
building.
Recently a Harvard professor wrote in a national magazine describing
a "community" school, in which he surrounds the child with all those
things which are needed for his education. He lists the classrooms, gym-
nasiums, etc., but dwells on the things which round out and make the
whole child, the meeting places for Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts: the center
where the child may go for recreation and other normal social activities.
Norwell stands high when measured by what it is doing for its youth,
particularly in its school centers.
Norwell has added two additional teachers this year, one to take care
of an added room, and the other to strengthen our high school. Mr. Kier-
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nan has taken over all of the social studies teaching, thus combining work
that has been divided among all of the high school faculty since Mr. Ryder
left. He is also assisting Mr. Dixon with the athletic program. Miss
Standley is the teacher for the new fifth grade room.
Mr. Thomas replaces Mrs. Paradise, who resigned to be at home. Mrs.
Ford replaces ^Irs. Cobleigh, who is at home: and Miss Lusk replaces Mrs.
Brandt who left to teach in Braintree.
Because of the expansion of grades we have geared our adoption of
revised texts to the new rooms as they come along. The cost of both text-
books and supplies reflect the rising prices.
During the summer the high school offices, west hallway and kitchen
areas were painted. This is the first of the major painting to be done to
the interior. A program should be set up to systematically go through the
building over a period of years, so that there ^vill be no major cost at any
one time.
A Special Article has been placed in the Warrant for the hard paving
of the drive, and of the rear entrances. This is a much needed project.
Our budget is up this year, but compared to other surrounding towns
the percentage of increase is very low. The total is off-set by substantial
receipts, noted elsewhere in this report. The percentage return is 33%
of the budget.
A new item in the budget is an amount to make it possible to have a
dual control car for on the road driving instruction. Cars are supplied by
a dealer, with the school paying for an instructor, insurance, gas. oil, etc.
Xorwell could team up Avith Hanover in such a program, which is spon-
sored by the Department of Motor Vehicles.
Frank Lind retired on October 3 0, because of the age limitation set
up in the County Retirement System. Mr. Lind can be proud of his record
at the Xorwell High School. He alv. ays put a lot of himself into the posi-
tion, and his building showed it. His resignation was appropriately
marked by a testimonial dinner given by the faculty and friends. We wish
him happiness in his new venture.
The Superintendent is convinced that good schools and P. T. A.'s go
together,— that where parents and teachers meet often, much can be ac-
The buses as presently set up seem to be working efficiently. The
bus that carries the Washington Street elementary children is so set up
that no child should have to cross the street, the children on one side going
on the High Street bus, and the children on the other going on the Grove
Street bus. The Superintendent should be notified of any violation of
this arrangement, which was set up because of the hazardous conditions
on this section of the State road.
The work of the town road crews who keep brush cut back and roads
plowed and sanded is an important part of a good bus program and should
be encouraged and appreciated,
Mrs. MacDonald is giving a substantial part of her efforts to the
direction of the school lunch program. She is assisted by two cooks a*
the high school, and two cooks and a helper at the elementary school. Un-
usually good meals are being served for a small sum. The Federal Lunch
complished. The School Department appreciates all that this organization
does for the school.
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Program subsidizes the program ^vith both a cash allowance and generous
supplies of surplus foods, so that the program continues to be self sup-
porting. The cash receipts are now turned over to the Town Treasurer,
who pays all bills on the direction of the School Committee. The monies
continue on a revolving basis, and will not need a vote of the town for
spending. These accounts, and likewise the athletic accounts, which are
likewise to be placed in a town revolving fund, are now^ subject to State
Audit under a new bill effecting all schools ofi the State.
Practical Arts for adults and Vocational Schools for our boys are
available to Norwell citizens. The Superintendent particularly wants to
emphasize that Civic Education classes are open in Brockton to those
people new to our country, and who desire courses previously known as
Americanization classes. Approval is on a form signed by the Superin-
tendent of Schools.
The legislature is continuing to receive for consideration bills for
increased State Aid and for a higher minimum salary for teachers.
The work of the Art and Music Supervisors continues on its same
high level, and no special report is asked for at this time. Our Band
Leader is doing an outstanding job with an increasing number of pupils,
many of them from the lower grades so that they will have many years of.
instruction and group work ahead of them. A concert is being prepared
for. and should be of interest.
Proposed projects might well be an expansion of the parking facilities
at the new elementary school, which has proven so popular for evening
functions. Fill could be used in the rear ot the building toward the brook,
and would result in increased space.
The high school will be strengthened by the employment of a teacher
who can act as girls' gym instructor and sport coach. It is anticipated
that a teacher can be secured to teach one of the upper grades, and to
handle this much needed instruction.
The Superintendent feels that the immediate pressure is oft in Nor-
well, now that a new school is built. When it is realized that the Building-
Committee had approximately ninety meetings, most of. which the Super-
intendent attended, it can be understood that he feels well pleased to
have it behind him. Because he is a Superintendent of three towns, he is
now in a similar position in Hanson, with a new twelve room building and
large auditorium-gymnasium fairly well along in its construction. Han-
over is just facing the enrollment squeeze and has had many preliminary
Building Committee meetings. The Superintendent has had about one
hundred and fifteen meetings this past year in connection with his official
duties. With the exception of a very few days he is on duty during the
summer months, caring for repairs, interviewing teachers, compiling re-
ports, and otherwise preparing for the opening of school. Because of his
limited home hours he appreciates it when school business can be trans-
acted through the local school offices or through his office in Hanover.
I appreciate the whole hearted cooperation of. all who have made the
past years so successful.
Respectfully submitted,
CLIFTON E. BRADLEY,
Superintendent of Schools.
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RKPORT OF THE PKIXCIPAT.
To the Superintendent of Schools
Mr. Clifton E. Bradley
I herewith siil)mit the principal's annual report concerned with the
Norwell Puhlic Schools.
The new Elementary School has been in service now for one year. It
is functioning smoothly as an educational unit. With all but one of the
elementary grades in the new building it is much less difhcult than former-
ly to organize and administer a program of learning for the youth con-
cerned. Teachers and administration have been working this year to
achieve a better correlation among the various grade activities so that the
learning process throughout the system might be one of continuous mental
growth and cultural enrichment. Subject matter and method have been ob-
jects of close scrutiny. Material and procedure have been revised, deleted,
or added to. as the case may have been, in order that pupil achievement be
at the maximum. Educational goals have been better established and
more clearly defined. New teachers in the elementary system this year;
Mrs. Ford, grade three; Miss Lusk, grade f.our; and Miss Standley. grade
five, have proved definite assets in their respective capacities and have
contributed much to the success of the total program.
The High School was visited several months ago by Mr. A. Russell
Mack, Supervisor of Secondary "Education for the State Department of
Education. Mr. Mack rates a school in three categories; building, per-
sonnel, and program. Norwell received an A-1 rating from Mr. Mack in
all categories. Your faculty at the High School is considering the needs
and requirements that well may be manifest in the near future. It is
reasonably safe to assume that the enrollment in grades seven through
twelve will nearly triple by the year 19 58. Such a "boom" condition will
necessitate expansion of existing facilities, revision of the program of.
studies, and addition to staff personnel. We shall make every effort to be
ready for the increase in pupil population. It is hoped that the citizens
of Norwell are aware of the fact that larger enrollments call for greater
expenditures for the support of schools-— if current high standards are
to be maintained. New teachers in the High School, Mr. Thomas and Mr.
Kiernan, are doing very excellent work in their respective departments;
mathematics and social studies.
I take this opportunity to pay tribute to my faculty. As individuals
they are well-trained, experienced, hard working, professional people.
Collectively they form the very best staff it has been my privilege to know
and with whom to work.
Again I thank the Superintendent of Schools, the School Committee,
Staff, and Citizens for the close cooperation and the many considerations
that have contributed so vastly to the success of the year.
Respectfully submitted,
FREDERICK A. SMALL,
Principal.
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REPORT OF SC HOOL PHYSICLIN
Superintendent of Schools,
Nor well. Massachusetts
Dear Sir:
The annual report of the School Physician for the year 1950 is sub-
mitted as follows:
All students have been given careful physical examination. Nutrition,
vision and hearing are especially checked by the School Nurse and teachers
by standard graded test methods.
The general health of the schools was excellent. Routine notices
were sent to parents in those instances requiring correction or special
attention. Almost all pupils are able to participate in regular athletic
activities.
The custodial services including sanitation, heating, and lighting of-
the school buildings have been excellent. Contagious diseases have been
few and easily controlled.
Before a special committee meeting, I have urged that the new
school auditorium be used as a playroom and gymnasium, including
basketball. It is believed that the Town Meeting voted for the new build-
ing with this intent. Norwell is deficient in physical education, and needs
more emphasis on competitive athletics. The girls, especially, need a good
physical education instructor. Many teachers and Norw^ell residents have
expressed their belief in the benefits of athletics in the development of
healthy minds and bodies.
The School Nurse has been of much assistance, and will submit a
separate statistical report.
Respectfullv submitted,
RAYMOND G. VINAL, M. D.
School Physician.
REPORT OF S( HOOL DENTIST
Mr. Clifton E. Bradley
Superintendent of Schools
Norwell. Massachusetts
Dear Sir:
Since my last report we have set up a modern clinic complete with
X-ray unit in the new^ school. We are indebted to Dr. Frank Rounds for
his help in selecting this equipment. Out of town visitors comment very
favorably on our dental set-up, which is functioning now^ in both buildings.
The following is a brief summary of work done in the clinic in 1950.
Fillings in permanent teeth 190
Fillings in deciduous teeth 101
Deciduous teeth extracted 45
Permanent teeth extracted 1
Teeth treated 116
Prophylactic treatments 79
Completed cases 73
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIS B. PARSONS, D. M. D.
School Dentist.
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REPORT OF S( HOOI. NURSE
Mr. Clifton E. Bradley
Superintendent of Schools
Norwell, Massachusetts
Dear Sir:
The following is the report of the School Nurse for the year 1950:
.
Total number of children examined 516
Number of children with physical defects 51
Number of children with irremediable defects 9
Number of children with defects corrected 43
Number of visits to schools 311
Number of. visits to homes of school children 401
Number of children taken home ill 103
Number of sanitary inspections 18
Pre-School Clinic
Number of children examined 52
Number of children having defects 24
Number of. children having defects corrected 21
Respectfully submitted,
CATHERINE A. ROE,
School Nurse.
REPORT OF THE SCHOOL DENTIST
The fKDllowing is a brief statistical report of the dental work accom-
plished in the upper grades of the Norwell Schools during 1950.
Permanent Fillings 174
Permanent Teeth Extracted 5
Temporary Teeth Extracted 2
Tooth Treatments 27
Prophylaxis 7
Completed 35
Bite wing Xrays 25
Group Fluorine treatments to 2 grades
Respectfully submitted,
D. W. PARSONS, D. M. D.
STOP FOR SCHOOL BUSES!
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ENROLLMENT IX THE NORWELL SCHOOLS
As of October 1, 1950
Grade
Elementary
School
High School
Building
1 32
1 31
2 25
2 22
3 30
3 29
4 36
4 37
5 24
5 17
6 17
6 27
7 34
8 35
9 26
10 24
11 15
12 14
P. G. 1
300 176
I 63
II 47
III 59
IV 73
V 41
VI 44
VII 34
vni 35
IX 26
X 24
XI 15
xn 14
p. G. 1
Total enrollment of schools 476
Recent enrollment figures:
October 1. 1944 3 28
October 1. 1945 341
October 1. 1946 366
October 1. 1947 413
October 1. 1948 435
October 1. 1949 452
October 1, 1950 476
8 vocational pupils
6 vocational pupils
Vociitional School Pupils
Weymouth Vocational School
Kenneth Ekstrom
Arthur Joseph
Philip Joseph
Robert Molla
Richard Robinson
Bristol County Agricultural School
Earle Nash
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SCHOOT. DKPARTMKXT FIXANCKS — 19r>0
Appropriation $97,100.00
Dog Tax 721.00
School Committee Appropriation .. . 350.00
$98,171.00
Unexpended balance 110.71
Total expenditure $98,171.29
Receipts:
State Aid $20,542.80
State Aid, Transportation 8,482.86
State Ward Tuition 656.64
Boston Ward Tuition 698.32
Superintendent Reimbursement 1,242.53
$31,623.15
Net Cost to the Town $66,437.14
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